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ABSTRACT

This report describes the, character and distribution of surficial materials that occur on northern

Vancouver Island. Colluvium and till are widespread, accounting for over 7CJf. of the surficial cover. The

rest of the study area consists of fluvial and fluvioglacial deposits distributed in valley bottoms, bedrock

outcrops concentrated in alpine areas, organic materials scattered throughout the region, and minor amounts

of marine, glaciolacustrine and eolian sediments in localized pockets. The distribution of these materi als

has been mapped at 1:50 000 and 1:250 000.

A variety of geological processes currently operate in the region, including mass ITDvements (land

slides), snow avalanches, gully erosion, floods, solution of limestone, and earthquakes. The identifica

tion, causative factors and land use implications of these processes are reviewed. Guidelines are presented

for the preparation of a geological hazard map.

Debris avalanches and debris flows are the most common mass movements in the study area. Three zones

of abundance (quantity per unit area) are identified and bear a close relationship to annual precipitation

zones. Analyses of this distribution pattern and local geological site characteristics tentatively suggest

that severe climatic conditions (e.g. intense precipitation, high incidence of storm activity) and steep

slopes are primary conditions for debris avalanche and debris flow movements. Geological site factors, such

as texture of unconsolidated materials, underlying bedrock structure, orientation of slopes and subsurface

drainage conditions however, may influence the number of local mass movements. Earthquake activity is also

cons idered to be an important triqgering mechanism.
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PREFACE

This report is part of a progran responsible for providing natural resource base data for resource

planning, interpretation and allocation on northern Vancouver Island. Individual disciplines include

surficial geology (terrain), soils and vegetation. Terrain and soils maps at a scale of 1:50 000, and vege

tation maps at 1:100 000 scale are available from the Assessment and Planning Division Library.

The report has been written for planners, foresters, pedologists and the individual citizen. Technical

terms have been avoided or defined in a glossary. Information contained in this report is in addition to

that provided by the terrain maps, and may be used in conjunction with the maps to identify potentially

troublesome sites prior to development and 'Ittlere detailed site specific studies should be conducted.

Information in this report and the terrain maps should not be applied to site specific problems such as

subdivision layouts.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The final chapter suggests a number of

potential research projects for the study area.

Some of these would lead to a better understanding

of the natural processes operating within the

reg i on. Others are ITDre concerned with the effect s

that land use activities have on these processes.

Geological processes currently q:>erating on

northern Vancouver Island are reviewed in Chapter

Five. Processes discussed include mass ITDvements,

snow avalanches, flooding, solution of limestone,

and earthquakes. These processes represent

potential geological hazards to a variety of land

use activities within the study area. The chapter

concludes with a section outlining the preparation

of an elementary geological hazard map.

Eight types of surficial materials, including

colluvium, ITDraine (till), fluvial deposits

(including fluvioglacial), marine sediments,

organic deposits, glaciolacustrine deposits, eolian

deposits and bedrock outcrops, are discussed in

Chapter Four. Their characterist ics such as

texture, drainage, and landforms, and the influence

of these features on certain land use activities is

reviewed. The distribution of surficial materials

is presented on 1:50 000 terrain maps (Appendix 1)1

and on a generalized terrain map (1:250 000)

(derived from the original 1:50000 maps, Map 1, in

map pocket).

The purpose of this report is to augment the

1:50 000 maps by providing additional information

about the character and distribution of surficial

materials. Active geological processes are also

identified and described since they constitute

potent i al geo log ical hazards to property, resources

and in some cases, human activity.

The study area is located on northern

Vancouver Island from 126°0' to 128°25' west

longitude and 49°10' to 50°57' north latitude

(Fig. 1.1). It encompasses an area of 15 655

square km, about sixteen 1:50 000 mapsheets.

Field work for the project was conducted

during the summers of 1976 to 1978 by a teClTl of

terrain mappers. Mapping was carried out in accord

with the Terrain Classification System (E.L.U.C.

Secretariat, 1976). Further details of the terrain

mapping progrClTl are discussed at length in Chapter

Two.

The physical setting of the study area,

including climate and geology, is outlined in

Chapter Three. The climate of northern Vancouver

Island is typified by dry, warm summers and cool,

wet winters; three distinct precipitation zones are

identified. The bedrock of the area is complex,

consisting of Mesozoic volcanic and sedimentary

rocks that have been intruded by Jur ass ic

'granitic' rocks. The landscape was extensively

modified by glaciation during the Pleistocene.

Most of the surficial materials portrayed on the

1:50 000 terrain maps were deposited either during

the last glacial episode (3.4) or as a result of

non-glaci al processes

years. The study area

seismic zone in Canada.

during the past 10 000

is part of the most act ive

1 Further copies are available from: Map Library, Assessment and Planning Division, 765 Broughton St.,
Victoria, B.C.

1



2 METHOD OF TERRAIN ANALYSIS
2.1 Terrain Classification System

Geological materials may be divided into two

broad groups:

1. Consolidated Materials (Bedrock)

On the terrain maps for northern Vancouver

Island different types of bedrock were not

differentiated. Bedrock types and their

distribut ion have been mapped and defined

by the Geological Survey of Canada (3.3).

2. Unconsolidated Materials (Quaternary

deposits). Surficial materials are

classified and mapped according to the

Terrain Classification System (E.L.U.C.

Secretariat, 1976).

In this scheme of mapping, unconsolidated

materials are separated initially according to

their mode of formation or origin of the material

(genetic material). They are then subdivided

further according to characteristics such as

texture, surface expression, and modifying

processes. Texture refers to the size, roundness

and sorting of particles in unconsolidated clastic

sediments and the proportional fibre content of

unconsol idated organic sediments. Surface expres

sion or form expresses the "shape of the land

surface" or landform of the material. Modifying

processes are applied to materials that have been

or are being modified by geological processes

(e.g. snow avalanches). Stratigraphic relation

ships (materials that overlie other materials) can

also be shown on the terrain map, as well as

on-site symbols that indicate special and/or

specific features. The various terms and symbols

that are used in the Terrain Classification System

are defined in Appendix 1.

In summary, the system is a descriptive class

ification for outlining the various attributes of

the surficial deposits. Modifications to the

initial classification system (1976 edition) deemed

necessary for this project include re-defining

organ ic 1andforms (4.7.2), the expans ion of the

modifying process "fail ing" to include shallow

debris avalanches and debris flows, and the

introduct ion of an on-s ite syrrbol to depict these

types of mass movements (Appendix 1).

The application of this system to terrain

mapping involves the delimitation of areas that are

homogeneous with respect to genetic material,

texture, surface expression, and geological

processes. These areas of the landscape are

referred to as terrain units and are presented on

the 1:50 000 maps. Within each terrain mit, a

group of letters is used to describe the various

characteristics of the surficial deposits. For

example, sFt-F indicates a 2.andy £.luvial terrace

modified by .!.ailing (see Appendix 1 for a full

explanation of letter notations and an example of a

terrain map). In reality, much of the landscape is

complex and variable, and made up of a mixture of

two and somet i mes three types of genet i c

materials. Hence composite terrain units are

mapped (see Appendix 1 for explanation).

2.2 Terrain Program for Northern Vancouver

Island

Object ives

The major object ives of the terrain program

for northern Vancouver Island were to:

1. Identify the surficial materials and

describe their characteristics.

2. Map the distribution of these materials.

3. Identify geological hazards and the zones

of their operation.

4. Interpret surfici al geology data for a

variety of applications ranging from

3
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Geological information
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Unit boundary lines, unit
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correctness on sepias

Identification of map scheme

and areas to be mapped by

each mapper. Selection and

ordering of photos and maps.
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: SURFICIAL I

I GEOLOGY:
I REPORT IL__
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for consistency ~------------------..

Check drafted map

Legend boxed, legend lay

out and reduction. attached

to map

lASSESSMENT--l

I AND PLANNING i
I DIVISION LIBRARY .-----------------------1L I

Figure 2.1 Flow chart for production of surficial geology maps and report
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products

1.

2.

forestry, settlement planning and linear

development overviews, to recreational

activities.

5. The terrain maps also provide a geolo

gical basis for the soils and vegetation

surveys for the Terrestrial Studies

Branch.

With these broad goal s estab 1i shed, the

co 11 ect ion, i nterpretat ion and presentat ion of

surfici al geology data proceeded through four

stages as described below and outlined in Figure

2.1.

Preliminary Stage

The first step conducted in the progrClTl was

selection of scale and type of air photographs

(black and white, scale 1:50 000). Previous geolo

gical studies were compiled and reviewed.

Preliminary Air Photograph Interpretation

Terrain units were outlined on the air photo

graphs. Specific landforms (e.g. fans), vegetation

patterns, surface drainage patterns, tones and

textures on the photographs were used in order to

distinguish terrain units and to identify units

where vegetat ion masked the, under 1yi ng ch aracter of

the landscape in order that these sites could be

field checked. In addition, the air photographs

were used to locate potential sampling sites in

in access ib le areas.

Field Work

Field checking of the preliminary photo inter

pretation was conducted during the spring and

summer months from 1976 to 1978. During this

stage, the character and distribution of surficial

materi als were reviewed, and terrain unit bound

aries and symbols on the air photographs were

modified where necessary. Data related to the

Quaternary history of the study area were also

gathered in order to gain a better understanding of

the distribution and variability of material types,

as well as to provide a guide for extens ion of

terrain mapping into inaccessible areas (3.4).

Sites \\here surficial materials are clearly

exposed, such as road cuts and river scarps, \\ere

examined in detail. Information collected here

included thickness, canpaction, and texture of

materi al, and descriptions of internal structures

(to aid in the interpretation of the origin of the

material) and the variability of material prop

ert i es. Th i s i nformat ion is summar i zed inCh apter

4. Samples for laboratory analysis were also

collected at many of these sites (Appendix 2).

Ground access was provided by forestry roads

(Fig. 2.2). Three to five weeks of field work were

carried out in each 1:50 000 map area that

conta i ned an ext ens ive road network. However, due

to the nature of the road pattern, field checking

within these zones was primarily limited to the

valley bottoms and lower valley side slopes. Areas

lacking road access were spot checked during heli

copter traverses; approximately one mapsheet was

covered in each day of helicopter surveying.

Final Stage

Following the field program, lines and syrrbols

were finalized on the air photographs. Data

gathered in the field and results fran laboratory

analyses (e.g. particle size analysis) were incorp

orated. The lines and syrrbols were then transfer

red from the air photographs onto 1 :50 000 scale

topographic base maps by the use of an epidia

scope. The maps were subsequentl y drafted and an

explanatory legend attached.

Final Products

With canpletion of the program the final

available from the study include:

Terrain maps with legend (Appendix 1)1.

A generalized terrain map (1:250 000)

derived from the original terrain maps

(Map 1, in map pocket).

3. A map showing the regional distribution

of slope failures (1:250 000) derived from

the original terrain maps (Map 2, in map

pocket).

4. A detailed geo 1ogi cal report.

Only part of a 1:50 000 Terrain Map has been included; copies of the other maps may be obtained from: Map
Library, Assessment and Planning Division.

5
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IIIIIIII Areas of road and ground access

I I Areas primarily air photo interpreted;

spot checked during helicopter traverses

Figure 2.2 Road access on northern Vancouver Island



2.3 Quality of Terrain Maps

The reliability of terrain maps is difficult

to assess as there are several variables involved

in the mapping process. Ryder (1980) reviews the

various components of a terrain map which can be

assessed for accuracy and the factors I'ttl ich affect

the accuracy of these components. These are

summarized below.

Components and Factors Involved in

Map Quality Assessment

Components that can be Assessed for Accuracy

1. overall pattern of terrain units

2. position of terrain boundary lines

3. components of terrain unit symbol

4. position and usage of on-site symbols

Factors Which Affect Accuracy

1. scale and qual ity of air photographs

2. abil ity and experience of mapper

3. extent of dense vegetat ion cover

4. complexity of terrain

5 .. field access and availabil ity of

exposures.

6. number of samples collected and analyzed

7. length of time spent in the field

8. accuracy of technical process involved

in final map product ion

Considering the numerous factors which affect

the accuracy of terrain mapping, it is only

possible to make a few comments concerning the

qual ity of terrain mapping for the project area.

As a general rule, areas with good ground

access were probably mapped more accurately than

those surveyed by helicopter (Fig. 2.2). The

former areas are characterized by more exposures of

surficial materials (provided by road cuts). t1Jch

of the dense forest cover has been removed by

forestry activities, and more strnples were

collected in these zones. However, even in some

areas with good ground access, mapping of surfici al

materi als was difficult due to the complexity of

past depos itional environments (e.g. the area

around Port McNeill). Terrain mapping in such

localities was aided significantly by application

of knowledge of geological (Quaternary) history

(3.4) .

Areas lacking ground access were essentially

mapped by air photograph interpretation. Heli

copter spot checks had little effect on overall map

quality, although they provided useful site

specific data. Terrain units that were mapped by

air photo interpretation alone in areas of dense

forest cover, are probably the least reliable.

Maps are relatively reliable I'ttlere slopes had land

slide scars and improved viewing of terrain charac

teristics was possible. Areas above timber-line,

although inaccessible by road, were easier to photo

interpret because of the lack of a dense vegetat ion

cover and less variety of materials, and are

probably mapped with a high degree of accuracy.

Certain landforms have distinctive shapes that

can be readily identified on the air photographs.

Typ ical examp 1es inc 1ude river terr aces and

alluvi al fans. Other landforms and surfici al

materials are less distinctive (e.g. colluvial

blanket and till veneers, 4.2.2) and hence boundary

positions of terrain lJ1its and symbol desiglations

are less reliable.

Cons istency is an important aspect of terrain

map reliability. Special efforts were made

throughout the survey (Fig. 2.1) to ensure proper

application of the mapping system and to maintain

comparable field observations.
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3.1 Physiographic Units

3 PHYSICAL SETTING
Table 3.1 Physiographic Units of northern
Vancouver Island

Northern Vancouver Island consists of two
major physiographic units: the Nahwitti Lowland

and Vancouver Island Mountains (Holland, 1964).

These units can be subdivided according to the
underlying bedrock and its response to depositional

and erosional processes. The following subdivi

sions are proposed (Table 3.1); some were ident
if i ed by Ho 11 and (1964) or Ho ad 1ey (1953), others
are described for the first time in this report.

The locations of these subunits are outlined in

Plate 3.1.

Unit

Nahwitti Lowland

Vancouver Island
Mountains

Subunits

Nahwitti Plateau
Suquash Basin

Estevan Coastal Plain
Fi ord-l and

Vancouver Island Range
Nimpkish River Valley

Plate 3.1: landstat mozaic of northern Vancouver Island illustrating the major physiographic units (Nahwitti lowland and
Vancouver Island Mountains) and subunits: (A) Nahwitti Plateau, (B) Suquash Basin, (C) Estevan Coastal Plain,
(0) Fiord-land, (E) Vancouver Island Range and (F) Nimpkish River Valley (courtesy EMR, Ottawa).
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Plate 3.2: Western portion of the Nahwitti Plateau (south
ern tributary of Goodspeed River); note the rounded and
flat-topped hills, remnants of the dissected Tertiary erosion
surface (photo by B.T.~

Nahwitti Lowland

The Nahwitti Plateau occupies the northern tip

of Vancouver Island. The bedrock is complex and

varied and most bedrock types that occur on

northern Vancouver Island are to be found within

this subunit. The area is characterized by low

rel ief and smoothed uplands wh ich are remnants of a

dissected Tertiary erosion surface that slopes

northward towards Cape Scott (Holland, 1964).

The area east of Holberg is a rolling plateau

1ike surface with rounded hills bounded by a scarp

along Goletas Channel. The bedrock is dominantly

Karmutsen Vol can ics (3.3) with some Island I ntru

sives. The drainage pattern is commonly rectang

ular (e.g. Nahwitti River) as a result of the

underlying fault pattern (3.3.2). Mantles of

colluvium and till are the dominant surfici al

materi a1s with some fluvi al and fl uv i og 1aci al

sediments in the narrow valleys.

The area west of Holberg is characterized by a

series of northwest to southeast trendi ng rounded

hills with intervening broad lowlands or valleys

(Plate 3.2). The hills are primarily made up of

1 Moraine and till are synonymous.

10

Plate 3.3: Gently rolling to level topography of the Su
quash Basin. The rounded hillocks are underlain by vol
canic bedrock (arrow); Malcolm Island occupies the back
ground of the plate.

Bonanza Volcanics (3.3) overlain by thin colluvium

or Imraine (till)l. The intervening lowlands are

underlain by relatively deep Quaternary deposits,

chiefly fluvial and fluvioglacial sediments and

till, overlying clastic and calcareous sedimentary

rocks.

The Suquash Basin is a triangular-shaped area

located along the eastern margin of Nahwitti

Lowland. It is characterized by gently rolling to

level topography below 300 m a.s.l. with scattered

rounded hillocks or uplands (Plate 3.3). The

lowlands are underlain by gently dipping Cretaceous

sedimentary rocks whereas the hillocks are made up

of Karmutsen Volcanics. Erosion of the soft

Cretaceous sediments within the basin has produced

the lowland topography in contrast to the harder,

more resistant volcanic bedrock of the uplands.

The uplands are mantled by shallow colluvial and

morainal materials. Within the lowlands, the

Quaternary deposits tend to be relatively thick,

and are dominated by fluvi al, fluvioglaci al and

marine sediments. Marine sediments are distributed

along the eastern margin of the basin and range up

to 100 m in thickness (3.4).



Vancouver Island Mountains

The Estevan Coastal Plain is a narrow strip of

land varying from 1.5 to 3 km wide along the

western margin of northern Vancouver Island

between Brooks Peninsula and Vargas Island. Its

surface is flat and almost featureless. Most of

the plain is underlain by flat to gently dipping

Tertiary clastic sedimentary rocks. Overlying

sediments include fluvial and fluvioglacial

materials with some till, and marine deposits along

the coastal fringe (Plate 3.4). In sorre scattered

locations where the plain is underlain by

harder volcanic (Bonanza Volcanics) or granitic

rocks (West Coast Complex), the surface is hummocky

and irreg ul ar and common 1y over 1a i n by a mantl e of

bedrock-derived colluvium. The flat areas of the

coastal plain result from Tertiary erosion of soft

sedirrents, but insufficient tirre has elapsed for a

comparable feature to develop on the harder rocks.

The plain stretches beyond the present shoreline

under the sea to the west. The presence of this

subrrerged plain combined with the rocky nature of

the bordering shoreline results in an extrEmely

rugged coastline characterized by rock platforms

and cliffs with scattered pocket beaches.

Plate 3.4: Flat and almost featureless topography of the Estevan Coastal Lowland at Hesquiat Peninsula. The flat surface is a
result of Tertiary erosion of the clastic sedimentary rocks.
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Plate 3.5: Oblique photograph (Be 66:50) of the Fiord-land; view is eastward up Muchalat Inlet with Vancouver Island
Range in the background (separated by dashed line).

The Fiord-land identified by Hoadley (1953)

embraces the islands and peninsulas formed by the

network of fiords that penetrate inland from the

exposed western coast (Plate 3.5). South of

Esperanza Inlet, the area is dominated by granit ic

rocks (Island Intrusives and West Coast Complex);

north of the inlet it is composed of Bonanza

Volcanics with some batholiths. Brooks Peninsula

is made up of intrusives of the West Coast

Complex. The inlets represent pre-Pleistocene

river valleys that have been rrodified by extens ive

glaciation and subsequently flooded by the sea.

The shores of the inlets are almost continuous

12

outcrops of freshl y washed rocks. Fran the shore

line, the land rises abruptly to heights of 600 to

gOO m a.s.l. beyond I'.hich a more gradual slope

leads to inland summits. These have been rounded

by glaci ation and are usually completely timbered.

Colluvial materials are dominant along the steep

valley walls and on the summits. Scattered

pockets of till are found on lOl'€r valley side

slopes and valley floors in the broader drainage

systems (e.g. Crawfish River valley). Prograding

(active) deltas are located at the heads of most

fiords, such as Tahsis Inlet and Zeballos Inlet.



The Vancouver Is19nd Range is the largest

physiographic subunit within the study area. It

cons i s ts of two broad zones of northwest -southeas t

oriented mountain ranges separated by the Nimpkish

River Valley (Plate 3.1). The highest peaks of the

range are I~ount Victoria (2164 m), Rugged Mountain

(1876 m), Maqu ill a Peak (1820 11) and Mount

Palmerson (1763 m) (Plate 3.1). Summit elevations

diminish toward the northwest. Most of the peaks

are presently ice-free although a few cirque

glaciers are present in the Haihte Range.

The eastern zone of mountains is made up of

Karmutsen Volcanics with some Island Intrusives.

The western zone consists of Karmutsen and Bonanza

Volcanics lying to the east and west respectively

of a narrow medial belt of Triassic calcareous

sedimentary rocks. The latter trends in a north

westerly direction from the head of Tahsis Inlet to

Al ice Lake and is marked by an assemblage of rocks

which outcrop alonq valley bottoms. Because of the

high precipitation and the calcareous nature of

these rocks, the bedrock is undergoing extensive

modification by solution, resulting in caves and

underground drainage. The calcareous sedimentary

rocks also outcrop on the gentle uplands northeast

of Nimpkish Lake.

The rugged topography of the Vancouver Island

Range is the result of pre-Pleistocene upl ift and

dissection of a Tertiary surface. This surface was

modified by glacial erosion during the Pleistocene

resulting in roundinq and s,noothinq of the higher

peaks (3.4). Most of the large river systems such

as the Zeballos River and Adam R.iver, follow ma.ior

faults (3.3.2). The valleys have been rounded by

glacial action resulting in U-shaped profiles.

The al pine zone of these mountains consist of

rock with minor amounts of unconsolidated sediment,

generally colluvium. The mid- to upper-slopes of

the steep valley walls are also mantled by

colluvial materials. In narrow valleys, these

sediments extend to the valley floor, whereas in

broader, more open valleys such as Adam River, the

Plate 3.6: View across Nimpkish River valley A and south
end of Nimpkish lake toward Karmutzen Range which is
part of Vancouver Island Range B. The valley bottom de
posits consist of f1uvial/fluvioglacial materials 1; valley side
slopes and rolling terrain in the valley are mantled by till
blankets 2 (photo by J.S.~

lower slopes are covered by till, and fluvial and

fluvioglacial deposits occur on the valley floor

(Plate 3.6).

The Nimpkisp River Valley is located in the

south central portion of the Vancouver Island

Mountains. It encompasses the Nimpkish River and

upper part of the Gold River drainage basins. The

area is predominantly underlain by Island Intru

sives buried by thick Quaternary deposits in the

valleys.

This subunit is a broad, U-shaped valley with

a floor width between 1.6 and 3 km, occasionally

increasinq up to 6 km south of Nimpkish Lake and

Woss Camp (Plate 3.6). The roll inq valley floor

is broken by a few peaks such as Mount Ell iott.

Till is the dominant unconsolidated material on the

valley side slooes and bottoms, and usually occurs

as a mantle over bedrock. Fluvial and flovio

glacial sediments are extensive ad.iacent to ma.ior

rivers. ,'1inor amounts of coll uvium are locally

distributed on the steeper slopes and in the

vicinity of Mount Elliott.
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3.2 Climate

Northern Vancouver Island is characterized by

coo1, wet wi nters and dry, wann summers. Mean

annual precipitation varies from 1400 mm to greater

than 4600 mm with 70-80% occurring between October

and March. Snow is usually confined to mountains

and is ephemeral at sea level.

Precipitation data for the study area are

presented in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.1. Although a

precipitation map is not available for northern

Vancouver Island, the data suggest that there are

three distinct zones (Fig. 3.1):

1. Western Zone

Within this zone mean annual precipitation

increases fran about 2000 I1lTl on the west coast to

greater than 4600 mm along its eastern margin.

This pattern results fran convergence up the fiord

inlets, and upl ift resulting fran the greater

altitude of the western range of the Vancouver

Island Mountains (3.1.2). It is a zone frequented

by high intensity storms, as suggested by three day

Table 3.2 Precipitation data for northern Vancouver Island

Station1
(elevations in metres)

Wes tern zone
Cape Scott (71)*
Spring Island (3)*
Estevan (6)*
Holberg (45)y
Port Al ice (15)*
Benson Lake (144)*
Zeballos (4.5)0
Tahs is (91)*

Southeastern Zone
Atluck (155)0
Bite (609)0
Burn (359)0
Woss (201)0
Gold Gate (259)0
Gold River (110)y
Mount Cain (414)0
Mount Cain (701)0
Mount Cain (1170)0
Eve (338)0
Adam (376)0
Chatham Point (20)*

Northeastern Zone
Quatsino (1.5)*
Bull Harbour (13)*
Coal Harbour (66)y
Port Hardy (22)*
Alert Bay (51)*

Annual Precipitation2
( in mm)

2913
2959
2986
4064
3149
3250
4699
3741

2921
2082
1930
1930
2463
2560
2006
2032
2743
1549
2006
2133

2298
1822
2184
1659
1415

Extreme Total Precipitation in a 3-day3
period with 10 year return interval (in mm)

257
228

330

152

203
177

152
152

1For station location refer to Figure 3.1.

*Longterm A.E.S. Station (10+ yrs) (A.E.S., 1975)
YShorterm A.E.S. Station (less than 10 yrs)
0Shorterm R.A.B. Station (1973-1975)

2Total precipitation average for long tenn stations determined by averaging measured amounts.
Total precipitation average for short term stations are estimates of the long tenn normal values.

30etermined by Gumbel Analysis; best fit line 'eyed', probable error ± 10 mm.
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Figure 3.1 Inferred precipitation zones of northern
Vancouver Island and distribution of weather stations
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extreme precipitation totals with a ten year return

interval of 228 to 330 mm (Table 3.2).

of the Nahwitti Lowland. Storm intensities also

decrease frCJT1 west to east (Table 3.2) and are less

than those recorded in the western zone.

3.3 Bedrock Geology

Table 3.3 Wind data for northern

Vancouver Island

Wind data for northern Vancouver Island are

scarce; max imum observed hour ly speeds for some

stations are presented in Table 3.3 (A.E.S.,

1975). Maximum velocities occur during the winter

months (October to March) and are greatest along

the western coast of the study area.

3.3.1 Bedrock Types

Northern Vancouver Island is underlain mainly

by Mesozoic volcanic and sedimentary rocks I'ilich

were intruded, during Jurassic time, by granitic

plutons. Details of the bedrock geology have been

described by ~ller et al., (1974), and M.Jller

(1975,1977). The various bedrock formations have

been grouped into six units according to their

origin and lithology (Table 3.4 and Fig. 3.2).

Max. Observed Hourly Speed

(km/hour)

120

115
72

80

Station

(refer to Fig. 3.1)

Estevan

Spring Harbour

Cape Scott

Port Hardy

2. Southeastern Zone

Mean annual precipitation within this zone is

considerably less than that of the western zone as

a result of the rain shadow effect of the western

mountains. It ranges from 1550 to about 3000 mm.

Valley bottoms and lower elevations are consider

ably drier than higher slopes and peaks (Table

3.2). This local precipitation pattern is

reflected in the biogeoclimatic subzonation (Packe,

1971). The Nimpkish River Valley is located in the

wet Douglas-fir and dry Western Hemlock subzones,

whereas the surrounding uplands, excluding the

alpine zones, are in the wet Western Hemlock

subzone. Unfortunatel y, cl imat ic records within

this area are too short for assessment of the

frequency of high intens ity storms. However, the

record for Chatham Point (located approximately 55

km due east of the mouth of the Adam River, Fig.

3.2) of 152 mm extreme total precipitation for a

3-day storm with a 10 year return period interval

suggests that storm intensities are not as severe

as in the western zone.

3. Northeastern Zone

This zone is the driest of the three; mean

annual precipitation ranges from about 1400 mm to

2000 mm. Precipitation decreases eastward, as a

result of a lee-side effect of the ranges near

Holberg and the gently rolling plateau-like relief

Table 3.4 Bedrock types ( by origin and lithology) of northern Vancouver Island

r-----------------------------------------------,
Description (Fonnation/Group-Lithology)

granodiorite, granite, quartz monzonite

quartz diorite, gneiss, marble, schist, CITlphibolite

Unit Origin

1 Vol can ic

2 Volcanic

3 Sedimentary
(cal careous)

4 Sedimentary
(c 1as tic)

5 Intrusive

6 Intrusive
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Kannutsen Formation: basalt lava, pillow lava and breccia

Bonanza Group, Sicker Group, late Tertiary volcanics: basaltic to
rhyo 1it ic 1ava, tuff brecci a, minor greywacke and conglomerate

Quatsino and Parson Bay Fonnation: limestone, calcareous siltstone
sh ale

Includes numerous groups; refer to Table 3.5; siltstone, sandstone,
shale, conglomerate

Island Intrusives:

West Coast Complex:

and



TERRAIN INVENTORY AND
GEOLOGICAL HAZARDS:
NORTHERN VANCOUVER IS.

ERRATA (Legend to Fi gure 3.2, page 17)

""", . . ."",,, Unit I : Karmutsen Formation: TriassIc

_ Unit 2 : Bonanza Group (early Jurassic) t Tertiary

Volcanics and Sicker Group ( late Paleozoic)

_ Unit 3 : Quatsino and Parson Bay Formations: Late Triassic

Ef.:...:a~ Unit 4: Late Mesozoic sediments and Tertiary Sediments

t I Unit 5 : Island Intrusives: Jurassic
(~Nxr;}:};~/l Unit 6: West Coast complex.

ADDENDUM

Recent field work on the Brooks Peninsula conducted
during the summer of 1981 indicates that (1) maximum
relative lateglacial sea-levels was about 17-18 m a.s.l.
(refer to Table 3.6) and {2} basal till is typically
coarse textured and non-calcareous {refer to Figure 4.3}.



ISlands

~(1Q..1

50· t-.
'"N

~~~~~~~l Unit I

.'11II Unit 2

Unit 3
lfI~l Unit 4
!J'::/\:;;f·.:j Un it 5

Karmutsen Formation: Triassic

Bonanza Group (early Jurassic), Tertiary

Volcanics and Sicker Group (late Paleozoic)

Quatsino and Parson Bay Formations: Late Triassic

Late Mesozoic sediments and Tertiary sediments

Is land Intrusives: Jurassic

(modified from Muller et 0/, /974)

Figure 3.2 Distribution of bedrock types ( by origin and lithology )
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Table 3.5 Bedrock formations ( by time) of northern Vancouver Island

GEOLOGIC TIME SEQUENTIAL LAYER ROCKS CRYSTALLINE ROCKS

ERA PERIOD GROUP OR FORMATION LITHOLOGY NAME LITHOLOGY

C Late Tertiary Volcanics
E
N
0 CARMANAH conglomerate,
Z sandstone, siltstone.
0
I ESCALANTE conglorrerate, sandstone.
C

C NANAIMO siltstone, sh~e, sandstone
M R conglorrerate, sandstone.
E E
S T
0 A QUEEN CHARLOTTE conglomerate, greywacke
Z C siltstone, shale.
0 E
I 0
C U LONGARM greywacke, cong 1omerate.

S

M J granodiorite,
E U BONANZA basalic to rhyolitic lava Island Intrusions quartzdiorite.
S R tuff, breccia.
0 A West Coast Complex fe 1ds par gne iss,
Z S schist, marble.
0 S
I I quartzdiorite,
C C gneiss.

M T PARSON BAY cal careous silt stone,
E R greywacke.
S I
0 A QUAT SINO 1imes tone.
Z S
0 S KARMUTSEN basalt lava, pillow 1ava,
I I breccia.
C C

P SICKER met agreywacke, argillite,
A schist.
L
E basalt to rhyolitic
0 metavol can ics.
Z
0
I
C
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( I Middle Jurassic Intrusives (Island Intrusives)

_ Lower Jurassic Volcanics (Bonanza Group)

UIIIIIJ] Upper Triassic Carbonate clastic sediments

(Parson Bay Formation)

IIIIIIIIIIII] Upper Triassic Limestone (Quatsino Formation)

~:=-~-~=~IUpper Triassic Volcanics (Karmutsen Formation)
- - - - Lower pillow lavas,upper layered lavas

~::..::o:.j Late Paleozoic Volconics (Sicker Group)

E~j}h\jm Mesozoic West Coast Complex

, Fault / Major Fault Blocks in italics

Figure 3.3 Cross-section of bedrock stratigraphy

Their stratigraphic relationships are indicated in

Table 3.5 and a schematic cross-section, Figure

3.3.

The most abundant rock types on northern

Vancouver Island are the volcanics. The Karmutsen

Formation (unit 1, Table 3.4) consists of Triassic

basaltic lava-plateau rocks in which there are

three subdivisions: a lower pillow lava, a middle

pillow breccia and tuff, and an upper unit of

layered basalt flows that vary from 1 to 30 m in

thickness (Carlisle, 1972). All of the three

subdivisions are represented in Victoria Arch

(Fig. 3.4, and 3.3.2). Further west, the lower

pillow lavas are rare, and where the Karmutsen

Format ion is exposed, it cons i sts al mos t exc 1u

sively of the layered upper unit. These lava beds

are typically strongly jointed, perpendicular to

the bedding, and the joints are IOOre conspicuous

than the bedding itself.

The remalnlng volcanics (lflit 2) include early

Jurassic, island arc-type rocks (Bonanza Group),

the Sicker Group (Paleozoic), and late Tertiary

volcanics. The latter are confined to the Brooks

Peninsula fault zone (Fig. 3.4). Lavas of the

Bonanza Group range from basalt ic andes ite to

rhyodacite; they are i nterbed ded with maroon and

green tuffs, breccias and clastic sedimentary

units. They outcrop along the western part of

northern Vancouver Island. The Tertiary volcanics

represent lava-tuff cone deposits. They consist of

basalt and dacite lavas, tuff, brecci a and poorly

consolidated conglorrerate. The Sicker Group out

crops locally in the southeastern part of the study

area and consist of metagreywacke, schists, basalt,

and rhyolitic metavolcanics. The varied and heter

ogeneous lithology of these volcanics contrasts

sharply with the uniform sequence of Karmutsen

Vo 1can ics.
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Sedimentary rock types within the study area

have been divided into two units: cal careous sedi

ments and non-calcareous, clastic sediments. The

calcareous rocks (unit 3) include the Quatsino

Formation, a thickly bedded to massive limestone,

and the Parson Bay Formation, which consists of

thinly bedded calcareous siltstone and shale with

greywacke, brecci a and 1imes tone. Together, these

two formations constitute three narrow belts along

valley bottoms (Fig. 3.2). The Quatsino Formation

is undergoing extensive rmdification by solution

(5.4) .

Clastic sedimentary rocks (unit 4) of

different geological ages have been combined as a

single unit because of their lithological similar

ities (Table 3.4). They consist of bedded silt

stone, shale, sandstone, conglomerate and grey

wacke, and occur throughout the Nahwitti Lowland.

Granitic rocks are distributed throughout

northern Vancouver Island and are designated Island

Intrusives (unit 5). Most of these rocks were

formed during the Jurassic Period. Granodiorite

and quartz diorite are the dominant rock types of

this formation. Exposed intrusive bedrock is

presently undergoing modification by exfoliation

(Plate 3.7) at sever~ locations.

Plate 3.7: Exfoliation (the splitting of rocks into a series of
concentric shells) of Vancouver Island intrusives in upper
Mahatta River valley (photo by A.P.~

Along the western coast of the study area is a

zone of complex crystalline rocks (unit 6), the

West Coast Complex. Rocks of this group can be

d i v i ded into:

1. granitic rocks: mainly quartz diorite

with quartz gabbro

2. met amorphosed gr an i t ic rock s : amph ibo-

lite and low-green-schist-facies assem

blages (referred to as the schist facies

in this report).

3.3.2 Fault Blocks

The structure of north Vancouver Island is

dominated by block faults and a medial north

northwest trending arch (Victoria Arch), flanked by

fault blocks with outward dipping strata (Muller et

a1 ., 1g74) . The maj 0 r f au 1t sand f au lt block s are

shown in Figure 3.4. Most of the faults are

steeply inclined and west of Victoria Arch, which

represents the axi al high of the early-Mesozoic

volcanic plateau, they generally dip steeply north

east toward the down-dropped block. Thus, the

major faults separate a series of southwestward

tilted panels west of W1 ite River Block (F ig.

3.3). Muller et al., (1974) suggest that most of

faulting occurred in late Cretaceous and early

Eocene time. However, a northeas terly di rected

fault pattern, the Brooks Peninsula Fault Zone,

probably formed in late Tertiary time. Faults are

commonly expressed as wide zones of shattered rocks

that have been worn down into valleys. Their

surface trace is commonly obscured by Quaternary

deposits and water bodies.

3.4 Quaternary Geology

Northern Vancou ver I sl and was subjected to a

number of glacial and nonglacial events during the

Pleistocene Epoch. Stratigraphy of the Quaternary

sediments has been studied in detail at three

1ocat ions:

1. North central Vancouver Island (Gold River

to Woss Camp); (Howes, 1981).

2. Port McNe ill and northern Vancou ver

Island; (Howes, in preparation).
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3. Hesquiat Peninsula on the west coast;

(Howes, in preparation).

In general, most of the surfici al materi als

shown on terrain maps are related to the most

recent glacial episode, the Fraser Glaciation of

Armstrong et ~., (1965) and the events that

followed this glaciation (Recent Epoch). The

following is a general summary of the events of

Fraser Glaciation.

Fraser Glaciation on northern Vancouver Island

was well underway by 25 000 years ago, and possibly

may have commenced as early as 29 000 years B. P.

(Howes, 1981). During the initial stages of this

glaciation, ice accumulated in cirques of the high

peaks of the Vancouver Island Mountains. With

further ice build-up, the glaciers advanced down

valley, conforming to local valley configuration.

This is commonly referred to as the 'valley glacia

tion stage'. By 25 000 years ago, valley glaciers

had advanced downstream fran the Woss Lake region

to the present-day site of Woss Camp.

The Nahwitti Lowland was ice-free during these

early stages of valley glaciation, although a few

small glaciers may have been present on the high

peaks of the area. The northern part of the island

was not overridden by ice unt il after 20 000 years

ago.

During the maximum extent of Fraser Glacia

tion, about 15 000 years ago, ice originating in

the Coast Mountains of the mainland overrode

Vancouver Island. Coast Mountain ice appears to

have radiated across the island, flowing in a

southwesterly direction across the southern part of

the study area and in a northwesterly direct ion

across the Nahwitti Lowland (Fig. 3.5). Regional

ice movements were determined by measuring the

orientation of glacial lineations such as striae on

ridge crests and drumlins in the Nahwitti Lowland,

and analyzing the distribution of calcareous till

within the latter area (4.3.4). At the glaci al

maximum most of northern Vancouver Island was

buried by ice.
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Radiocarbon dates determined fran shells and

wood collected fran marine silts on both coasts

indicate that glacial recession conmenced prior to

13 000 years ago. Although the mode of deglacia

tion for northern Vancouver Island is conplex, two

patterns may be distinguished.

Inland, the ice surface lol'tered by down

wasting, so that the uplands and mountain peaks

emerged first. On the northern part of the island,

the ice probab ly separated into di screte stagn ant

masses ....nich occupied lowland sites. Meltwater

flowed fr om these mas ses depos it i ng fl uvi og 1ac i a1

materi als in the valley bottoms. In some valleys,

such as the Goodspeed, stagnant ice masses impeded

drainage of higher ice free tributaries, and so ice

dammed 1akes formed adj acent to, and samet imes on

the ice mass itself.

A similar sequence of events occurred in the

Vancouver Isl and Mountains in the southern port ion

of the study area. However, as the uplands

emerged, the ice separated into discrete valley

glaciers ....nich ~re sufficiently thick to maintain

a downvalley flow, as indicated by the orientation

of striae observed along these valley floors.

Eventually, these valley glaciers thinned and stag

nated, and separated into di screte ice masses.

Vast quantities of meltwater flowed fron, through

and around these decaying ice masses, depositing

thick sequences of recessional outwash gravels in

valleys such as the Nimpkish.

Coastal areas I'tere influenced by isostatic

effects during and after glaciation. The land was

depressed during the glacial advance by the weight

of the ice mass. During deglaciation the land did

not rebound immediately to its original position,

but rose gradually. This, together with a eustatic

rise in sea level caused by the melt i ng of glaciers

allowed the sea to flood coastal locations.

Maximum relative sea levels occurred immediately

upon deglaciation. Following this, the land

continued to rise relative to the sea. Thus, a

variety of marine landforms (e.g. beaches, lag



Figure 3.5 Ice flow directions during Fraser Glaciation

~ Drumlins, crag and toil

-+ Upland striation (elevation in metres)

-7- Volley striations

- Inferred direction of volley glaciation

~Inferred direction of ice movement during

~Froser Glaciation maximum.

Slriolion, direction unknown (Wilson,1958)
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Table 3.6 Maximum relative lateglacial sea-levels for parts of northern Vancouver Island

LOCATION

Port McNe i 11
Port Hardy

Eve - Adam*
River Area

Hesqui at Harbour

Esperanza Inlet
Nuchatlitz Inlet
Zeballos Inlet

Brooks Peninsula*

Cape Scott*

MAXIMUM OBSERVEO ELEVATION
(in metres above

present sea level)

90-95

152
(possibility of 175)

30-32

30-32, up to 46 at
head of inlets

25

25

CRITERIA USED IN ESTABL ISHING
MARl NE LIMIT

de lt a ic depos its
fossil marine silts

deltaic deposits and marine silts

beach strandlines, fossil marine
silts

deltaic depos its

beach strandlines

wave cut bench

*Areas where marine limit established on few field samples; potential areas of future research.

deposits) formed at successively lower elevations.

The maximum observed relative sea level has been

established for a number of localities on the coast

of northern Vancouver Island (Table 3.6). It

ranges from 30 to 175 metres above present sea

level. The difference between sites is a function

of the ice thickness, character of the earth's

crust and its reponse to a load, and tirre of

deglaciation. Data listed in Table 3.6 suggest

that: (1) the land was more depressed along the

eastern coast than the west coast; (2) relative sea

levels decrease northward along both coasts. This

suggests that the ice was thicker on the east coast

than the west coast, and perhaps, thinner towards

the north.

The date of final disappearance of Fraser

Glaciation ice on northern Vancouver Island is not

preci sel y known. However, by about 8300 years ago

the cl imate was warmer and drier than present

(Howes, 1980). In fact, most of the ice had

probably melted by 9500 years ago (Fulton, 1971),

with the exception of small cirque glaciers in the

Haihte Range.
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During the Recent Epoch (about 10 000 years

ago to present) post-glacial modification of slopes

by weathering and mass movement (5.2.3) has

resulted in the formation of talus and debris

aval anche depos its. Alluvi al fan sedimentat ion

probably comrrenced during deglaciation and is

act ive today. Rivers and streiJT1s have eroded the

unconso 1i dated depos i ts and bedrock to depths of 50

metres, producing river terraces and di ssected

alluvial fans.

Recent studies on the west coast of the island

at Hesqui at Harbour (Howes, in preparat ion)

indicate that the land on the western margin of the

island has been rising relative to sea level during

the past 5 000 years. Thus, many of the low lying

beach depos its on the \'.est coast have formed in

recent time.

3.5 Seismic Activity - Earthquakes

Northern Vancouver Island is situated within

the nust act ive seismic zone in Canada, Zone 3 on

the 1970 Seismic Map of Canada (Wlithan et al.,
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by humans (Mercalli intensity lIar greater. Fig.

3.6 and Appendix 3). Their ma9nitudes range up to

8.6 on the Richter scale. Most of the earthquakes

felt on northern Vancouver Island are associated
with earth movements along boundaries between major

1ithospheric plates. Their epicentres are located

alon9 the offshore ridge-fracture zone between the

Pacific and Juan De Fuca plates, the Queen

Pp Pacific Plate QCF Queen Charlotte Fault
Jp Juan de Fuca Plole _ Sludy Areo

Ap American Plate -1'" Plate boundaries

Major locolion of epicenters feit on northern

Vancouver Islond

Figure 3.7 Epicenter locations for earthquakes
affecting northern Vancouver Island

{Simplified from Milne el 01 (19781 for exact epicenters

location refer to Appendix 31.

(south end) at 50·20' N lat., 127"0' W 10n9.

VII

INTENSITY (MERCALLI)

(oller HoI~. tM,)

Instrumental' detected only by seismoqraphs

Feeble'noliced only by sensitive people
Sliqhl: like the vibrations due to a passinq truck,

felt by people at resl,especiollyon

upper floors

Moderote t felt by people while wolkino, rockinQ
of loose objects

Rolher Strano' fell QenerollYi most sleepers
ore awakened and bells dOQ

Strano' trees sway and all suspended objects
swinQ;domoqe by overturninq and 1011

inQ of loose objects
Very Stranq 'C~eneral alarm I wolls crock and

plaster foils

CHARACTERISTIC EFFECTS

IV

VI

VII

V

Figure 3.6 Earthquake intensity frequency for
grid location SOo20·N,12iw from1899to1976
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1970). The 100 year return period earthquake has

an acceleration clTlplitude greater than or equal to

6X 9.

INTENSITY
(MERCALLI)

I
II
III

Between 1899 to 1976, 1768 earthquakes were

recorded for an arbi trary reference point in the

center of northern Vancouver Island l (G. Rogers,

1978). Of these, 267 were strong enough to be felt

1 The reference poi nt for the study ; s Nimp kish Lake



Charlotte fault systan betv.een the Pacific and

American pl ates, and the Vancouver I sl and - Puget

Lowland region betv.een the Juan de Fuca and

American plates (Milne et al., 1978) (Fig. 3.7).

The pr imary effect

sh ak i n9 of structures by

The National Building Code
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of earthquakes is the

seismic ground mot ion.

(1977) describes methods

for incorporat ion of earthquake i nformat ion into

specifications for construction. Secondary effects

of earthquakes which are of importance in the study

area include the initiation of slope failures by

seismic ground motion, and the generation of

tsunami, wh ich are seismically triggered sea

waves. Earthquake triggered landsl ides are

reviewed in 5.2.3.; tsunami are discussed in 5.5.



4 SURFICIAL MATERIALS AND LANDFORMS

4.1 Introduction Colluvi al and rrorainal materi al s are wide-

consists of bedrock outcrops, usually occurring in

alpine areas, and fluvial and fluvioglacial

materials I'tlich are principally distributed on the

valley bottoms. Organic materials are scattered

throughout the region, and minor amounts of marine,

glaciolacustrine and eolian sediments occur in

local ized pockets (Map I, in pocket).

This chapter describes the various types of

surficial materials that occur on northern

Vancouver Island, their internal characteristics

and properties (such as texture, lithology and

degree of sorting), their regional distribution1,

and common landforms associated with each type of

material. Table 4.1 summarizes this information.

spread,

surf ace

accounting for over 7ax, of the total

cover. The remainder of the region

Table 4.1 Distribution of surficial materials on northern Vancouver Island

SURFICIAL
MATERIJlJ... TYPE % DISTRIBUTION TYPICJlJ... TOPOGRAPHIC LOCATION COMMJN LANDFORMS

Colluvium 42-48 Steep upper and middle valley Colluvi al mantle (b lanket and
walls. Rounded rrountains peaks veneer) . Talus cones, aprons,
and ridges. Valley bottom fans. Unconsol idated rapid mass
( 1oca1i zed) . movement deposits.

Moraine (till) 30 Lower valley slopes; valley Till mantle (veneer and blanket).
bottoms of large open valleys. Hummocky or rolling till plain.
Broad, roll i ng upl ands of
Nahwitti Lowland.

Rock Outcrops 10-12 Rounded and serrated mountain Irregular, hummocky bedrock
peak s; upper, overs teepened topogr aphy, steep, rock cliffs.
valley side slopes.

Fluvial/Fluvioglacial 8-10 Valley bottom, low vall ey slopes Fluvial: floodplains, deltas,
and depressional areas between terraces, fans. Fluvioglaci al :
uplands"in Nahwitti Lowland kames, kame terraces, eskers.

Marine less 1% I so 1ated poc kets along coastal Offshore marine plains; near-
lowlands. shore beach and 1ag depos it s.

Organ ic less 1% Occur in depression~ and level Bogs, fens, transitional bog-fen
lowland areas; occasionally on organ ic veneers over bedrock,
valley side slopes. swamps.

Glaciolacustrine less 1% Valley bottoms and lower slopes Old lake bottom.
of secondary tributaries.

Eolian less 1% Coastal lowlands on western Eo 1ian mantle (blanket/veneer),
portion of the island. dunes.

1 For a regional overview of the distribut ion of the various surfici al materi als refer to Map I, in map
pocket.
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4.2 Colluvium

Quaternary sediments (e.g. till) has not been

identified on the terrain maps. It may be assumed

to occur on all slopes and does not differ, in any

predictable manner, from the material that it

overlies.

Bedrock derived colluvi al mantlb on northern

Vancouver Island are found in three typical topo

graphic locations. These are: (1) middle and

upper, steeply sloping valley walls, with gradients

typically greater than 3D·, (map symbol: Cb, Cv,

Cbv, Cb/Cv, etc.); (2) irregular, bedrock

contro 11 ed re1i ef of the roll i ng uplands and

bevelled peaks of Vancouver I sl and Mountains and

Nahwitti Lowland, (map symbol: Cv, Cbv Cv); and
m1; lfrri)

(3) hummocky, bedrock contro 11 ed topogr aphy on the

Estevan Coastal Plain, valley bottoms consisting of

calcareous sedirrentary rocks, and isolated valley

floor locations, (map syOOol: Cv Cbv).
IDl, ~}

Plate 4.1: Rubbly, sand colluvial mantle derived from in
trusive ("granitic") bedrock in upper Goodspeed River
valley. Note how the texture becomes finer at depth (less
rubble) with basal organic accumulations (dark bands
arrow~Groundwater seeps along the contact between the
bedrock and overlying colluvium (dashed line~

Table 4.2 presents the textures of colluvial

mantles derived from the bedrock types discussed in

3.3.1. Textures \\ere determined in the field. No

laboratory particle size analysis was conducted.

The table indicates the composition of the matrix

(less than 2 mm) and the coarse fract ion (greater

than 2 mm). Due to the vari ability of the texture

at any particular site, estimates of the relative

volumes of matrix and coarse fract ion have not been

made. For example, the sandy matrix of colluvial

mantles derived fran intrusive bedrock types (unit

5 - Table 4.2) varies from 30 to 60% by volume for

any given location. This table is rreant to be used

as, a general guide for determining the texture of

colluvial mantles associated with particular

bedrock groups I'kiere the textural syOOol has not

been shown on the terrain maps. Devi at ions may

unconsol idatedfromder i vedColluvium

4.2.2 Colluvial Mantles

(Map SyOOols: Cb and Cv)

These are colluvial deposits which are derived

from bedrock by frost shattering and other weather

ing processes. They form a cover of variable

thickness that masks or parti ally masks the under

lying surface, and move downslope due to creep

processes which have operated on a slope for a long

period of time. Soil creep occurs on all slopes

underlain by unconsol idated materi al s; it is the

result of frost heave, biotic act ivity and wetting

and drying.

4.2.1 Definition

Colluvium is the product of mass wastage, that

is, unconsolidated material that has reached its

present position by direct, gravity-induced move

ment. No agent of transport is involved, although

water, snow or ice may constitute part of the

moving mass. Thus, the character of colluvium at

any particular location is dependent on the nature

of the material from which it '....as derived and the

process by wh ich it has moved. A variety of mass

movement processes operate in northern Vancouver

Island, including imperceptible soil creep, rapid

debris flows and debris avalanches, rockfalls,

large rock sl ides or slumps, and snow avalanches

(5.2) .
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Table '4.2 Textures of colluvial mantles derived from bedrock on northern Vancouver Island

~
matrix/coarse fine fine/rtJbb ly silty sand/rubb ly sand/gravel sand/rubbly sand /bou1de ry

Bedrock fraction (silt (s ilt and or blocky
and clay)

clay)

Un it 1: Karmutsen ~---------------~ ..c-----------~

Volcanics

Unit 2: Bonanza Group, ~------------------------------~

Sicker Group,
Tertiary
volcanics

Parson Bay Formation
Unit 3: Cal careous ~------------------------------~

Sedimentary ~--Quatsino Limestone*------~

Unit 4: Clastic silts tones, argillites ~-cong1omerate / greywacke---~
Sedimentary ~------------------------------. ~---sandstone------~

Un it 5: Island ~--occas ion al---~ ~----------------------------~
Intrusive

Unit 6: West Coast "schist f aci es" "gran it ic rocks"
Comp1ex ~-T----------· ~--------------.

lAs defined by Terrain Classification System (1976) (Appendix 1).
*These colluvial mantles tend to have low %of matrix (usually less 15%).

exist due to the natural variability of colluvial

textures, the method of samp 1i ng, and the 1ack of

access to large portions of the study area (2.4).

The texture of colluvi al mantles is largely

dependent on characteristics of the bedrock from

which it was derived, such as spacing of joints and

bedding planes, rock texture (particle size in

sedimentary rocks, crystal size in intrusive

rocks), and resistance of the rock fragments to

weatheri ng. In general, rocks with coarse

textures, such as the Island Intrusives and sand

stones and conglomerates tend to break down into a

sand or silty sand matrix with gravel, rubble or

blocks as clasts (Plate 4.1). On the other hand,

fine textured rocks, such as the Bonanza Volcanics,

siltstones, and schists, produce finer matrix

textures that range from mixtures of clay and silt

to silty sand. The coarse fraction of these

deposits is variable ranging up to rubble in size.

Colluvium derived fran the Parson Bay Formation

(calcareous siltstone) has been extensively

weathered, and at numerous sites no coarse fraction

remains (Plate 4.2). The massive limestones break

down into coarse rubble, and occasionally blocks,

with only minor amounts of silt and sand matrix.

Colluvial mantles are poorly consolidated

(loose) and very porous, vary fran mass ive to

moderately well stratified, and usually ,overlie

bedrock. Colluvi al materi als may have transgressed

downslope over till or other unconsolidated

materials by tIl<' slow downslope movement of creep

(e .g..0:., Fig. 4. 1) , pa rt icu1ar 1yin mi d-s lope

M
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Plate 4.2: Fine matrix textured (with minor amounts of
rubble size clasts-which break easily in hand) colluvium
mantle derived from Parson Bay siltstone. Dashed line
indicates break between overlying colluvium and underly
ing bedrock (photo by A.C.~

rQ:r~1":i'1 Till
E:::,::,.:] Colluvium

~ Fluvial sands/gravels

River

locations. Groundwater movement through these

sediments is rapid. Water tends to flow laterally

downslope along the contact with the underlying

bedrock or t ill and tends to collect in local

depressions on the slope. This condition is an

important contributing factor to the triggering of

debris flow and debris avalanche processes.

Organic detritus (humus) commonly occurs as

lenses within colluvium or at the contact of collu

vium and underlying material (Plate 4.3). These

organic accumulations are thought to have formed by

the depos it ion of suspended organic part ic les fran

downward moving groundwater. Slickensides v.ere

observed on several basal organ ic accumul at ions,

suggesting that these sediments playa role in the

localization of slips planes along I'tlich debris

avalanches and debris flows are initiated (5.2.3).

It is also likely that these organic lenses affect

creep proces ses. They pos sess a tremendou s

capacity for absorbing water during wet periods

(swelling) and drying during periods of less rain

fall (shrinking). Colluvial materials may be

slowly transported downslope by this shrink-swell

process, I'tl ich is simil ar to the role that needle

ice pl ays in creep processes.

Figure 4.1 Cross-section of a valley slope illustrating
downslope movement of colluvial materials over till
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Plate 4.3: Humic organic basal accumulation in colluvial
mantle; note the slickensides on the surface of the
organics (arrow~ Shrink-swell of these deposits also plays
an important role in the slow "soil" creep process active on
these sl~pes (photo by A.C.~

4.2.3 Talus Slopes

(Map Syrrbol: Cf, Ca, rCf, arCa)

Talus slopes are accumulations of rockfall

debris that occur at the base of rock cliffs (Rs).

They are found as cones (Cf) that form at the base

of gull ies where rockfall debris is channelled

(Plate 4.4), or as aprons (Ca), that form as a

result of evenly distributed rockfalls.

Talus slopes on northern Vancouver Island

occur on the upper, oversteepened valley walls of

the Vancouver Island Mountains. For a discussion

on the rockfall process refer to 5.2.2. Talus

material is usually coarse textured, consisting of

rubble to large blocks, although finer sediment may

occur at depth (Plate 4.4). Slope profiles are

straight, close to the angle of repose for granular

materials, about 35°. Some talus deposits may be

suitable for aggregate (e.g. road ballast) although

frequent rockfalls and steep slopes may preclude

road construction through these terrain units.

4.2.4 Debris Avalanche and Debris Flow

Depos its

(Map Syrrbol: Cf, Ca, Ch)

Debris avalanches, flows, and torrents are

rapid to very rapid downslope movements of

saturated surfici al materi als, I..eathered rock and

plant debris. They originate on steep slopes,

usually greater than 30°, I'klere bedrock is overlain

by mantles of colluvium or till (e.g. map syrrbol:

Cv/Cb-F, Mbv-F). For a complete discussion of

these processes refer to 5.2.3. The resulting

deposits occur on middle to lOl..er slopes and on

valley bottoms, and constitute fans and hummocks,

although gradat ional forms do occur. Fans (Cf)

have lower gradients than talus slopes, with slopes

up to 16 degrees. Coalescing fans (Ca) usually

occur at the base of slopes undergoing modification

Plate 4.4: Blocky, rubbly talus cone deposit (arCf) origi
nated from rockfall debris funnelled downslope by a gully
(indicated by arrow~
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Plate 4.5: Chaotic, hummocky accumulation of colluvial
materials deposited from a debris avalanche/debris flow
deposit on west coast of Vancouver Island (photo by J.S.~

Plate 4.6: Cross-section of a blocky, rubbly colluvial fan
deposit at Port Alice (photo by B.T.~

debris flow activity does exist. Detailed site

investigation should be performed in the SOLD'"ce

area of the fan deposits.

Rockslide deposits are typically a mass of

jumbled debris and hummocky topography, usually in

a tongue-like or lobate form. Pools of water may

be found on the lower slopes of the debris and

Avalanche fans (Cf-A) accumulate at the base

of gullies I'klich channel snow avalanches. They

usually have gentler gradients than talus slopes,

concave profiles and aval anche tracks wh ich radi ate

from the apex of the fan. Avalanche debris

consists of coarse, non-sorted, blocky to rubbly

fragments with interstitial sand and fines, and

organic detritus. It is a loose, non-compact, very

permeable sediment. Deposits of this kind usually

provide adequate subgrade for road construct ion,

although the avalanches may impede road construc

tion through these terrain units or increase road

maintenance.

by gullying and mass movement processes (e.g.

Cbv-VF) . Hummocky depos its are ch ar acter i zed by

chaotic and irregular mounds, generally less than 2

metres in height above the surrounding terrain

(Plate 4.5).

The texture of this kind of colluvium depends

upon the type of material from which the debris

flow or avalanche originated. Typically, they

consist of a massive diamicton made up of rock

fragments of various sizes and shapes set in a

matrix of sand, silt and clay (Plate 4.6). Frag-

ments of wood are commonly incorporated. Where

failure has been recurrent, the material is

bedded. Lenses or beds of sorted fluvial gravels

and sands can occur between flow deposits. This is

common in fans th at 1i e at the foot of gu 11 i es

where both debris flows and stream erosion are

active on the hillsides above.

Certain types of colluvial materials, particu

larly the latter 'mixed' colluvi al and fluvi al

sediments, may provide adequate aggregate for road

construction. The gentle slopes and unconsolidated

nature of these materials does not limit road

construct ion, although large blocks of rock may be

encountered. However, a potential for further
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4.2.5

Other

depos i ted

depos its.

Other Colluvial Deposits

colluvi al materi als include debris

by snow avalanches and rockslide



evidence of ponded drainage may occur up valley. A

steep, concave-in-plan scarp (on-site syntJol:

landslide scarp) marks the original site of

failure. These features make rockslides easily

recognizable on aerial photographs. Rocksl ide

deposits can be identified on the terrain maps by

the terrain unit syntJol "Ch" with an on-site land

slide scarp symbol upslope.

Rockslide debris varies from rubble and blocks

with finer interstitial sediments to blocks of

coherent bedrock that are greater than 10 cubic

metres. The character of this material is depen

dent on local bedrock characteristics, the type of

failure and degree of disintegration of the mass

during failure. Slide debris may be used as rip

rap, building stone and even as an aggregate

(Cruden, 1976). Road construction through these

terrain units may require drilling and blasting of

blocks several metres in diameter. Further details

of rockslides are reviewed in 5.2.1.

4.3 Till (Moraine)

4.3.1 Definition and Distribution

"'1oraine or till is material transported and

deposited directly fron glacial ice. It is not

modified by any intermedi ate agent. There are two

types of till: basal (lodgement) till deposited

from the base of a glacier and ablation till formed

by the accumul at ion of :nateri al on the surf ace of

me lt i ng ice.

Ablation till is formed during deglaciation.

The ice melts downward at different rates. This

results in an irregular surface topography charac

terized by hummocks and hollows, some filled with

water. Material slides and flows back and forth

across this surface as the ice gradually melts

away. The resulting till is loose, noncom pact and

fines may be selectively washed out during depos

ition. Ablation till has not been mapped on

northern Vancouver Island because this till is

often thin and difficult to distinguish from poorly

sorted, massive fluvioglacial sediments. In areas

where the ice stagnated and downwasted during

deglaciation (map syntJol: FG), ablation till may

be present.

Basal till on northern Vancouver Island is

distributed in three general topograph ic locat ions:

(1) on lower, gentle, valley side slopes usually

less than 30·; (2) in the valley bottoms of major,

broad drainage systems (e.g. Nimpkish River); and

(3) on the rolling uplands of the Nahwitti Lowland

(Map 1, in pocket). Till is most widespread in the

eastern part of the study area and Nahwitt i

Lowland. In the Fiord-land physiographic subunit,

the till is scarce and locally distributed in the

broader valleys. This pattern is probably a result

of the intensive ....eathering and mass wasting that

has been operating on the valley slopes since the

last glaciation.

4.3.2 Till Landforms

(Map Syrrb 01 : Mb, Mv, Mh, t-nl)

Mantles of basal t ill are the most comrron

morainal terrain unit on northern VancClJver

Island. The till mantle overlies bedrock and

varies in thickness from less than 1 metre

(morainal veneer - Mv) up to 10 metres (rrorainal

blanket - Mb). These terrain units take their

present form from the shape of the underlying

bedrock. Where rroraine is thin, the underlying

bedrock configuration was noted in the terrain

symbol (Mv, Mbv).
RT1 Km

Construct ional t ill landforms are rrorainal

deposits with surface topography that does not

reflect the fonn of the underlying bedrock. Comrron

landfonns include hurrroocks (Mh) or drumlins (Mm,

on-site drumlin symbol). These landforms are

predominately found in the Nahwitti Lowland.

4.3.3 Characteristics of Basal Tills

The basal tills of northern Vancouver Island

are mass ive, compact di amictons - non-sorted or

poor ly sorted mi xtures of sand and 1arger part ic les

(e.g. boulders, cobbles) in a finer matrix (Plate

4.7). Un....eathered till varies in colour from blue

grey through grey to reddi sh brown. Near the
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Plate 4.7: Cross-section of compact, basal till. Texture of
the till consists of sand and larger particles (pebbles, cob
bles) in amuddy matrix. Dashed line indicates the weather
ing front (depth of weathering) of the upper part of the till
(photo by A.C.~

ground surf ace is a cappi ng of weathered till, the

result of geological, pedogenic and biotic

processes (such as creep and root penetrat ion)

(Plate 4.7). The texture of this capping is

similar to that of the unweathered till however,

the sediments are loose (non-compact) and rapidly

drained. The thickness of the weathered till

varies from .5 to 1 metres at dry sites such as

Nimpkish Valley, and from 1 to 3 metres at \'.et

locat ions, such as the western part of Nahwitt i

Lowland. Surface drainage in till is similar to

that in colluvi al mantles. Flow of groundwater

through weathered till is rapid but the downward

movement is restricted by the low permeability of

the underlying unweathered till.

Subsurface water flows laterally downslope

along the contact bet\'.een the \'.eathered and

unweathered till. It collects in local depressions

or hollows on the valley sides and becomes a

contribut ing factor to mass movements. The till

exhibits basal organic accumulations at this

subsurface contact with similar features to those

described under colluvial mantles. For details

refer to 4.2.2.

The development of pipes is associ ated with

subsurface water flow along the \'.eathered/

unweathered till contact. These are cylindrical

conduits that range from 4 em to 2 m in di arreter

and are exposed in many debris avalanche and debris

flow scars (Plates 4.8 and 4.9). The pipes \'.ere

probably initiated by decay of roots I'thich spread

laterally along the upper surface of the

unweathered till.

Plate 4.8: (left) Debris avalanche scar with exposed pipes at the contact between the weathered and unweathered till (pipes
location indicated by arrows) (right) PI~te 4.9: Close-up of one of the pipes indicated (photos by B.T.~
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In terms of slope stabi 1ity, these pipes are

thought to be important since they permit rapid

flow of subsurface water to hillside depressions

during periods of intense precipitation. As the

water emerges from the pipe at the depression, pore

water pressures in the soil and soil weight

probably increase significantly.

Generally, basal till can be excavated by

earth moving equipment, although some large

boulders may provide problems. The compact nature

of basal till results in a relatively high bearing

strength. Artificial cuts in morainal units which

dis sect the weathered/ unweathered t ill cant act may

suffer from upslope sloughing and recession. Roads

with cuttings that intersect this zone on steep

slopes require adequate drainage facilities

(culverts) to ensure that road instability or

erosion problems do not occur. Morainal units

being modified by gullying (Mbv-V) may prove

formidable to cross with roads since many bridges

or culverts may be required. However, with care,

including sound road construction practices and

detailed site investigation, gullies can be crossed

with minimal disturbance. Gullied till units that

are also subject to debris flows and debris

avalanches (Mb-VF) possess similar road construc

tion problems. Periodic bridge washouts and

blocked culverts by mass movement processes may

increase road maintenance.

rocks, however, the calcareous till in part,

originates fran the Parson Bay and Quatsino Form

ation (e.g. limestone). Till in the western part

of Nahwitti Lowland is an example of the latter,

whereas till in the eastern port ion has a medium

textured matrix and is non-calcareous.

This three-fold classification of northern

Vancouver Island basal tills was determined from 89

samples collected fran un....eathered t ill exposures.

Table 4.3 outlines the various characteristics of

these three bas al t ill types. The percent age

break down of sand, silt, and clay was obt a i ned from

pipette analysis. Calcium carbonate content was

tested in the field on unweathered till by using

10% HCL. The results and sample site locations are

presented in Figure 4.2 and Appendix 2 respect

ivel y. The regional distribut ion of these t ills is

shown in Figure 4.3. It was derived from the

regional bedrock map (1:250 000), ice flow patterns

(Fig. 3.5), and textural analysis. The distrib

ut ion pattern presented in this figure represents a

general model to provide background information for

site specific studies.

As a general rule, basal t ills on northern

Vancouver I sl and are derived from local bedrock.

This is indicated by the textures of the three till

types (see above), the presence of cal cite in some

tills, and the high proportion of local bedrock

4.3.4 Regional Distribution of Basal Tills

Basal tills on northern Vancouver Island can

be classified according to their matrix texture and

the presence or absence of calcite. Three types

have been distinguished. These are a coarse

textured , non-cal careous till; a med i um textured,

non-calcareous till; and a medium textured, calcar

eous till. Generally, the coarse textured till has

a sandy to silty sand matrix and is derived from

granitic bedrock. It is a widespread throughout

the Nimpkish and Gold River valleys. The latter

two tills have matrix textures that vary from a

silty s and to a sandy s i 1t. Both till s are der i ved

from volcanic rock types and clastic sedimentary

Figure 4.2

4 Coorse matrix textured, noncalcareous tills
• Medium matrix textured,noncalcareous tills
• Medium matrix textured, cal<;areous

(refer also to Appendix 2)

Distribution on matrix textures
of tills
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Table 4.3 Characteristics of basal till types

%Matrix Texture % Coarse Fraction1 Origin: Materi al frOO1 v.tlich Unweathered Depth of altered HC 1
Basal Till Type (less than 2 mm) (more than 2 mm) till is derived Colour upper surface Re act ion

Coarse textured sand 55-85 15-60 Island Intrusives, West grey .5 - 1. 5 me tr es none
noncalcareous silt 5-35 (predominately Coast COO1plex 1Bedrock
till cl ay 1-10 pebble or cobble Units 5 and 6) ; fluvio-

size) glaci al materials in
Nimpkish and Gold River
Valleys.

Med i um tex tured sand 35-55 10-50 Vancouver Island volcanics blue grey - .6 - 3 metres none
noncalcareous silt 35-45 ( predominately and clastic sedimentary grey - red
till clay 5-20 pebble or cobble bedrock ~Bedrock Units 1, brown

size) 2and4) .

Medium textured sand 35-55 10-50 Calcite frOO1 cal careous blue grey - .6 - 3 metres strong to
calcareous till silt 35-45 (predominately bedrock (Bedrock Unit 3)2; grey weak; react ion

clay 5-20 pebble or cobble Vancou ver I s land volcan ics decreases as
size) and sedimentary rocks distance frOO1

(Bedrock Units I, 2, and cal cite source
4)2 increases.

IDetermined in field frOO1 visual estimation.
2Refer to bedrock section for description (3.3.1).

4.4 Bedrock

typically outcrops on the peaks, ridges and upland

spurs of the Vancouver Island Mountains (Plate

4.10), on over-steepened, upper valley walls, in

4.4.2 Distribution and Landforms

Bedrock outcrops on northern Vancouver I sl and

rarely occur as simple terrain units. They are

most commonly mapped as compos ite un its with

veneers of T1Drainal and colluvi al sedirrents or

4.4.1 Definition

Bedrock refers to those units I'ohere rock

outc rop s at the surf ace or is cove red by 1es s th an

10 em of unconsolidated materials. Specific rock

types are not presented on the terrain maps.

Further information may be obtained fran bedrock

geology maps in Muller (1975,1977) and Muller et

al., (1974).

Bedrock4.7).organic materials (folisols

clasts in the till. An exception occurs ~ong the

eastern region of the Nahwitt i Lowland, where till

1ithologies are dominated by local bedrock types

(sedimentary and volcanic rocks), yet they contain

a significant proportion (up to 15%) of granitic

clasts. When regional ice flow patterns are

considered in relation to the nearest intrusive

bedrock source, it is apparent that this till, in

part, was derived from the mainland. Tills in the

western part of the Nahwitti Lowland however,

appear to have little or no Coast Mountain

i nfl uence. Th isis supported by the di s tr i but ion

of calcareous tills in this area (see above) and

the high iron content in the t ill in the south

tributary of Goodspeed River, immedi ately west of

Nahwitti Lake. The source of this high iron

content occurs immed i atel y downs tream (i n tenns of

ice flow movement, Fig. 3.5) in hydrothermally

altered Bonanza Group Volcanics on the north side

of Holberg Inlet (Muller et al., 1974).
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..... -• "',()A
• '""'" I

~:;::::~I Medium textured calcareous till
I Medium textured non-calcareous till

~t"::·~n~";::=o~l Coarse textured non-calcareous till

---- Inferred

Figure 4.3 Regional distribution of basal till types
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Plate 4.10: Exposed bedrock on the peaks of Vancouver
Island Mountains; this is a common topographic location
for bedrock outcrops. Note the general lack of surficial
materials.

valley bottoms underlain by mass ive 1imestone

(Quatsino Formation) and at scattered, isolated

sites throughout the study area.

Common bedrock landforms include steep (more

than 35°) escarpments (Rs), and rolling bedrock

terrain which may have pockets of till, colluvium

or organic materials (e.g. Rh//Cv, Rhm//Mv) (Plate

4.11) .

Geological processes that commonly modify rock

areas include snow avalanches (Rs-A), mass movement

processes (Rs-F), nivat ion (Rh/ /Cv-N) and karst

development (Rhm-K). In alpine areas, frost

shattering, affects all rock outcrops and so it has

not been identified specifically on the terrain

maps. Frost shattering is the breaking apart of

rock masses due to the expans ion of water upon

freezing in joints and cracks. Materials and land

forms described elsewhere in this report that

result wholly or partially from this process

include colluvial mantles and talus slopes.

Readers are directed to Chapter Five for a complete

discussion on the geomorphological processes

described above.
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Plate 4.11: Bedrock controlled terrain overlain by mantles
of colluvium and till.

4.5 Fluvial and Fluvioglacial Deposits

4.5.1 Definition

Fluvial materials are transported and

deposited by streams and rivers; fluvioglacial

materials show clear evidence of having been

deposited either directly in front of or in contact

with glacier ice.

Sediment is transported in rivers and streiJlls

in three ways. Fine sand, silt and cl ay part icles

are carried in suspens ion. Sand, pebble and large

part icles are rolled or bounced along the river

bed. Dissolved material is carried in solution,

affecting water quality but not fluvial deposi

t ion. Depos it ion occurs I'i1 en the tot a1 sed i ment

load exceeds the transporting capability of flowing

water. This may result from a decrease in streiJll

gradient and hence velocity, or from the introduc

tion of an excessive amount of sediment into a slow

fl owi ng river (e. g. debr i s flow).

4.5.2 Characteristics of Fluvial and Fluvio

glacial Materials

Fluvi al materi als cons ist of well-sorted and



bedded gravels (up to boulder size), sand and

silt. Particles (pebbles, cobbles, boulders) tend

to be rounded. Fluvial deposits are recognized by

their distinctive bedding (horizontal or dipping),

the presence of alternating beds of finer and

coarser materials, their clearly defined landforms,

and the sorting and roundness of particles. Areas

subject to periodic flooding usually possess a

capping of overbank sediments (fine sand and silts)

which overlie coarser fluvial materials.

Fluvioglacial materials differ from their

fluvial counterpart due to their variability, a

consequence of the environment in which they are

depos ited. These sed iments range from sorted,

bedded sands and gravels to poorly-sorted and

massive (non-bedded) materials (Plate 4.12). They

may displ ay slump structures and other features

such as faults and fractures I"tlich form due to

collapse of sand and gravels as buried or partially

buried ice melts. Lenses or beds of flow till

(4.3.1) and glaciolacustrine fine sand and silts

are commonly intercalated with fluvioglacial

sediments. Flow tills result from the flowage of

ablation till from the surface of melting ice;

glaciolacustrine sediments accumulate in ponded

water behind temporary ice or sediment dams.

Generally fluvial and fluvioglacial sands and

gravels are highly porous and permeable due to

their coarse texture and hence are well-to

rapidly-drained. Most sites are dry except at

those locations where groundwater is at or near the

surface, such as floodplains. Groundwater flow

through these materials is rapid, thus many of

these deposits have the potential to serve as

aquifers (e.g. fluvial gravels over till).

The rapid downward movement of groundwater

within fluvial and fluvioglacial materials may be

impeded in two cases. Moderate to strong cement

ation of the upper 2 metres of a deposit may result

from pedogen ic processes (e.g. iron cementat ion).

The presence of a reasonably continuous bed of

relatively impermeable silts in fluvioglacial

Plate 4.12: Bedded, outwash (fluvioglacial) sands and
gravels exposed along the Cluxewe River.

materials may produce a perched watertable. In

this case cutbanks that intersect the saturated

zone may be su s.cept ib le to mass moverrent.

The bearing strength of well-drained and

coarse textured fluvial materials is high.

Artificial man-made cutbanks and natural terrace

escarpments are subject to dry ravel.

4.5.3 Fluvial and Fluvioglacial Landforms

Fluvial landforms are recognized on air photo

graphs by their distinct shapes (e.g. fans,

terraces). Problems of boundary identification may

arise I"tlere fluvial landforms are masked by a thick

forest cover. However, as a general rule, mapping

of these units is considered reliable. Fluvio

glacial sediments commonly occur as landforms such

as eskers and kames. Where these di s tinct ive forms
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are lacking, fluvioglacial terrain may be ident

ified by its irregular and chaotic surface topo

graphy, and the presence of kettles and rreltwater

channels which are diagnostic of areas of ice

stagnation. Materials deposited in this environ

ment are usually associated with other types of

drift such as till and glaciolacustrine sediments.

Air photo i nterpretat ion of the texture of these

mixed units is often difficult, and in rrost cases

unrel i able.

Floodplains

(Map Symbol: Fl, FA1, FA1- EA)

Floodplains are flat or gently sloping land

bordering a river and underlain by sand, gravel and

silt. Floodplains subjected to .periodic flooding

are denoted by FAlor FA1-EA terrain unit

symbols. Areas subject to flooding were identified

by characteristics observed in the field and by

features discernible from 1:50 000 air photo

graphs. Diagnostic field criteria include lack of

vegetative litter, absence of soil developrrent, the

presence of fine sand and silt overbank depos its,

cumlic soil development (interbedded silt and fine

sand and in situ organic litter), debris accumu

lated on the lower branches of trees, and the

presence of scour holes and side channels (Plate

4.13). Features indicative of shifting channels on

a floodplain that can be identified on air photo

graphs include fresh channel scars, meander or

'scroll' patterns, and braided channel systems.

Floodplain units with these features present are

denoted by the act i ve ch anne.l symbol (_E A).

Floodplains that show no signs of periodic

flooding are cons idered inact ive (Fl) although

under unusual circumstances, such as extrerre rain

fall or channel diversion or blockage by mudflow or

log jams, flooding may result. Careful timber

harvesting on both inactive and active floodplains,

especially those overlain by overbank deposits, is

necessary in order to reduce the potential for

stream bank erosion, increased surface erosion, and

siltation by disturbance of the surface cover.
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Plate 4.13: Cross-section of floodplain deposits; note the
overbank deposits overlying coarser fluvial gravels (sepa
rated by dashed line) (photo by A.C.~

Terraces

(Map Symbol: Ft, FAt)

Terraces are horizontal or gently inclined

surfaces bounded by a scarp face (Plate 4.14).

Terraces cons ist of bedded sand and gravels. Many

have a coarse cobble and boulder capping ranging up

to 2 metres in th ickness. Others have a core of

older drift deposits such as till, or bedrock.

Abandoned river ch annel s may be present on the

terrace surface (Ft-E). Heights of scarp faces

vary from 1 to 2 metres up to 75 metres; slopes

range from 20° to about 35° on unconso 1idated

materials, and to !TDre than 35° on bedrock. Low

terraces, adjacent to active floodplains may be
subjected to occas ional fl oodi ng (FAt) and have

been distinguished using the criteria outlined

under floodplain landforms.

Terraces are generally well-drained except

where the sands and gravels are thin and overlie

imperrreable bedrock or till. Bearing strength

depends on the character of the gravel depos it and

underlying material; in general bearing strength of

these sediments is high.



Plate 4.14: Common fluvial landforms: active floodplain
_FA1 (area 1) and two fluvial terraces-Ft (area 2); note
the flat or gently inclined surface bounded by a scarp on
the upper terrace.

Alluvial Fans

(Map Symbol: Ff, FAf, FAf-EA)

Alluvial fans are fan-shaped accumulations of

alluvium (gravels and sands) deposited by streams.

They form where a mountain stream debouches into a

broad, flat valley floor. In its mountain tract,

the stream is confined in a deep single channel,

but on reaching the break in slope of the valley

floor it spreads into a number of shallow tribu

taries. The decrease in stream gradient and the

increased energy used in overcoming frict ion (i.e.

increased contact between water and land) results

in deposition of sediments in a fan shape with its

apex at the point of emergence from the mountains.

Alluvial fans consist of well-sorted and

bedded gravel and sands. Since large particles of

bed load come to rest fi rst, wh ile fi ner ones

travel further, fans show a size gradation from

coarse to fine materials from the apex to the outer

edge of the fan toe. Surf ace gr ad i ents of fans

range from 8° to 15° near the fan apex and decrease

to 2° to 4° at the toe. Massive beds of debris

flow and debris avalanche deposits (4.2.4) may

occur in some alluvi al fans. These represent

deposits from periodic mass movements ....nich occur

upstream on the mountain walls and become channel

ized in the stream feeding the alluvial fan.

Alluvial fans subject to flooding are distin

guished by braided stream channel s, abandoned

channels and recent accumulations of sand and

gravel (FAf, FAf-EA).

Many alluvi al fans on northern Vancouver

Island represent fossil or inactive deposits formed

during deglaciation ....nen large volumes of sediment

and water were present (Ff). These fans have been

dissected by their streams ....nich now occupy gullies

as deep as 30 m. At some 1ocat ions, act ive

alluvial fans are presently being deposited in

front of these fossil forms. Inactive alluvial

fans provide good sites for settlement, and are

good sources for aggregate and fill.

Land use planning for active alluvial fans

should be accompanied by site specific investiga

t ions. These areas do not provide good settlement

locations as they are subject to flooding, shifting

channels and sediment deposition. If used for this

purpose, extensive damage to housing and possible

loss of life may then occur, and expensive mitiga

tion procedures may be required to protect the

remains of the canmunity. For example, the

construct ion of dykes has been required for the

town of Port Alice (built on a combination

alluvial/colluvial fan) to protect the community

from debris flows (Nasmith and Mercer, 1979).

Roads traversing these units will probably require

periodic maintenance and careful locat ion of

bridges, although the fans are 900d sites for

aggregate sources. Land use activities upslope

from act ive fans may result in increased sediment

production and run-off that aggravates the existing

flooding and sedimentation hazard on these fans.
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Deltas

(Map Symbol: Ff, FAt, FA1, FA1-EA)

Deltas consist of gravels, sands and finer

sediments th.at are deposited where a river

discharges into the sea or a lake. They are formed

as a result of the decrease in velocity and hence

load-carrying capacity of a river as it enters a

comparatively static sea or lake. The structure of

a typical delta is shown in Figure 4.4. Bedload

coming to rest on the steep delta front buil ds

foreset beds of sand and gravel, and beyond these

are thin layers formed of silt and clay that have

sett1ed from suspens ion, the bot tom set beds. As

the delta expands, the aggrading stream adds topset

beds of coarse gravel material.

Figure 4.4 Structure of a delta

Active deltas presently forming, are charac

terized by gently sloping surfaces, with gradients

of less than 2 0 (FA1), and multiple channels

(distributaries), some of which may be abandoned

(FA1-EA) (Plate 4.15). Most deltas are wet

sites, since the groundwater table is usually at or

near the surface. In most instances, active deltas

should be preserved in a natural state or require

speci al studies prior to modificat ion because they

are: (1) geologically act ive areas undergoing

contemporary depos it ion and fl oodi ng; (2) important

water fowl and migratory bird habitats; and (3) act

as rearing and transitional zones for anadromous

fish (coastal deltas) and are biologically very

productive in lakes. Active deltas represent less

than .1% of the study area.
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Plate 4.15: Active delta deposit (FA1) located at the mouth
of the Cluxewe River; note the numerous distributory
channels (_EA

) (photo by A.P.~

Raised or inactive deltas (Ff, Fl) are accum

ulations of sand and gravel that formed during

deg 1aci at ion when sea 1eve ls \\ere higher th an at

present (3.4). Raised deltas \\ere identified by

the~r internal structure (e.g. topset and foreset

beds), their close proximity to the ocean, and

surface form (Plate 4.16). They consist of a level

to gently sloping surface, with a gradient of less

than 3 0

, bounded by an escarpment on the seaward

Plate 4.16: Cross-section of raised delta near Port
McNeill; note the topset beds (horizontal) above the
dashed line overlying the forest which dip at approx
imately 25° from right to left on the photograph.



Plate 4.17: Raised delta located at the head of Espinosa
Inlet (arrow); note the gently sloping to flat surface form
bounded by an escarpment facing the sea.

side, and usually dissected by a stream (Plate

4.17). Raised deltas provide good sites for

settlement. They are well-to rapidly-drained, have

relatively high bearing strength, and have little

to no slope constraints except on their outer

excarpments. They are also excellent sources of

aggregate and earthfill materials.

Outwash Deposits

(Map Symbo 1: FG1, FGt, FGt-EG,

FG1-EG, FGt-H)

These are fluvioglacial materials deposited by

me ltwater streams emergi ng frOll the margi ns of an

ice mass. They consist of sands and gravels that

are well-sorted and bedded, and rapidly drained

(Plate 4.12). Their surfaces may exhibit irregu

larities such as kettles (-H) or meltwater channels

( _EG) . Ket t 1es are depres s ions in the ground

surface formed by the melting of ice that is buried

or partially buried by sediments. Meltwater

channel s are formed by stream eros ion along an ice

margin and/or by drainage away frOll the ice

margin. They are steep-sided with flat floors, and

sometimes occupied by a misfit or small stream.

Large meltwater channels are indicated by an on-site

symbol. In terrain units where numerous small

channels dissect the land surface, a rmdifying

process symbol has been used (-EG). Meltwater

channels are often found in close association with

ice contact fluvioglaci al forms (refer below).

Following the last glaci al episode, rmst of the

outwash deposits were eroded by streams to form

terraces (FGt). Examples of outwash terraces

occur throughout the Nimpkish and Gold River

valleys.

Ice Contact Deposits

(Map Symbo 1: FGh, FGm, FGr )

Ice contact depos its are characterized by

irregular and chaot ic patterns of mounds, hillocks,

ridges and terraces. Kettles (-H) and meltwater

channels (-EG) are an integral part of this type

of terrain.

Kames (FGh, FGm) are hUlllOOcks or lTOunds of

sands and gravels that range up to 5 m in height

(Plate 4.18). Flow tills and/or fine lacustrine

sediments may also be present. Kames are formed by

the deposition of sediment in meltwater pools on

the surface of a stagnant ice mass. This material

slumps and flows as the underlying ice melts and

eventually is lowered to ground level. Collapsed

and disturbed bedding, faults and fractures are

common features in these sediments.

Plate 4.18: Kame gravels exposed in a kame hummock
near Woss Camp; note the variation in texture in the
sediment both vertically and horizontally and dipping
beds.
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Preparation of Derivative Mapping Showing

Potential Aggregate Sources

1. Identify study area on 1:50 000 terrain

map.

2. Use Table 4.4 as a guide to identify

terrain unit symbols which represent

potent i al sources of gravel and sand.

3. Rate the relative (Illount of gravel and

sand within each unit by the following

system:

a. Terrain units consisting of 80-100%

gravel and sand (examples: Ff,

FGh I IMbv)

40-60%

FGt 1Mb,

b. Terrain units consisting of

gravel and sand (examples:

Mbv/FGf)

c . Terr ain un its cons is t i ng of mi nor

(less than 20%) gravel and sand

(examples: MbvllFf, MbIIFGt)

Colour code or number each unit according

to the above rating (Figure 4.5).

4.

4.5.4 Aggregate Resources

Fluvial and fluvioglacial materials are prime

sources for aggregate and fill. Fluvioglacial

materials that contain flow tills and glacio

lacustrine silts may require further treatment

prior to utilization.

Eskers (FGr ) are ridges of fluvioglacial

sand and gravel formed by the melting out of

sediment-choked tunnels of subglacial streams.

Their sides are usually steep. They provide good

local sources of aggregate. Eskers are not a

common feature on northern Vancouver Island; those

observed were low amplitude forms associ ated with

kames.

Kame terraces (FGt) are outwash sands and

grave1s depos ited by meltwater fl owi ng between a

decaying glacier and a valley side. As with kames,

the ice contact slope collapses as the ice melts.

Kame terraces typically have an irregular and

pitted surface topography.

2.

1.

3.

Potential sand and gravel resources may be

roughly estimated by examination of a standard

1:50 000 terrain map. This is done by identifying

with colours or numbers all sand and gravel units

(Fig. 4.5). Oue to the reconnaissance nature of

the terrain mapping, the derivative map should only

be used as a guide for detailed site investiga

tions. Potential aggregate sources include fluvio

glacial and fluvial materials, some colluvial land

forms (talus slopes, colluvial fans) and raised

beach deposits (Table 4.4).

Notes:

Act ive f1 oodp 1a i ns and de lt as are not

included since these require special

cons iderat ion with regard to phys ical and

biological constraints.

Sands and gravels denoted as fl uvi al or

marine blankets (Fb, Wb) may be too thin

to provide useful aggregate sources. For

this reason, veneers (Fv, Wv) should not

be cons idered .

Some colluvial deposits may provide local

sources of aggregate (Table 4.4). Other

colluvi al sediments such as talus, fans

and cones, rock s1ide depos its and sn ow

avalanche materials may provide suitable

ballast for road construction. These

lIlits should also be identified on the

map.

4. On-site symbols for landsl ides, debri s

flows, and debris avalanches should be

noted as these sites may provide ballast

for road construction (landslides) or

aggregate (debris flows) (F ig. 4.5).
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MU.

t§th~21 Terrain units with >80 % grovel/sand
C;;,"p':ol Terrain units with 60 - 40 % grovel/sand

p.:::::.,:·:·',"'·"'!::1 Terrain units with minor (less 20%) grovel/sand

[----------, Terrain units mode up of colluvial sediments possible aggregate sites (local)

#0.1;$-;1 On site symbol of rock failure (potential source of rood ballast)

Figure 4.5 Example of a derivative map showing aggregate resources

-------------------



Table 4.4 Guide for identification of potential aggregate resources

Potential Character of Terrain Syrrbol Landfonn
Granular Resource

Dominate gravel; minor sand Ft. FAt terrace; active low terraces may be subject to periodic
flooding

Ff, FAf alluvial fan: act ive fans may be subject to periodic
flooding, sediment depos; t ion and aeeas ional debris
avalanche/flow

Ff rai sed deltaic depos; t

FGt, FGI fluvioglacial outwash depos its

FGr esker

Dominate gravel; minor sand (may FGh kame
contain beds. lenses of ~laCiO-

lacustrine silt or till) FGt kame terrace
FGt:EGH

f-----.
Variable: sand-gravel mixes sWt-sgWt raised beach terrace

Wm raised beaches (strandlines)

Rubble for potent; a1 road ballast rCf, rCa talus slopes, fans, cones

rCf-A. rCa-A avalanche fan or coalescing fan deposits. some rocks 1ide
deposits

--
Variable: diamicton (high % Cf, Ch, Ca debris avalanche/flow fans. hunrrocks or coalescing fans
fines) to mixed fluvial beds and usually below terrain lIlits modified by failing syobo 1
mudflow deposits 2 I I (e.g. Cv-F)

1 May require treatment pr ior to ut i1; zat ion.
2 On northern Vancouver Island there is a gradation of colluvial fans (derived fran mass rrovement processes)

to alluvial fans (fluvial). Sorre fans are the result of both p"'ocesses. thus areas mapped as colluvial
fans may provide local aggregate sites and should be identified on an aggregate derivative map.
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_ Location of Marine Deposits

Figure 4.6 Distribution of marine deposits
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4.6 Marine Deposits
100%

4.6.1 Definition and Distribution

Marine deposits are sediments that have

settled from suspension in salt or brackish water

bodies, or that have accumulated at their margins

due to shoreline processes such as wave action and

longs hore dr i ft. Mar i ne depos its were formed by

recent tectonic uplift on the west coast (3.4) and

during the last deglaciation when sea levels were

higher. Thus, most terrain units of marine

materials on the maps are raised deposits. Marine

1and forms presently forming along the coast are of

1imited extent. They are mapped as minor compo

nents of composite units.

100%

&

~ y
V)"?" 50°1. -fO% "9'"L

,L.'

'{, v4~

I '\
1\. -1\

IV '\1\
50%

SILT

100%

• Particle size analysis of marine sample

Figure 4.7 Percent sand/silt/clay of raised
offshore marine deposits

fine textured marine sediments do

provide suitable sites for

Marine silts are commonly overlain either by

organic deposits (4.7) or by a capping of marine

sands and gravels from 1 to 2 m in th ickness. The

latter 'ftere deposited as the sea fell to lower

levels during the late stages of deglaciation

(3. 4).

strength. Thus,

not generally

settlement.

4.6.2 Marine Sediments and Landforms

Raised Offshore Deposits

(Map Symbol: csWl, cSWm)

Raised offshore deposits consist of massive,

clayey silts that have settled fran suspension

(Fig. 4.7 and Appendix 2). They contain marine

shells (Table 4.5 and Fig. 4.8) and scattered drop

stones, which may as large as boulders.

Unweathered marine silts are a blue grey; weathered

silts are buff brown. Depth of weathering in these

materials ranges from 1 to 2 metres. The silt

breaks apart into blocky masses when in a dry state

(Plate 4.19).

The distribution of marine materials in the

study area is outlined on Figure 4.6. They are

situated on gently sloping coastal areas. Stream

channels which dissect the marine silts are steep

sided with flat bottoms, a useful characteristics

for air-photo recognition. Only small areas of

marine deposits were identified on the west coast.

This is probably a funct ion of restricted ground

checking and access, and difficulties of air photo

recognit ion of marine landforms on the relatively

flat Estevan Coastal Plain.

Drainage of these deposits is poor since the

silts ar)d clays are effectively impenneable. They

are poorly consolidated and possess low bearing

Plate 4.19: Weathered marine silts exposed near Port
McNeill; note the block jointing which develops when
these sediments dry.
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Table 4.5 Marine fossils identified in Port McNeill area

Fort Rupert

Scale: Gmi. = I in .

Figure 4.8 Locations of marine fossils identified in Table 4.5

eli nocard i urn

Mya

Mya truncata (Linaeus)

Macama of brota Oall

Macama nasuta (Conrad)

Clinocardium cibatum (Fabricus)

C1i nocard i um nutta11 i i (Conrad)

Nucul ana

Nuculana pernula (Muller)l

Nuculana fossa (Baird)

Macerna

Barnac le

Buccinum

Bivalvia

Gas tropoda
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Shells identified by: M.F. Smith, National Museum Canada.
1 For site location refer to Figure 4.8.

Marine Fossils

e2 Shell lample
location and
number



Littoral Deposits

(Map Symbol: Wt, Wm)

Littoral deposits are formed by shoreline

processes. They include raised beaches and beach

lag sediments. Raised beaches occur either as

isolated terraces (Wt) or as a series of low ridges

(Wm - strandlines) (Plate 4.20). Beach deposits

range fran well-sorted and stratified sand and

pebble gravels to gravels with shell material and

little or no sand (Plate 4.21). Gravel clasts are

well-rounded. Drainage of these sediments is rapid

except where they overlie relatively impermeable

marine silts (e.g. shallow, lag deposits - Wv).
~

In these instances, the water table is at or near

the surface. Beach materials, in general, are

suitable for aggregate, provided that they are

sufficiently thick.

Plate 4.21: Well-sorted, rounded and clean beach gravels
(pebble size) exposed in the town of Fort Rupert.

Littoral deposits

identified on the terrain

modifier (e.g. swAm).

presently formi ng are

maps by an active process

Plate 4.20: Stereo pair of raised beach gravels (strandlines) observed on Vargas Island (gWr).
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Plate 4.22: Organic fen (0') consisting primarily of sedges
on sloping valley wall in the Nahwitti Lowland (photo
by J.S.~

Plate 4.23: Transitional fen-bog (0'8) on Flores Island,
west coast Vancouver Island (refer to Table 4.7 for com
plete description~

4.8 Glaciolacustrine Deposits

ively extensive on massive limestone (Quatsino

Formation - 3.3.1). Folisols are difficult to

recognize on air photographs since they do not

support a distinctive vegetation, and have

consequently only been identified in terrain units

which have been field checked.

suspens ion in bodies of standi ng fresh water and

show clear evidence of being deposited directly in

contact with glacier ice. An ice-contact origin is

indicated by irregular surface topography, includ

ing kettles, and collapse and slump structures

(e.g. distorted bedding) in the sediment.

4.8.1 Definition and Distribution

fromsettledsedimentsGlaciolacustrine

4.7.1 Definition and Characteristics

Organic materials result from the accumulation

and decay of vegetative matter. They occur in

depressions and occasionally on sloping terrain

(Ob, 01). Organic deposits consist of unstrati

fied, decomposed (humic to fibric) material. They

are typically saturated and poorly drained.

Natural vegetation on organic deposits is in strong

contrast to that on adjacent better drained areas.

Organic sediments are very compressible and depend

ing on the th ickness of the depos it, will compress

excessively even under light loads and shrink when

drained and dried.

4.7 Organic Deposits
(Map Symbol: 0)

4.7.2 Landforms

Table 4.6 outl ines the common organic land

forms and their major characterist ics (Plates 4.22

and 4.23). Shallow organic materials that overlie

bedrock (folisols ~v) are not included. These

depos its are scattered throughout the study area

and result from the accumulation of forest litter

and mosses. They are rarely saturated and are

greater than 10 cm in thickness. They occur on all

bedrock types, although they appear to be re 1at-

Glaciolacustrine materials are not widespread

on northern Vancouver Island. They commonly occur

in upper tributary valleys such as Goodspeed River

and Ucona River. They formed in lakes that I'€re

dammed in the side valleys by ice in the main

valleys during glaciation. Alternatively, some

glaciolacustrine deposits result from the formation

of a lake betl'€en the valley wall and ice situated

in the central part of the valley (i.e. similar to

a kame terrace).
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Table 4.6 Organic landforms of northern Vancouver Island

Landform (Terrain
Map Symbol) Character of Material Water Table and Conditions Natural Ve9=tat ion

(OB)
---

Bog Well decomposed orqan ic Water table below surface of Sphagnum mosses. feather mosses, with
detritus (humic) with surface the deposit, surface unaffected ericaceous shrubs, Cladina spp. stunted
capping of poorly to moderate- by nutrient rich groundwater lodgpole pine, yellow and/or western
1y decomposed peat (fibric- from surround i ng mi neral soi 1s. red cedar.
mes ic) fran sphagnum mosses.

Fen (OF) Well decomposed peat (humic) Water table at or near surface, Sedges, grasses and reeds, wi th
derived from sedges. peat high in nutrients being occas ional shrubs and feather mosses.

strongly affected by minerotrophic
wa ters flowing in fran surrounding
mineral soi Is.

Swamp (OS) Moderately well to well Water table near surf ace and Dom i nated by wes tern red ceda r and
decomposed peat: may contain water is minerotrophic. IIOdgepOle pine with understory of
wood fragments and 1ayers of er icaceous shrubs and mas ses.
wood part ic les. I

Trans it ional fen- Well decomposed (humic) peat Water table at or near surface and Oominant veget at ion of sedqe , sphaqnum,
bog (OFB) -open der i ved from sedqes: in strongly affected by nutrient sweet gale, s tun ted pint and }€llow or
fen and sphagnum pI aced capped by poor to rich groundwater. Raised sphagnum western red cedar. Raised hurnrocks
hummock or is land moderately decanposed (fibric- areas receive most of their dominated by sphagnum, feather mas ses,
areas together mesic) peat derived from moisture frOlll precipitation Cladina spp: stunted lodqepo le pi ne and
which form an sph agnum mos ses. (nutrient poor) . yellow and/or western red cedar.
intimate mosaic
of fen and bog.

Water

silts are

sand and

underlyi ng

seepage and sloughing may be a continuous Il'"oblem

at escarpments that intersect the contact between

the silt and overlying gravels. Roads dissecting

this contact may require extra maintenance due to

these processes. An example of this occurs in the

upper Goodspeed River Valley.

Within the study area most rotational slumps

in unconsolidated materials are associated with

buried lacustrine deposits (e.g. lower Escalante

River). These slumps are probably the result of

impeded groundwater flow at depth in the depos it

which causes high pore pressures and loss of

cohesion of silts. Seismic activity may be an

important trigger mechanism of this type of

failure.

At several sites, glaciolacustrine

overlain by mixtures of fluvioglacial

gravel (FGt) (Plate 4.25). These

sLG

silts restrict do~nward water movement.

The terr aced 1and forms of most g1ac io 1acus

trine deposits (LGt) were formed by fluvial

downcutting through the old lake floors in post

glacial time. Terrace surfaces are gently sloping,

with surface gradients of less than 5°, and bounded

by scarps ranging from 15 to 50 metres in height.

4.8.2 Character and Landforms

(Map Symbol: LGt )

Glaciolacustrine sediments vary from thinly

bedded fine sands, Silts, and clays to massive beds

of clayey silt. Lenses of sand and gravel and till

(flow till), and ice rafted stones (pebble to

boulder size) may be present. Bedding is predomin

ately horizontal reflecting the former lake bed,

although there are some contorted and dipping

beds. These are due to collapse that occurred when

supporting ice melted (Plate 4.24). Exposed faces

of the silts exhibit block jointing - a result of

dessication and shrinking. The clay and silt are

effectively impermeable, thus drainage is poor.
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Plate 4.24: Deformed glaciolacustrine sediments (overriden by glacial ice) exposed in Gold River valley. Texture of the
sediment is a clayey silt.

Plate 4.25: Glaciolacustrine silts (A) overlain by gravels
(8) and underlain by till (C) in slump scar exposed in
terrace along Kokish River (photo by J.S.~
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Areas in vilich glaciolacustrine silts are

buried by younger deposits (e.g. fluvioglacial

gravels and basal till include:

1. Goodspeed River - northern tributary

2. Kil pal a River - upstreilTl fran junct ion

with Nimpkish Lake

3. Kokish River - upstreilTl fran junction with

Bonanza River

*4. Nimpki sh River - immedi atel y upstreilTl fran

Woss Camp

*5. Gold River - between the village of Gold

River and Muchalat Lake

6. Ucono River - upper tributaries

*7. Escalante River - near the point vilere the

Escalante River flows onto Estevan Coastal

Plain

8. Artlish River - southern tributary

* Overriden by glaci al ice.



However, limited ground access, dense vegetation

cover, and lack of natural exposures makes the

identification of these areas difficult.

Other

probably

subsurface glaciolacustrine

occur on northern Vancou ver

silts

Island.

bouncing). Finer particles (silt) are swept aloft

and carri ed in suspens ion by turbulant air

currents. The former process results in dune form

at ion, and the latter in a widespreilJ surface

mantle of fine sediment.

Most of the glaciolacustrine .deposits are

lateglacial. Thus they are poorly consolidated and

have low bearing strength. This fact, plus the

poor drainage of lacustrine sediments generally

precludes development on these sites. However,

some older silts have been overridden by glacial

ice (indicated by asterisks above) and have higher

bearing strengths, although this wi 11 vary locally

over short distances.

In general, lacustrine depos its of silt and

clay are susceptible to various forms of instab

ility and erosion. Detailed on-site investigations

of geology, groundwater, hydrology and engineering

propert i es of mater i a1s wi 11 be neces s ary in any

area where development is anticipated.

4.9 Eolian Deposits

4.9.1 Definition and Distribution

Eolian deposits form due to the transportation

and deposition of silt and sand particles by wind

act i on . Larger part i c 1es (s and) move a few cent i

metres along the surface by saltation (rolling and

Sandy eolian deposits occur locally on the

west coast of the Island. The deposits are not

widespread and -...ere usually mapped as part of a

composite terrain unit. Areas of eolian silt \\ere

not found.

4.9.2 Character and Landforms

(Map Symbol: Em, Eh, EAhm, Er)

Eo 1i an depos its on nort hern Vancou ve r Island

typically consist of medium to fine sands with

minor iJ110unts of silt. They are typically loose

(non-compact), well-sorted, porous, permeable, and

hence rapidly drained. Individual sand grains are

rounded and may show signs of frosting.

Dunes are the most common landforms in the

study area. They are closely associ ated with

act ive beaches and occur immediately behind them

(Fig. 4.9). The foreshore of these beaches acts as

a sediment source for the dune materi al. The dunes

vary in form from mounds or hillocks (EArn, EAh)

to longitudinal ridges (EAr) (Plate 4.26). Local

rel i ef ranges from 2 to 5 metres. Some dunes have

been stabilized by vegetation such as sitka spruce

Stabilized dune (Eh)

~redominate wind direction

5.

Beach sand and gravels

-water·line

Active dune (EAh) Intertidal sand and silt

Figure 4.9 Typical relationship between present day beach deposits and
inactive and active dunes on the west coast of northern Vancouver Island
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Plate 4.26: Eolian sand dunes that has buried surrounding
vegetation near Cape Scott (photo by A.C.~

and salal, and are no longer active (Eh). Renewed

erosion and deposition however, would probably

result from disturbance of this protective cover.

Areas masked by dense vegetation require field

checking to establish the identification and

lateral extent of dune deposits.

4.10 Other Surficial Materials andTerrain Units

4.10.1 Anthropogenic Materials

Anthropogen ic materi al s are man-made or man

modified sediments formed by the removal of

materials from their original site and deposition

elsewhere. Examples on northern Vancouver Island
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Plate 4.27: An anthropogenic example-Island Copper
Mine (photo by A.C.~

include open pit mines and spoil heaps (At, Ah)

such as I sl and Copper Mines located on the north

shore of Rupert Inlet (Plate 4.27).

4.10.2 Undifferentiated

Terrain un its mapped as "undifferentiated"

consist of a la~red sequence of nnre than three

types of genet ic materi al s outcroppi ng on a steep.

erosional scarp (Us). They include colluvium that

rests on the scarp slope and was derived from the

various genetic materials. The tenn "undiffer

entiated" is applied to map units 11I1 ere space

limitations prohibit the listing of all the

material types that are present.



5 GEOLOGICAL PROCESSES THAT CONSTITUTE
ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

5.1 Introduction

A variety of geological processes are

currently operating on north Vancouver Island.

These processes are often complex, since they are

affected by many factors including climate, geol

ogical history and stratigraphy, topography, and

character of unconsolidated materials. They are

perce i ved as hazards when loss of 1ife, or prop

erty, or both can result from human activity in

their zone of operation. The identification of

these geological processes is a necessary prel im

inary step in any land use planning process.

The purpose of th i s ch apter is to make the

reader aware of the types of geological processes

that represent potenti al hazards to human activity

on northern Vancouver Island. These processes

include those affecting slopes (mass movements,

snow avalanches and gullying), flooding, and

sol ut ion. The study area is al so subject to

frequent earthquake tremors. Each process is

defined, causative factors are discussed, and land

use implications are reviewed. A final section

outlines the preparation of a geological hazards

map from an 1:50 000 terrain map.

5.2 Processes Affecting Slopes

5.2.1 Rock Slumps and Rockslides

Definition and Identification

A rock slump is the slow to moderately-fast

downward slipping of a mass of rock, moving as a

unit or as several subsidiary units, usually by

backward rotat ion about a more or 1ess hor i zont al

axis parallel to the slope from which it descends

(Fig. 5.1). The material is not greatly deformed.

A rockslide is the rapid downslope movement of

newly detached segments of bedrock sl iding on shear

planes such as bedding, joints or faults. Material

set in motion is usually greatly deformed or

consists of many semi-independant units (Fig.

5.1). Where the slope angle or the angle of the

shear plane is high, the slide moves so fast that

the rock disintegrates. On gentler slopes or where

the ang le of the shear plane is low, the mas s

undergoes minor disintegration.

Recent rockslides and slumps v.ere identified

on air photogr aphs by the fo 11 owi ng features (Plate

5.1). These are:

1. A source area marked by a well defined

headwall, straight or sl ightly concave

scarp, (landslide scar).

2. An area of deposition consisting of

irregular, hummocky terrain or large

blocks of bedrock.

3. Disrupted drainage patterns, such as

shifted river channels, or temporary

ponding upstrean fran the toe of the

failure.

4. Pools of stagnant water on lov.er part of

the slide deposit.

5. The above characterist ics are present on

older rock fail ures although they are not

as striking. The headwall scar is not as

sharply defined and vegetation may mask

the hummocky topography producing a

subdued form. The presence of a un iform

stand of trees in contrast to surrounding

vegetation helps in the delimitation of

older rock failures.

A total of 46 rocksl ides and slumps \'.ere noted

on northern Vancouver Isl and (Map 2, in map
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Rockslide

Rock Slump

Debris Avalanche Debris Flow
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Figure 5.1 Block diagrams of mass movement types on northern Vancouver Island



Plate 5.1: Stereo pair of large rockslump located south of Wolfe Lake; diagnostic features include a well defined headwall
scar (ev....vJ ), large blocks of coherent bedrock A, and shifted river channel (arrow). Note how the river channel has been
forced to the opposite side of the valley by the lower slump blocks.

pocket). They occur in all bedrock types except

the clastic sedimentary rocks and massive limestone

(Table 5.1) which are distributed on gentle slopes

and valley bottom locations.

Discussion

Some of the physical factors which produce

rockslides and rockslumps are described below.

Although individual features were not investigated

in detail, these comments are generalizations drawn

from observations of a wide range of landsl ide

features on the Island and study of the relevant

1iter ature.

Passive Conditions I'ilich Favour Rockslides and

Rock Slumps

Pass ive condit ions that contribute to low

shear strength of the various bedrock types include

their lithology and structure. Lithologic

character is cons idered to be an important contrib

ut i ng factor to rock failures as soci ated with the

Tert iary volcanics. The volcanic rocks are inter

bedded with lJ1consolidated tuffs v.I1ich I".eather

easily to clay minerals, and poorly consolidated

conglomerates. The occurrence of the latter rock

type is likely to greatly reduce the inherent

stability of this formation, I'ilereas, shrinking and

Table 5.1 Distribution of rockslides and slumps by bedrock type

Bedrock Type

Karmutsen Volcanics

Bonanza Volcanics

Tertiary Volcanics

Parson Bay Formation

Island Intrusive

Number Rockslides/Slumps

15

15

2

1

12

Comment

}

23 beds dip downslope

10 no geologic information

7 occur near contacts or faults

West Coast Complex

Total

1

46

no data available
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Plate 5.2: Old rockslide in Tertiary volcanics located
southwest of Port McNeill. Note headwall scar (arrows)
and slide morphology (fan-shaped) outlined by dashed
line.

swelling of clays may cause disintegration of rocks

along planes of weakness as well as promoting

downs lope movement. Bedrock fa il ures in th i srock

type were observed on Twin Peaks and the butte

southwest of Port McNeill (Plate 5.2).

Steep or rroderate dipping bedding planes

inclined downslope appear to be important rupture

zones for rocksl ides and sl umps that occur in the

bedded rock types (e.g. volcanic and bedded

sedimentary rocks, Plate 5.3). When the location

of rockslides and slumps in these bedrock types are

plotted on the regional bedrock map (Muller et al.,

1974, Muller, 1977), 67 percent occur on rroderate

to steeply, downslope dipping beds between 25· and

75· (Table 5.1). No structural geologic data was

Plate 5.3 Headwall scar of large rockslump illustrated in Plate 5.1. Note strongly dipping beds of the Karmutsen Volcanics
(approximately 40 degrees) downslope (arrow). A large slump block of coherent bedrock is situated in the
foreground.
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available for the remalnlng rock failures origin

at i ng on these bedrock types. Over 50% of the

bedrock failures derived from granitic rock types

occur near contacts with the volcanics {e.g. the

outer edges of the batholiths} or on faults. It is

expected that at these sites the gran it ic rocks are

probab 1y severely fr actured, sheared and strong 1y

jointed, all of wh ich could serve as fail ure

planes. The presence of dipping beds, joints and

fractures play an important role in delineating the

shape of the slides as well as acting as failure

planes. They also provide a subsurface network for

the easy rrovement of water wh ich in turn, promotes

weathering of subsurface rocks.

Most of the rockslide and slumps originate on

glacially oversteepened slopes, usually greater

than 35·.

Active Conditions which Favour Rockslides and

Slumps

Water and seismic activity are probably the

two rrost important factors that trigger rock

failures. The high annual precipitation and inten

sive storm cycles which may be accompanied by rapid

snow melting on northern Vancouver Island makes

large volumes of water available for a variety of

roles in rockslides and slumps. It contributes to

reduced shear strength by increasing lateral press

ures due to expansion by freezing or increased

hydrostat ic pressure in jo i nts and fr actures. It

acts as a lubricant for the sl ip plane and

increases the load or weight to the mass resting on

the slope. It is felt that a combination of these

processes operating in conjunction with the passive

condit ions previously stated may be sufficient to

trigger a small rocksl ide or sl ump. Larger rock

fail ures, however, may be triggered by earthquake

shocks. Further details are presented in 3.5.

Land Use Implications

Terrain units subject to rockslides and slumps

are identified on the terrain map by the process

modifier symbol for failing {-F} accompanied by the

on-s ite landsl ide scar symbol (f"')}. The character

of these deposits are discussed in 4.2.5.

Rockslides and slumps will continue to be an

environmental hazard on northern Vancouver Island

because of hig, rainfall and recurrent seismic

act ivity coupled with the internal propert ies of

the bedrock types and the steep slopes. Identifi

cation of future sites of rockslide and slumps will

not be an easy propos it ion. The presence of

tens ion fractures are useful in the ident ificat ion

of future sites of rockslides. These features,

however, are not discernible at the scale of photo

graphs used in this study and require field invest

igation for their identification. However, the

review and detailed study of former slides and

slumps may prov ide ins ights with respect to pred i c

tion of future sites of rock failures.

5.2.2 Rockfall

Oef i nit i on

Rockfall is the rapid, free fall of a newly

detached segment of bedrock from a cliff. The mass

once in mot ion travels most of the distance through

the air. It includes free fall, rrovement by leaps

and bounds, and rolli ng of the rock without much

interact ion of one fragment with another {Fig.

S.l}.

Oi scuss ion

Rockfall, on northern Vancouver Island, occurs

on all bedrock types that outcrop on glaci ally

oversteepened slopes, usually greater than 40·.

The regional occurrence of rockfall act ivi ty,

however, appears to be more frequent on the

Karmutsen Volcanics and Island Intrusives. This is

a funct ion of the internal character of these form

at ions. Both are strongly jointed, either vert ical

or parallel to the slope and in the case of the

Karmutsen Volcanics, jointing perpendicular to the

beds is comrronly more conspicuous than the beds

{Plate S.4} {Muller et al., 1974}. The JTocess of

frost shattering is an important mechanism in rock

fall. Water freezing in confined spaces, such as
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Plate 5.4: Headwall scar of large rockfall occurring in the
Karmutsen volcanic (light tone area on the photograph) on
asteep, bedrock slope. Note the vertical joint pattern in the
bedrock (arrow~

cracks and joints, exerts lateral pressures due to

the growth of ice crystals. When these crystals

melt, rockfall commonly occurs. Other factors

favouring rockfall are similar to those of rock

slides and slumps and will not be discussed in

further detail (5.2.1).

Rockfalls vary in size from boulders to blocks

the size of a two story house (Plate 5.5). The

process of rockfall has not be del imited on the

terrain maps. Users however, can extrapolate to a

certain extent where this process has operated by

the distribution of talus slope deposits. The

character, form and land use activity on these

terrain units are discussed in 4.2.3. Rockfall

activity at a site can be grossly assessed by the

occurrence and distribution of fresh rock frag

ments. The presence of tens ion fr actures are

useful indicators of future sites of large rockfall

(Plate 5.6). They typically occur on ridges in

close proximity to steep, rock escarpments and were

observed in Karmutsen Volcanics and Island Intru

sives.
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Plate 5.5: Rockfall debris situated in upper Zeballos River
valley; debris ranges in size from large boulders to some
greater than a 2 storey house in size. Note the vertical joint
pattern which favours this process in the Karmutsen Vol
canics in the background.

Plate 5.6: large tension fracture (arrows) developed on
Karmutsen Volcanics on Tsitika Mountain; eventually this
block will fail as a rockfall.



5.2.3 Debris Avalanche and Debris Flow

Definition and Identification

Debris avalanches are rapid, shallow uncon

solidated mass movements from steep hillsides.

They result from frictional failure along a shear

plane that parallels the slope. Initial failure is

largely by sliding, and if enough water is present,

debris avalanches change to debris flows resulting

in the rapid downslope transport of a slurry of

rocks, soil and organic debris. The combined term

is used because rrost debris avalanches immediately

change to debris flows after initi al failure

(Swanston, 1978). Where debris avalanches and

debr i s flows re ach steep, intermittent and firs t

and second order ch anne1s, debr i s torrents occur

involving the continued rapid movement of large

volumes of water charged soil, rock and organic

matter (Fig. 5.1).

Air photograph identification of debris

avalanches and debris flows has been surrrnarized by

several authors (Alley and Thompson, 1978, Bailey,

1972, and Swanston, 1969). The following is a list

of criteria used for the ident ificat ion of these

features on northern Vancouver Island.

1. Recent debris avalanches and debris flows

are clearly identified by bare linear

strips on valley sideslopes and in deep

V-notch channels where vegetat ion has been

removed (Plate 5.7a and b).

2. Debri s at the base of these tr acks may be

depos ited as a coll uvi al fan or as

chaotically arranged hummocks (Plate 4.5).

3. Tracks formed within the last few years

are bare for most of their length,

although shrub species of willow and alder

are early pioneers on moister, lower

slopes. With passage of time, alder

colonizes the middle reaches, wh ile minor

sloughing keeps the ground bare in the

source area. Eventually al der covers all

the failure which clearly defines the

former track (Plate 5.8).

Plate 5.7a: Vertical photograph illustrating debris ava
lanche/debris flow and some debris torrent scars (arrow)
as they would appear on an air photograph; note the bare
linear strips on the vaHey sideslopes. Circled area indicates
location of Plate 5.7b. Photo location Genevieve Range,
Nootka Island.

Plate 5.7b: Photograph of a debris avalanche/debris flow
scar from Plate 5.7a.
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Plate 5.8: Partial revegetation of old debris avalanche/
debris flow scar by alder (arrow) which contrasts sharply
with the surrounding vegetation. This is a useful diagnostic
feature for identifying older scars (photo by J.S.~

4. Debri s avalanche and debris flow tracks

can be di fferent i ated fran snow avalanche

tracks as follows:

a. Where the track origin 1i es below the

upper timbered boundary, it is

probab 1y a debris avalanche/flow

track.

b. If the track extends above tree

boundary, it probably originated as a

snow avalanche.

c. Snow avalanches erode little surficial

materi al and very act ive snow

avalanche tracks are non-forested and

covered by shrubs, herbs and grasses.

Discussion

Debris aval anches and debris flows are most

commonly developed in:

1. Colluvial veneer on steeply sloping

bedrock along the upper valley walls.

Fail ure occurs on the underlying bedrock

surface or along the weathering front in

the bedrock (Plate 5.9).

2. Weathered basal t ill on middle and lower

valley sidewalls. Failure usually occurs
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Plate 5.9: Example of the common location of point of
failure on colluvial veneer slopes. Many failures originating
on these types of slopes, commonly occur on the upper
portions of the valley walls (photo by J.S.~

at the contact of unweathered and

I'.eathered till, sorretimes on basal organic

accumulations and occasion~ly, in the

under 1yi ng bedrock ....nere the till is

shallow (i .e. veneer).

Between 25-40% of all debri s av a1anch es and

debris flows occur on slopes betl'.een 20 and 30·;

the rest occur on slopes greater than 3D·. These

totals are similar to those observed on the Queen

Charlotte Islands (Alley and Thomson, 1978).

Debris avalanches and debris flows originate more

frequentl y in co lluvi al materi al s than till, and

failures originating in till are canmonly

associated with gullying processes. For example,

over 65% of the t ill terrain units that possess

these types of failures are undergoing modification

by gullying (Plate 5.10). Debris avalanches and

debris flows are shallow failures; most headwall

scarps are less than 2 rretres, canmonly about 1

metre in height. Different scar forms are produced

by debris avalanches and debris flows originating

in colluvial deposits versus till (Swanston,

1969). Tracks developed on colluvium slopes are

usually straight and widen towards the toe, whereas



4. Certain topographic conditions tend to

increase stability by increasing mechan

ical support and frict ion res istance for

slope materials. For example, a steep

even slope is far rrore unstable than a

steep benched and/or humrrocky slope (Alley

and Thomson, 1978).

5. Subsurface features, such as pipes that

deve lop along the cont act of the we athered

and unl..eathered t ill on sorre till slopes

provide direct channels to local depres

sions on the hillside (4.3.3). Water

emerging from the pipes at these incipient

drainage sites probably results in a rapid

increase in pore water pressures and tv:lds

considerable load to the slope. However,

a conplete understanding of the role of

glaci ally "oversteepened"

are steeper than angle of

materials conprising the

Slopes are

(slopes I'k1 ich

stabil ity for

slope) .

2. The overburden (colluvium or I..eathered

till) is usually coarse, perlTEab le and

mechanically cohes ionless. Shear strength

of this material is reduced by an increase

in rroisture content. Swanston (1974)

indicates that saturating shallow till

results in pore-water pressures that can

reduce internal materi al shear strength by

as much as 60 percent.

3. Saturated soils are relatively rrore

unstable with the presence of a proninent

shear plane. Shear planes such as a

srrooth bedrock surface, an abrupt

I..eatheri ng front or the presence of basal

organ ic accumul at ions are an inherent

characteristic of the geological setting

on rrost steep slopes. Instability is

further enhanced on slopes with well

developed joints and beds I'k1 ich dip down

slope; the underlying rock provides little

mechanical support to the overburden

(e.g. Bonanza and Karmutsen Volcanics 

dipping beds, Island Intrusives - joints,

3.3) .

1.

A number of inherent characteristics of the

unconsolidated materials and geological setting on

northern Vancouver Island are favourable for

producing debris avalanches and debris flows.

These factors are similar to those observed in

Alaska (Swanston, 1969) and Queen Charlotte Islands

(Alley and Thomson, 1978), and are discussed below.

Plate 5.1 0: Example of the close association between gully
erosion and slope failures (photo by J.S.~

Debris avalanche and debris flows vary in

width from 5 to 75 m and extend downslope up to 2

km. Debris torrents possess similar width dimen

sions but can extend up to 5 km downslope. Quali

tative assessment of the aspect at the point of

failure does not suggest any dominance with any

part icu 1ar direct ion for the study area. However,

at some local it ies a sl ight preference in orient

ation of failure was noted, a result of local

bedrock structure (e.g. dipping beds, preferred

orientation of joints).

those formed on till slopes have a spoon-shaped

configuration in the zone of failure with material

more or less confined within a narrow zone until it

reaches the valley floor (Plate 5.11 and 5.12 and

Fig. 5.2). These distinct forms were a useful

guide for determining materi al types in inacces

sible areas of the study.
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Plate 5.11: Spoon-shaped configuration in zone of failure
(outlined by dashed line) in till materials; note the narrow,
confined zone below the origin of failure.

A. Failure scar on till i note typical spoon

shaped configuration in zone of initial failure
and sliding material confined within a narrow
zone until it reaches the valley floor.

Plate 5.12: Straight and widening track toward toe of
debris avalanche/debris flow developed on shallow col
luvial sediments.

B. Failure scar an colluvium i note wedged
shaped track expanding towards the base of

slope. (source' Swanston, 1969)

Figure 5.2 Tracks formed by debris avalanches
and debris flows on colluvial and till slopes
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pipes in debris avalanches and debris

flows requires further studies. Neverthe

less, after initial failure, the presence

of pipes will ma i nt a i n an act i ve scar face

by continued sloughing.

6. Land management activities such as timber

removal (i .e. loss of root strength) and

road construction (i.e. increased load

and/or increased slope angle) results in a

more active (accelerated) erosion cycle.

This is supported by research in Oregon

and Alaska (Dyrness, 1967, Swanston, 1974

and 1978).



Factors which trigger debris avalanches and

debris flows in similar environments to northern

Vancouver Island have been reviewed by Swanston

(1969, 1974) and Alley and Thompson (1978). The

same factors probably have the same importance for

the study area (for further details refer to

5.2.6). They are:

1. High intensity storms. Storm events can

trigger failures by the reduction of shear

strength of the overburden by increased

soil moisture and pore-water pressures and

by wind throw and dynamic loading of slope

materials by wind forces acting on the

tree cover.

2. Overloading a slope by rockfall or rock

slides (Plate 5.13).

Plate 5.13: Vertical photograph of large rockfall (arrows)
which triggered a rapid debris flow originating in uncon
solidated materials that flowed approximately 5 km down
stream the Kaouk River Valley. The area of flow is well
defined by the alder growth in valley bottom.

3. Slope undercutting, particularly at the

base of gull i es.

4. Seismic activity. Ground shaki ng is

cons idered an important triggering mecha

nism of landslides. Similar conclusions

have been established by Alley and Thomson

(1978) for the Queen Ch ar lotte Is 1ands.

Observations by Mathews (1979) on centr~

Vancouver Island indicate that widespread

landsliding accompanied the June 23rd 1946

earthquake, magnitude 7.2 on the Richter

scale. Landslides of this event occurred

in the reg i on of Modif i ed Merca11 i

Intens i ty of VI or greater. It is

expected however, that a less intense

earthq uake d ur i ng or immedi ate ly fo 11 owi ng

an intense storm will result in landslide

act ivity. Further research however, is

necessary before the role of earthquakes

is completely understood as a causative

factor of debris aval anches and debris

flows.

Land Use Implications

Terrain units on the maps that are undergoing

modification by debris avalanches and debris flows

are identified by the failing symbol (-F) and

on-site symbol for shallow, unconsolidated failure

(?» . The ch aracter and form of the depos its

produced by these failures are discussed in 4.2.4.

For a land manager, the 1:50 000 terrain map

can be used for the 'flagging' or identification of

areas where these failures are presently operat

ing. It is important to note that only part of a

terrain unit may be undergoing modification by

these processes. Considering the level of data of

th iss tudy, two opt ions are ava i 1ab le for the land

manager. These are: (1) in areas of questionable

economic value, avoidance of all operations in

fail ing areas is probably the best and least costl y

sol ut ion, and (2) in economic importance areas, a

detailed survey (1:10 000 - ~:15 OOO) should be

conducted in order to locate unstable sites, deter

mine the types and frequency of mass movements, and

recommend how these sites should be treated. Thus,

aggravation of the condition may be avoided or

minimized by any land use activity.

5.2.4 Snow Avalanches (-A)

Definition and Identification

Snow avalanches are the rapid downslope move

ment of snow, ice, as well as incorporated rock,

soil and vegetation. Snow avalanches, although

capable of transferring materi al downslope, perform

relatively little erosion I'ilen compared to other

mass movement processes.
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Areas undergoi ng mod if icat ion by snow

avalanching can be identified on air photographs by

the fo 11 owi ng:

1. Unconfined linear scars traversing open

slopes whose vegetation pattern (lighter

tone on air photograph) distinctly marks a

sharp trimline with surrounding forested

slope (Plate 5.14). Above treeline, the

path may be bare but below the treeline

the track may be covered by shrubs and

grasses and pioneer species (alder,

willow) where activity is less frequent.

2. Scars channelled into gullies that are

bare and have distinct trimlines origina

ting above treeline. There may be several

branches feeding the main gully.

3. Bare or partially tree covered slopes

exceed i ng 30 ° and at the top of I'il ich a

starting zone, such as a small cliff or

ridge top I'ilere a cornice can develop,

occurs. These areas are in alpine or

suba1pi ne areas.

Discussion

An avalanche path can be divided into three

sections; starting zone, track and runout zone

(Perla and Martinelli, 1976). The starting or

initiation zone usually is steeper than 30° and

receives large amounts of snow. Along the Pacific

Coast vilere climate is mild, snow tends to pack

into a dense, strong cover and under these condi

tions a depth of 1.5 m is necessary before avalan

ching occurs (Schaerer, 1973). Ideal sites for

snow accumulations include lee slopes with a source

of blowing snow, bowls and gullies bounded by

cliffs. Most starting zones are bare of trees or

contain a few stands of heavy timber. The track of

an avalanche usually has an inclination of more

than 15° but can occur on gentler slopes. The

tracks may be channelized in gullies (-AV) or be

unconfined on a mountain slope (-A) (Plate 5.14).

The run-out zone is the area vilere snow and

as soci ated debr i s comes to rest either as a fan or

cone (Cf-A). The character of these depos its is

outlined in 4.2.5.

Land Use Implications

The terrain maps indicate areas subject to

snow avalanching I'ilere activity has maintained a

distinct ive vegetation pattern in the tracks and

Plate 5.14: Stereo pair illustrating snow avalanche features. Note tracks originating above tree line, areas where the snow
_avalanches have been channelled into gullies (arrows),and areas where they have moved unconfined down a mountain

slope A (photos BC5631, No. 232, 231).
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run-out zones (map syrrool A). Although

avalanches tend to follow similar paths from year

to year, certain conditions (e.g. abnormal snow

accumulations) can result in deviations (Ryder,

1980). Forest cover should be retained in the

vicinity of potential avalanche snow starting zones

(areas where slopes exceed 30· and snow accumula

tions are deep), as in certain instances new

aval anche sites have been created by the destruc

tion of forest by logging (Avalanche Task Force,

1974). Removal of timber from the run-out zone may

ultimately lengthen these zones as the buffer

effect of the trees has been removed.

5.2.5 Regional Distribution of Debris

Avalanches and Debris Flows and Snow

Avalanches

Introduction

A map of the regional distribution of these

processes may be found in the map pocket of this

report (Map 2). This is a derivative map assembled

from the 1 :50 000 terrain maps and presented at a

scale of 1:250 000. Areas identified by the

process modifying symbols for failing (-F) and

avalanching (-A) on the latter maps were trans

ferred onto the 1: 250 000 topogr aph ic base map.

The distribution pattern was then compared to

regional climate (annual precipitation, storm

intensities), topography, slopes and aspect (deter

mined from topographic base maps and field observ

ations), and bedrock (regional map).

The abundance of mass movement processes are

qualitatively ranked for northern Vancouver Island

and listed below in order of decreas·ing occur

rence.

1. debris avalanche and debris flows, and

debris torrents

2. snow avalanches

3. rockslides and slumps and rockfall

4. slumps in unconsolidated materials1

Creep has not been included in this rating as it

occurs on all slopes underlain by unconsolidated

materi al s.

Pattern and Discussion

There are three distinct zones of debris

avalanche and debris flow, and snow avalanche

activity on northern Vancouver Island. These are:

(1) a western zone characterized by a high

abundance of terrain subject to debris avalanches

and debris flows; (2) a southeastern zone of moder

ate debris avalanche and debris flow, and major

snow avalanche activity; and (3) a northeastern

zone characterized by a low abundance of debris

avalanche and debris flows (F ig. 5.3). A variety

of characteristics including regional topography,

climatic regime, etc. for each zone are summarized

in Table 5.2 and provide some insights into this

distribution pattern.

The three zones of debris avalanche and debri s

flow activity bear a close relationship to the

three annual precipitation zones outlined in 3.2.

For example, the western zone of high activity of

debris flows and debris avalanches corresponds

closely to the area of highest annual precipitation

and most severe storm intensities. Conversely, the

zone of low incidence occurs in the driest

precipitat ion zone with less intense storm

activity. The close similarity between debris

avalanche and debris flow distribution and the

regional annual precipitation zones indicates that

high rainfall and wind velocities, and storm

frequency is a major triggering factor of these

types of mass movements. Similar assessments from

other coastal areas in the Pac if ic Northwest (Alley

and Thomson, 1978; Swanston, 1969, 1974) provides

further support for this conclusion.

Mathews (1979) observed a high concentrat ion

of landslides between Barkley Sound and Muchalat

Arm wh ich he attributed to the 1946 earthquake.

Landsl ide events associ ated with the earthquake

were interpreted fran air photographs spanni ng 11

years (Mathews, 1979, p. 447). The lands 1ides

1 Slumps in unconsolidated materials occur locally within the study area and are closely associated with
glaciolacustrine deposits.
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occur in the zone of highest annual precipitation

(see above). Taking this in consideration with the

time span used to determine landslide density

associ ated with the earthquake, it is thought that

the west coast distribution of landsl ides observed

by Mathews is a function of cl imat ic factors as

well as the single earthquake event.

A high incidence of snow avalanching occurs in

the southeastern zone. This is the zone of

greatest rel ief and highest peaks. Within this

region there is a close relationship to areas

affected by snow av a1anches and those undergo i ng

modificat ion by debris avalanches and debris flows

(Map 2, in pocket). Generally, areas subject to

slope failures occur nearby or immediately adjacent

to snow aval anche sites. This suggests that the

storage of water as snow and the release of this

water by melting during an early or late winter

rain storm or the added weight of the snow may be

an important factor for the initiation of mass

movements within this zone.

A low abundance of debris avalanche and debris

flow activity occurs in the northeastern zone. This

is a result of lower annual precipitation and the

lack of steep slopes (3.1.2).

The number of debris avalanches and debri s

flows increases as the slope angle increases within

all three zones (Table 5.2), thus slope angle is an

important inherent factor for these slope fail

ures. The except ion occurs in the western zone,

north of Rupert Inlet \\here these types of mass

moverrents are rrore comrron at 10\\er slope ang les

(Table 5.2). This observation may be explained by

either of the following. Slopes, for the most

part, were determined from the topographic base

maps. This area is characterized by rolling,

upland relief whose side slopes may not be

accurately portrayed on the base map. Alternat

ively, the debris avalanches and debris flows may

initiate on gentler slopes due to local 9=ological

factors. Further fiel d work is necessary to

explain this pattern.

Most debris av alan ches and debris flows occur

in colluvial materials (T ab le 5.2) therefore the

relat ionsh ip bet\\een bedrock 9=0 logy and the

distribution of debr i s av a1anch es and flows was

Table 5.2 Characteristics of debris avalanche and debris
flow failure zones on northern Vancouver Island

ABUNDANCE OF TERRAl N SLOPE IV1GLE (l" MATERIAL TYPES OF
ZONEI TYPES OF PROCESSES SUBJECT TO PROCESS2 REGIONAL TOPOGRAPHY CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS3 TERRAIN UNITS FAlLlNG4 FA1L1 NG UN ITS5

WESTERN ZONE
Degrees %

South of Rupert debris avalanches! High Mountain and valley l. High annual precipi- 20-25 2 95% on colluvial
Inlet flows topogr aphy with tat ion (2000-460Qt fll11). 26-29 20 materials

minor snow avalanChes Low g 1del al oversteep- 2. High intensity stanns. 30-35 33
ened slopes 3. SUbject to strong stonn 35+ 45 5% on till

wi nds.

North of Rupert debris avalanches/ High Rounded high lands ( as above) Degrees % 91% on colluvial
Inlet flows wi th broad valleys 20-25 13 materials

with 9 1de 1a1 over- 26-29 46
steepened s10pes 30-35 27 g% on till

35+ 14

SOUTHEASTERN ZONE
snow av a1anch es High Ruqged Vancouver l. Moderate annual preci- Degrees % 90% on colluvial

Island Mountains pilat ion (1550-3000 mm) 26-29 4 mater; als
debris avalanches! Moderate wi th qlaci al over- 2. Storm intens ity less 30-35 30

flows steepened slopes than western zone. 35+ 66 10% on till
3. No wind data.

NORTHEASTERN ZONE
debr is avalanches/ Low Rolling plateau- l. Dry area: annual Degrees % 90% on colluvial

flows 1ike topography precipi tat ion 1400- 26-29 21 materials
2000 mm. 30-35 31

2. Storm intens ity less 35+ 48 10% on till
than western zone.

3. Stann wi nds les s severe
th an wes tern zone.

lRefer to Figure 5.3 for location of zones.
2Assessed visually from 1:250 000 Distribution Map of Slope Failures and Avalanching.
3For details refer to Chapter 3.2.
4As determined from 1:50 000 Terrain Maps; note: these represent an average slope for tXlit; at the point of failure, slope angle may be 3 to 5 degrees
steeper.

50er ived from 1:50 000 Terrain Maps; note: in case of canpesite unit only the dominant material type considered for this table.
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Figure 5.3 Regional zonation of terrain under
going modification by mass movement processes
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invest igated by two methods. First, a vi sual canp

arison of their distribution with the regional

bedrock geology (Muller, 1977) suggested that local

vari at ion of rock types do not affect these

processes.

Secondly, an attempt at quantitative assessment

was undert aken. The proport ion by area of terrain

units undergoing roodification by fail inq (excluding

till units) was compared for different bedrocks in

the western zone '(similar annual precipitation

pattern). The area revi ewed for each bedrock type

was approximately 25 km2 and possessed similar

local topography. The results tentat ively suggest

that colluvium derived from the Bonanza Group

Volcanics and 'shist' facies of the West' Coast

Complex are slightly roore susceptible to these

slope processes. This is probably a function of

their finer texture (4.2.2). There appears to be

no difference in slope failure activity on

colluvium derived fran the other rock types.

In summary, the distribution patterns of slope

failure activity and above observations suggest

that the severe climatic conditions and steep

slopes are primary factors that control the distri

bution and frequency of debris avalanches and

debris flows. However, geological site factors,

such as the texture of colluvial materials and

bedrock structure (5.2.3) can influence the number

and/or orientation of these types of slope failures

at local sites. Earthquakes are al so cons idered to

be important triggering mechanisms, however their

role as a causative factor requires further review.

5.2.6 Gullying (-V)

Definition and Identification

Gullying refers to slopes characterized by

steep-sided ravines that are subject to erosion by

either flowing water and/or debris avalanches and

debris flows. Gullies are developed on bedrock and

most unconsolidated materials. They typically

develop a parallel or sub-parallel pattern

orientated downslope (Figure 5.15).
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Plate 5.15: Parallel development of gullies on deep till
(arrows~ The larger gullies are entrenched in bedrock.

In open or recent ly log ged terra in wi th shrub

vegetation, gullies stand out as distinct features;

their base usually have lighter tones than Slrroun

ding vegetation. However, in some instances,

freshly harvested sites are over-exposed on the ai r

photographs and surface features such as gulli es

are lost in the vJ1ite-out effect.

In heavily forested sl opi ng terrain it is

often difficult to di scern gulli es on air photo

qraphs at the scale used in this study. In a

closed forest canopy, gullies may be identified as

narrow furrows (either darker or lighter tone)

running throuqh the forest (Alley and Thomson,

1978). In places, the bottom channel may actually

show through the forest as a narrow, liqht strip.

Gullies in both open and closed forest situa

tions, that are well developed (deep and broad)

have recogn izab le furrows on the air photographs.

Discussion

Gullies are canmanly developed in bedrock,

colluvial materials and till. They occur on slopes

beheen 15° and 35°, although they are most canman

on slopes between 26° and 35°. Gulli es vary in

type fran shallow, U-shaped forms to steep sided,

deeply incised V-notches (ravines and canyons)

(Plate 5.16).



Gullies originate by either fluvial erosion or

by debris avalanches and debris flows that have

been enlarged and lengthened by fluvial erosion

and/or further mass movements. High rainfall,

typical of the study area, promotes rapid surface

runoff and the removal of unconsol idated materi al,

particularly those with a high silt and clay

content by fl uvi al processes. Gully deve1oprrent on

the middle and lower slopes is controlled to a

large extent by runoff fran the higher non-gullied

parts of the same slope. Therefore, precautions

applied to the gully area should also be applied to

these adj acent slopes.

Debris avalanches and debris flows are common

processes operating in gullied terrain (-VF). Many

gullies sidewalls display evidence of sloughing and

slumping precipitated by bank undercutting. Debris

avalanches and debris flows originating on a hill

side may becorre channelized where gullies exist.

When this occurs, debris flows are converted into

debris torrents which scour out the channels (Plate

5.17). Gullies become larger and deeper downslope,

shallowing near the valley bottan and depositing

sediment in alluvial and/or colluvial fans (4.2.4).

Plate 5.17: Scoured U-shaped gully developed on deep till
by a recent debris torrent. location Twin Peaks near Port
McNeil (photo by B.T.~

Land Use Implications

The presence of gullies in a terrain unit

indicates that the area is susceptible to erosion.

Gully format ion is accelerated and is comrronly

accompanied by increased frequency of debris

avalanches and debris torrents with removal of

vegetation and resultant increased in runoff

(Swanson and Lienkaemper, 1978).

Failure to appreciate the nature of processes

that occur in gullies can lead to inappropriate

road layout and culvert design. Increased runoff

and sediment yield related to clear-cutting can

result in blocked culverts and washouts. Side

cast ing of large volumes of materi al into gull i es

will increase the potential for both road and slope

failure (Townshend, 1979). Areas undergoing

modif icat ion by fl uvi al eros ion and mass moverrent

processes should be closely reviewed prior to any

act ivity.

Plate 5.16: Deeply, incised V-notch gully in bedrock.

5.3 Fluvial Processes(Flooding)

Flood ing

Terrain units subject to flooding

active floodplains, alluvi al fans, deltas

terraces. Hazards from flooding include

t ion, eros ion and channel mi grat ion. The

ication of those terrain units subject to

inc lude

and low

inunda

identif

fl oodi ng
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and the constraints involved in the interpretation

of this information has been discussed in 4.5.3.

Climatic factors such as intensive storm

precipitation or rapid snowmelt can result in

extreme variations in discharges particularly in

smaller streams. No long terms records of flooding

or di sch arge however, were used in the process of

terrain mapping. Therefore, areas subject to

flooding should be interpreted conservatively.

Detailed site investigations of river morphology

and hydrology should be conducted prior to any

landuse activity such as settlement.

5.4 Solution of Carbonate Rocks

Definition and Identification

A landscape modified by solution of carbonate

rocks (karst landscape) has a distinctive and

unique assemblage of landforms. It is character

ized by underground drainage through vertical and

horizonal tunnels and caverns.

Air photograph interpretation of karst terrain

is often difficult in heavily forested areas.

Large scale features that a id in the i nterpretat ion

include sinkholes, some filled with water, and

river. channels that plunge underground (Plate

5.18).

During the course of the survey, ground

inspection at several sites on the Quatsino Form-

Plate 5.19: Solution rills on the Quatsino Formation (lime
stone) (photo by J.S.~

ation indicated that this limestone is undergoing

modification by solution. Hence, the distribution

of this formation on the regional bedrock map is a

good i nd icat ion of the di s tr i but ion of ka rs t

terrain. Ground features that helped in the recog

nit ion of th i s process inc 1ude so 1ut ion r ills on

limestone outcrops with open joints, sinkholes of

various sizes, closed depressions, and underground

drainage networks (Plate 5.19).

Discussion and Land Use Implications

The distribut ion of karst terrain is outlined

in Figure 5.4. The surface topography of these

areas is pitted and hummocky, and is usually over

lain by a shallow mantle of colluvium, till or

organic material (e.g. folisol).

Plate 5.18 Stereo pair of karst terrain in
the upper Artlish River valley. Note dis
appearing river channel (point A) and its
re-emergence downstream at point B.
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Figure 5.4 Distribution of karst terrain

C::::==:::JI Distribution of Karst land ..

scape on Quatsino Limestone

Many karst sites posses unique landforms and

vegetation cover that should be set aside for

educational and recreational purposes. A detailed

survey of karst terrain would help to identify such

sites.

Prior to road construct ion and ground opera

t ions, karst terrain requires on-s ite inspect ion

for caverns at shallow depths to avoid potential

zones of collapse. Recent evidence of subsidence

was observed on old logging roads. An advantage of

building a rooo in karst terrain is there is no

need for culverts due to the existing subsurface

drainage network! At some sites, aggregate may be

lacking (e.g. thin surface mantles) and the hard,

massive limestone will require blasting to provide

road ballast. Alternatively, aggregate may have to

be transported to the road bed.

Where limestone is overlain by only a thin

mantle of unconsolidated material, activities such

as slash burning should be avoided. Where this

has been pract iced, most of the shallow mantle has

been subsequently washed into underground cavities

leaving a a bare rocky surface (Plate 5.20). This
o

,,,,,'0 significantly decreases site productivity for

forestry and drastically increases the length of

time needed for re-est ab 1i shrrent of a forest cover.

/
/

o km 30
Scale L '

Plate 5.20: Barren, exposed landscape following burning
on limestone terrain (photo by J.S.~
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5.5 Earthquakes

Earthquakes are potentially the rrost destruc

tive force affecting the earth's surface. Primary

effects are considered to be the actual shaking of

structures by seismic ground motion; secondary

effects initiated by ground vibration include

settling, liquifaction and slope failures and

tsunami. Earthquake triggered landsl ides are

reviewed in 5.2.3. Tsunami are trains of seis

mically triggered sea waves that can cause damage

to low lying coast areas.

The frequency of tsunami on the west coast of

Vancouver Island has been determined by Wigen

(1979). He used t ide records for Tofino from 1906

to 1976 to ident ify 33 tsunami (Appendix 4).

Maximum wave heights excluding tide effects range

from 6 cm to 240 cm.

The tsunami triggered by the 1964 Alaska Good

Friday earthquake 1, provides ample evidence of the

des truct ive force of these waves (Wh ite, 1966).

The earl iest and largest waves coincided with

natural high tide, and resulted in flooding of low

lying industrial and residential areas and destruc

tion of wharves, buildings and log booms along the

west coast of Vancouver Island. The damage within

the study area included:

1. The destruction of twenty homes in Hot

Springs Cove.

2. Fl oodi ng and damage to bu il di ngs in the

town of leba11 os .

3. Booming around piles were demolished at

Winter Harbour, log booms were disarranged

and small wharves destroyed at Port

Ali ce.

4. At Port McNeill log booms and boan boats

were swept out of the bay and pil ings in

the boan ground were snapped off.

It is suggested that the potential effects of

tsunamis should be cons idered Wlen planni ng any

land use activity along the coastal margins of

northern Vancouver Island. The heads of gradually

narrowing inlets are part icularly vulnerable.

Further informat ion should be sought fran the

Canadian Hydrographic Service, Institute of Ocean

Sciences, Sidney, B.C.

5.6 Other Geological Processes

Other geological processes currently operating

on northern Vancouver Island include deflation and

nivation.

Deflation (-D) involves the removal of silt

and fine sand part ic les by wi nd eros ion. Areas

affected by deflation occur locally on northern

Vancouver Island. Deflation may be q>erating in

eolian deposits on the west side of the island

(4.9) and on exposed ridges, with sparse vegeta

tion, mantled by thin colluvial sediments. An

example of the latter occurs on ridge crests on the

Brooks Peninsula. Deflation hazards are minor on

the Island, however removal of stabilizing vegeta

t ion on west coast dunes can result in renel'.ed

act iv i ty.

Nivated terrain (-N) refers to areas rrodified

by frost action, erosion and mass wasting beneath

and around sn owbank s . Th i s pr oces s occu rs on

moderate to gentle slopes in the subalpine and

alpine areas of the Vancouver Island Mountains

(Plate 5.21). Areas of active nivation are ident

ified by the presence of transverse, longtitudinal

and circular hollows. Further details concerning

the origin of these forms may be found in Washburn

(1973) or Ryder (1976). Areas subject to nivation

may also be subject to solifluction and cryoturba

t ion.

1 This is the largest tsunami on record for British Columbia; this event is expected on average to recur or
be exceeded at least once every 200 years (Wigen, 1979).
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Plate 5.21: Active, nivation hollows on the peaks of Van
couver Island Mountains.

5.7 Geological Hazard Map (Potential Geo-

logical Hazards)

A terrain map (1 :50 OOO) can be converted into

an elementary geological hazard m~ in order to

delimit hazard prone areas (Fig. 5.5) (Ryder,

19aOb). The map is a presentat ion of the types and

distribut ion of geological hazards that can be

expected to occur within an area.

Ryder notes that the following points should

be kept in mind in the preparation and utilization

of the hazard map.

1. The hazard map is a derivat ive map and is

no IOOre accurate than the original terrain

map.

2. The potential hazards that are implied by

the terrain lIIit syrrbols may not affect

the whole unit; the map merely indicates

that a certain geological hazard exists in

the designated area. More detailed

mapping would separate out those parts of

the unit not affected by the process or

depict ajdit ional areas not recogn ized on

the 1:50 000 scale air photographs.

3. The hazard map shou 1d not be used for site

specific assessments; it should be

referred to for regional planning purposes

and select ion of carr idors for roads or

transmission lines.

4. The existence of a hazard in a terrain

lJlit should be interpreted as either u area

to be avoided" or "an area that requi res

rrore detailed mapping and further investi

gation (geological, geotechnical, hydro

logical) before its capability for any

kind of development can be assessed".

Preparation of Geological Hazard Map

1. Define study area.

2. Canpile a list of geological processes

operating within the study area by:

a. Reviewing the ITOdifying process syrrbol

on ead'! terrain lIlit. For exanple

from the accompanying map (Fig. 5.5)

-V: gullying

-F: failing (mass movement processes)

-K: solut ion

b. There is no process rrodifying syrrbol

indicating flooding~ areas subject to

flooding are d=noted by the active

qualifying descriptor following the

fluvial genetic material syrrbol
(FA) or/and the act ive channel

synDol (process nodifier _ EA) (see

also 4.5.3).

c. Identify anyon-site synnols 'filich

depicts a specific location of

geological hazard (e.g. K solution~

shallow unconsolidated failure,

rocksl ide).

3. For each potential hazard assign a colClJr

or nuntler and identify these approrriately

on the map. For areas IJldergoi ng rrodi fi

cat ion by tit«) or rrore ~ocesses use a

different colour or nurrber. Also, on-site

syntlols should be highlighted (by

circling) as these are specific locations

w,ere a ~ocess has operated. An exanpl e

of a terrain hazard map is presented in

Figure 5.5

Due to the scale of mapping, the dense vegetation cover and the difficulty in discerning dissection of
small fluvial fans, these landforms should be identified and inspected in the field for evidence of
periodic flooding.
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Terrain units subject to failing
Terrain units subject to gullying

Terrain units subject to foiling and
gUllying

Terrain units undergoing solution

Areas prone to flooding

Fluvial deposits which may be sub
ject to flooding

On-site symbol for shallow, uncon

solidated failure

On-site symbol for lorge,rock failure

(slump or slide)

Figure 5.5 Geological Hazard Map
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDIES
1. Future resource confl icts can be expected to

occur in the western zone on northern Vancouver

Island between forestry operations and fisheries.

Many of the steep slopes adjacent to west coast

streams are undergoing extens ive rrodification by

slope processes (5.2). These streams are important

rearing streams for anadromous fish. The probable

increased sediment (suspended and bedload) intro

duced into the streams from these steep slopes by

forestry operat ions may have a detrimental effect

on their rearing capacity. The relationship of

steep slope logging and its effects on increased

sediment product ion to the character of these

streams and thus fish habitat, is a complex problem

that at present is not fully understood. An

important fact, often neglected in these discus

sions, is that these slope processes have been

operating for the past 10 000 years and through

this period, fish species have maintained their

stock. However, logging operations on steeply

sloping terrain, through removal of the vegetation

cover and modification of natural geological condi

tions during road construction, have reduced the

time interval of slope modification events

(Dyrness, 1967; Fredriksen, 1970: Swanston, 1974).

The effect of this accelerated rate of mass move

ments on stream characteristics requires immedi ate

attent ion as well as understandi ng the mass move

ment process.

It is strongly recommended that an appropri ate

natural watershed or series of watersheds on the

west coast of the Island be set aside for study in

order to gain an understanding of the complex

relationship between the processes operating on the

steep slopes and their effect on the fluvial

system. Related studies within this program that

should be addressed include the development and

role of pipes in debris avalanches and debris

flows, an assessment of the significance of earth-

quakes as a triggering mechanism in mass movement

processes, the role of basal organic accumulations

in soil creep and debris aval anches and debris

flows and poss ibly, a review of large rock fa il

ures.

Once the relationship between slope processes

and fl uvi a1 proces ses is unde rs tood, var i ous type s

of harvest i ng techn iques and road des igns cou 1d be

applied to the steep slopes and the effects of

these operations on mass rrovement processes, fish

habitat and river characteristics could be

rronitored. This should be a long-term, co-oper

ative progran involving personnel fran government,

private industry and university.

2. Terrain underlain by carbonate bedrock, part

icularly the Quatsino limestone (3.3.1) is under

going rrodification by solut ion to produce a karst

landscape (5.4). These areas are characterized by

solution pits and subsurface drainage. Many sites

were observed where a thin mantle of surfici al

materi al overl ies limestone that have been sl ash

burned fo 11 owi ng harvest i ng. The bulk of th i s

shallow overburden has been removed and washed into

the underlying drainage system leaving a bare

bedrock landscape. The effect of sl ash burn ing of

these sites on site productivity and length of time

required for re-establishment of a forest cover

requires immediate review.

3. Deltas are landforms that are produced W1ere a

river discharges into the sea or a lake (4.5).

Active deltas (those currently forming) are subject

to flooding and are areas of sediment deposition.

Many are important waterfowl and migratory bird

habit at sites and act as reari ng and tr ans it ional

zones for anadromus fish (coastal deltas) and are

biologically very productive in lakes. These land

forms have a limited distribution within the study
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area. Due to these reasons, it is recommended that

land use activity should be restricted fran most

act ive deltas or that speci al studies be conducted

prior to any modification.

4. Many sites occur within areas undergoing

78

modification by solution (karst terrain) that

posses a unique assemblage of landforms such as

caves and sinkholes, and vegetation cover. It is

strongly recomrrended that these un ique sites be

identified by a special study and set aside for

educational and recreational purposes.
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GLOSSARY OF GEOLOGICAL TERMS

Acceleration amplitude
A means of measuring the shaking involved in an earthquake.

Ang 1e of repose
Angle which non-cohesive granular material will naturally assume; 30-35° for most talus deposits.

Aquifer
A permeable rock formation or layer of unconsolidated material with horizontal or gently inclined layers
that stores and transmits groundwater in sufficient quantity to supply wells or springs.

Arete
A jagged, sharp ridge formed where two cirque walls intersect fran opposite sides.

Basalt
A basic, fine-grained volcanic rock.

Batholith
A large (at least 100 m3 in area) body of intrusive igneous rock; the rock is generally coarse-grained
due to slow cooling; batholiths form in the cores of many mountain ranges.

Bearing strength
The average load per unit area that is required to rupture a supporting mass of material.

Braided channel
A stream flowing in several channels that divide and reunite; resembles strands of a braid.

Breccia
A sedimentary rock in which the constituent clasts or fragments are angular.

Calcareous
Containing calcium carbonate minerals (CaC03, calcite).

Carbonate rock
A rock composed of carbonate minerals; most canmonly limestone or dolomite.

Cirque
Formed by glacial erosion, and consisting of a rounded basin, partially enclosed by steep cliffs and may
contain a small lake (tarn) or cirque glacier.

Clastic rocks
Rocks consisting of broken fragments (clasts) eroded and transported to a different site prior to
deposition. Examples include sandstone, conglomerate, and siltstone.

Conglomerate
A sedimentary rock consisting of rounded stones in a matrix of sand; consolidate equivalent of gravel.

Cretaceous
Subdivision of geological time; refer to table at end of glossary.

Cross-bedded
Inclined bedding between the main bedding planes.

Cumulic
Layer of sandy, silty or clayey material over an organic soil.

Dacite
A volcanic rock consisting of sodic plagioclase with quartz, and mafic minerals such as biotite and
hornblende.
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Dropstones
Ice-rafted stones transported by floating ice; when released by melting they settle to the lake (or
ocean) floor and become imbedded in fine-textured lacustrine (or marine) sediments.

Drumlin
A streamlined hill or ridge composed of glacial till with long axis paralleling the direction of flow of
a former glacier; long profile is typically asymetrical with the steep side facing up glacier, thus
enabling the direction of ice flow to be determined.

Earthquake intensity
The effects of an earthquake as defined by Mercalli Scale (refer to Figure 3.6).

Earthquake magnitude
The amount of energy released at the focus of an earthquake as defined by Richter Scale.

Eocene
A subdivision of recent geological time, an epoch of Tertiary Period; refer to table at end of glossary.

Epicentre
The point on the earth's surface directly above the focus of an earthquake; the focus is \\tlere the
rupture occurs.

Exfoliation
The splitting of rocks into a series of concentric shells by a number of different weathering processes:
unloading, chemical and physical weathering.

Fossil (landform)
A relict landform formed under different environmental conditions from present.

Fraser Glaciation
Local name for the last major glaciation of B.C. extending from about 29 000 years B.P. (before present)
to 10 000 years B.P.

Geological processes
The chemical and phys ical interact ions between natural forces and the earth's surface \\tl ich rrodify the
earth's surface form, e.g. erosion by water.

Granodiorite
An intrusive, igneous medium to coarse-grained crystalline rock; consists of quartz and feldspar with
biotite, hornblende or pyroxene as mafic constituents; an intermediate betv.een quartz rronzonite and
quartz di or ite.

Greywacke
A sedimentary rock in which angular particles of sand and lithic fragments are suspended in a matrix of
finer materi al.

Ice stagnation
The state of a glacier in which it is no longer active, the amount of ice accumulation is either equal to
or less than the amount of ablation (melting). Comrronly the stage at \\tlich fluvioglacial deposits form
or meltwater channels are eroded.

Igneous rock
Formed by solidification of hot rrobile material (magma); if it solidifies at depth, cooling is slow and
large crystals can form (intrusive or plutonic rock); volcanic or extrusive rock cools quickly at the
surface of the earth, crystals do not have time to grow, and the rock is fine grained (volcanic rocks).

Impermeab le
Opposite to permeable.
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Impervious
Oppos ite of permeab le.

In situ
In its natural position or place.

Inundation
Covered by water or underwater, in the study areas as a result of a rise in sea level at end of
Pleistocene.

Jurassic
A subdivision of geological time; refer to table at end of glossary.

Karst
Landforms resulting from solution of carbonate rocks.

Limestone
A sedimentary rock consisting chiefly of calcium carbonate; it is consolidated limey mud, sand or shell
fragments.

L iquefact ion
Sudden large decrease in shearing resistance of a cohesionless soil or sediment; caused by a collapse of
soil structure due to shock or strain, and is associated with a sudden tem\Xlrary increase of interstitial
water pressure; it involves a temporary transformation of material into a fluid mass.

Lithology
The physical character of a rock, generally as determined by visual inspect ion or with aid of low power
magnifier.

Littoral deposits
Deposits of material belonging to or inhabiting the area between high and low water lines. Generally
shoreline deposits.

Magnitude
A measure of the i:V11ount of energy released during an earthquake.

Massive
Unconsolidated material or bedrock in which bedding planes are absent or widely spaced.

Meander
Section of stream containing broad semicircular curves that develop as the strei:V11 erodes the outer bank
of a curve and deposits sediments against inner the river bank; as they progress meander bends grow,
until eventually the channels meet causing the intervening meander loop to be pinched off and abandoned
forming a cut-off or oxbow lake.

Meltwater
Water derived from melting glacier ice.

Mesozoic
A subdivision of geological times; refer to table at end of glossary.

Mercall i scale
Scale of earthquake intensity (refer to Figure 3.6).

Metamorphic rock
Rocks which have formed in the solid state by modification of pre-existing rocks in reS\Xlnse to
pronounced changes of temperature, pressure and chemical environment, usually deep within the earth's
crust.

Paleozoic
A subdivision of geological time: refer to figure at end of glossary.
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Pedogenic processes
Soil-forming processes that result from interaction of physical, chemical and biological effects on
bedrock or unconsolidated materials at the earth's surface.

Permeabil ity
The ability of a substance to transmit fluid and gases; governed by size and shape of pore, size and
sh ape of their interconnect ions, and extent of the latter. Coarse sands and gr ave ls permit rap id water
flow and thus are highly permeable. Clays and rocks containing much clay have microscopic pores I'kiich
impede the flow of water so effectively that they are termed impermeable.

Pillow lava
A volcanic rock formed by lava being extruded under water and having the appearance of pillows piled on
one another.

Piping
Subsurface erosion in particulate materials.

Pleistocene
A subdivision of geological time; refer to table at end in glossary.

Porous
Porosity refers to the total volume of pore space present in any given volume or rock or other material;
it is a measure of the amount of water tht can be held in storage. Coarse-grained rocks can have high
porosity; sands and gravels are highly porous I'kiereas shale, because it is compact is relatively low in
porosity. Soft clay or mud has high porosity even though the pores are extremely small.

Quartz diorite
An intrusive (igneous) rock; medium to coarse grained consisting of quartz and plagioclase feldspar, and
biotite and/or hornblende as its mafic component.

Quaternary
A subdivision of geological time; refer to table at end of glossary.

Rhyodacite
A fine grained volcanic rock consisting of quartz, equal proportions of potassium and sodium feldspar
with one or more ferro magnesium minerals.

Rhyolitic lava
Lavas consisting of the calc-alkaline volcanic suite characteristic of island areas.

Sandstone
A sedimentary rock with predominately sand-size particles.

Schists
A medium to coarse-grained metamorphic rock with sub-parallel or parallel orientation of platey
micaceous minerals which dominate its composition.

Seismicity
The likel ihood of an area being subject to an earthquake.

Shale
A thinly bedded sedimentary rock with predominately clay-sized particles.

Shear strength
Internal resistance offered against a stress (shear stress) tending to cause two adjacent parts of a mass
to sl ide past one another parallel to the same plane of contact.

Shear p1;lne
A plane (such as a joint) along v.+1ich sliding occurs v.+1en shear stress exceeds shear strength.
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Siltstone
A clastic sedimentary rock consisting of silt sized particles.

Slickensides
Small parallel grooves formed on the fault or joint surfaces as a result of the movement of rocks against
one another.

Slopewash
Process or material involved with downslope movement of particles due to gravity assisted by running
water that is not concentrated in channels.

Slump structures
Contortions, folds and fractures in layered sediments that result from downslope movement.

Soil creep
Slow movement of regolith or weathered rock mantle downslope, usually under the influence of gravity.

Strand1ine
A shore1i ne or beach.

Striae
Scratches left on bedrock and boulders by overriding glacier ice; shows direction of ice motion.

Stratigraphy
The branch of geology I'kiich deals with the formation, composition, sequence and correlation of bedded
rocks or other geologic materials.

Tertiary
A subdivision of geological time; refer to table at end of glossary.

Tuff
A volcanic rock consisting of consolidated volcanic ash.

Volcanic rock
(refer to Igneous rock).

Wave-cut bench
A terrace formed by the erosive action of waves along a shoreline; backed by a clff.

Weathering
A group of physical, chemical and biological processes I'kiereby rocks or unconsolidated materials, on
exposure to the weather, change in character and decompose or disintegrate.

Table of
Geological Time

ERA PERIOD EPOCH DURATION

Quaternary Recent ( 10 000 to present)

Cenozoic Pleistocene (2.5 m.y. to 10 000)

Tert i ary (65 m.y. to 2.5 m.y.)

Cretaceous (136 m.y. to 65 m.y.)

Mesozoic Jurass ic (190 m.y. to 136 m.y.)

Tri ass ic (225 m.y. to 190 m.y.)

Paleozoic (570 m.y. to 225 m.y.)

Source: Modified from Strahler and Strahler (1973).
m.y. = million years
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APPENDIX 1: Terms and Definitions of Terrain Classification System for Northern Vancouver Island

Explanation of Map Symbol
Explanatory Notes

The position of letters within the synt>ol indicates the charactristic that they represent.

A corrbination of letters is used to designate each map unit.

;;r_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_ :::::::;:'::::iP,or
texture -----~ !/r---------- surface expression

'9FGt l
stratigraphic indicator -------- - Vl .........~-_----- qualHying descriptorH ,

texture JI ,,~------ modifying process

genetic material .

This unit is a terrace of fluvioglacial gravels overlying lacustrine silts; the whole unit being characterized by inactive gullying.

1. Units consisting of two or more types of materials are
designated by groupings of letters or two or more groups of
letters separated by slashes or equal marks (see "Composite
Units" ).

2. Materials underlying the surface unit are shown by a syr.:bol
that is wri lten beneath the surface unit symbol and
separated from it by a horizontal line (stratigraphic
i ndi ca tor).

3. A rrodifying process is placed at the end of a terrain unit
and is preceded by a dash (see "Modifying Processes").

4. A qualifying descriptor may modify the genetic material and
the modi fying process. These are upper case 1etters placed
as superscripts after the symbol they modify (see "Qualifying
Descriptors").

Glacial meltwater channel (large)

Avalanched

On- Site Symbols

Characteri s tics

Organic material in an intermediate
stage of decolt'4>osition; intermediate
amounts of fibre are present that
can be identified as to their botanical
origin.

The 1eas t decomposed of all organ ic
naterials. there is a large amount
of well-preserved fibre that is
readily identifiable as to
botanical origin.

Texture

Map
syrrbol Texture

e fibric

m mesic

h hl6llic

--
,·lap Particle

svmbol Texture ~_e_~___O_ther Characteristics --
a blocky -156 Anguli::- and sut>angular particles.

b bouldery -156 Rounded and subrounded part 'ic 1es.

r rubbly 1 - 156 Angular and subangular particles
corrmonly with finer interstitial
materials.

9 gravelly >1 An accumulation of rounded and
subrounded particles of two or
more sile ranges~ f:lCly include
interstitial sand.

k cobbly 64 - 156 Rounded and subrounded particles.

p pebbly 1 - 64 Rounded and subrounded particles.

s sandy 0.0615 - 1.0

; sil ty 0.0039 - 0.0615

c clayey < .0039

f fines <0.0625 A mixture of silt and clay; may
also contain a minor fraction of
fine sand

Texture is the size. roundness and sorting of particles in unconsolidated
clastic sediments.

Explanatory Notes

Highly decomposed organic material.
there is a small i!l"Ount of fibres
present that can be identified as
to their botancial origin.

Organic textural terms are used to describe only Organic genetic
material. but follow the same system of two-fold subdivision and application
as unconsol idated clastic sediments.

~..!!!.t.Q!..l..1iotes

I. Well-sorted materials are described by the use of a single textural
term whereas two textural terms are used for more poorly sorted
materials. Where two textural terms are used together. they are
written ;n Order of increasing importance. e.g. js is silty sand.
sg is sandy gravel. In this case the subordinate textural component
constitutes 25-50,'. of the deposit and the dominant component forms
the remainder. A subordinate textural component is not shown when
it cons t i tutes 1ess than 25 of the tota 1 vol urne of the depos i t.

2. Where two terms are used together, this means that either the two
textures are intermixed or that they are interstratified. e.g. sgF
means either the fluvial materials consists of a uniform sandy 9ravel.
or 'it consists of interlayered beds of sand and beds of gravel.

3. The absence of a textural tenn from a unit syrrt>ol indicates that:

(a) In areas of ground access, the material displays the entire range
of textures included in the descript~on of the genetic material.

(b) In areas of air photo interpretation only. the texture of the
material lies somewhere within the range of textures included
in the description of the genetic material.

Texture is the proportional fibre content of un consol idated organic
sediments.

f-.-------------- -------.----.----1

<><><>
®

...--..-.....-.
»>>>>>>>

Karst

Rock Fa i 1ure

landsl ide scar

Gravel location

Quaternary Fossi I local ity

Escarpment

Cirque

Gullied

{~
Unconsol ida ted Failure (includes
debris avalanche. debris slide. mudflows)

HH\
®

®'
®-Un i t bounda ry

~

~
Glacial meltwater channel (small) ++-+--f.....t--

Abandoned shoreline ~,",,,,
~

Kettle

Esker (direction unknown)

Fluting

Mora i ne ri dge

Esker (direction known)

Crag-and-tai 1

Glacial Striae (ice direction known)
(includes whaleback forms. cresentic marks)

Glacial Striae (ice direction unknown)

Druml;n/drumlinoid ridge

On-site symbols are used to describe features in the terrain which express
either a limited (by scale) areal function or are simply point observations.
These may be linear features such as glacial meltwater channels or drumlins~

site specific information such as the location of a minor gravel deposit; or
to add to the details of the Quaternary geological history such as cirques
or striae.

The size of the on-site S)'TTlbol may vary according to the type of information
they depict. For example. symbols such as esker or unconsolidated failure
which connote an areal extent will vary in size. whereas those which are point
observations. such as gravel locality. are of standard size.

~-.-
~

Composite Units

Composite units are employed where two or three (and occasionally
four) types of terrain are intermixed or occupy such small areas
that they cannot be designated as separate units at the scale of
mappi ng. Syrrbols are used to indicate the relative amounts of
each terrain type. and the components are always written in
decreasing order of importance:

e.g.

. cOlJ1)onents on either side of this syrrbol are Hb ,. R Mb and R are roughly
approxima te ly equa 1 equal

Mb/R R is less than Hb

I the component in front of the syrrbol is roore MbllR R is considerably less
abundant than the one that fol lows than Mb

Mb/RIICv R is less than Mb. Cv is
I I the component in front of the syrrbol is considerably less than

considerably IOOre abundant than the component R
that follows

Cv/'1b I lOb Mb is less than Cv. Db is
Rr ~~s ~~e~~~ 1~b1~~~rfr:nRr
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Materials are classified according to their mode of fonnation. SoecHic
processes of erosion, transportation, deposition, mass-wasting and
weathering produce specific types of materials that are characterized
chiefly by texture and surface express; on. The fa 11 owi"9 genet ic rna teri a I5
are described in terms of their origin and the assumed status (active or
inactive) of their formative process.

Genetic Material

Map
svmbol

Ma teri a1 and
process status *

Anthropogeni c
(active)

Colluvial
(active)

Eol ian
(inactive)

Fl uvial
(inactive)

fluvioglacial
(inactive)

Ice
(active)

Lacus tr i ne
(inactive)

Gl ac; 01acus tri ne
(inactive)

Morainal
(inactive)

Origin and characteristics
of materials

Man-made or man-modified materials;
materials constructed by man or
oeological materials modified by
man so that their initial physical
properties have been drastically
altered. e.q. areas of landfill.
open-pit mines.

Product of mass wastage; materials
that have reached their I)resent
position by direct, gravity-1nduced
movement. Generally consists of
massive to moderately well stratified,
non-sorted to poorly sorted sediments
with any range of particle size
from clay to boulders and blocks.

The character of colluvium will
depend on:

1. The na ture of the rna teri a1 from
which it was derived. (For
example colluvium derived from
intrusive bedrock is cOlllTlonly
rubbly.) Colluvium derived from
another unconso 1ida ted ma teri a1
and which it overlies and closely
resembles is mapped as part of
the parent unit.

2. The specific mass wastaqe process
whereby it was Il'I()ved, e.Q. raChr
rockslide deposit consisting of
hurrmocks and ridges of rubble
and blocks.

Materials transoorted and depos; ted
by wind action. Generally consist
of medium to fine sand and coarse
silt that is well sorted, ooorly
compacted and may be massive or may
show internal structures such as
cross bedding. Eolian materials
include beach dunes, veneers
and blankets of sand.

Materi a1s transported and depos i ted
by streams and rivers; synonymous
with alluvial materials. Generally
consist of gravel and/or sand with a
minor fraction of silt and rare clay.
Gravels are typically rounded and
contain interstitial sand. fluvial
sediments are normally well sorted
and stratified, although massive.
non-sorted gravels may occur ( e.g.
sometlmes in alluvial fans).
Fluvial materials include channel
deposits. overbank and flood deposlls,
terraces and fans, and del tas.

Fluvial materials that were deposited
either 1n contact with or directly in
front of glac1er ice. Generally cons1sts
of non-bedded to poorly-sorted gravels
with minor amounts of sand; evidence
of collapse (slump structures. kettles,
irregular topography) associated with
melting ice is corrrnonly present.
Fluvioglacial materials include kames,
kame terraces, eskers and pitted outwash.

Areas of snow and ice where evidence
of active glacier movement is present.
Glacier movement ;s indicated by
crevasses. suprag 1ac i a1 mora i nes and
ogives.

Sediments that have settled from
suspension in bodies of standing
fresh water. Generally consist of
stratified and sorted sand, silt
and clay, or moderately to well
sorted, rounded or subrounded qravels
that are products of lake shore wave
action. Del tas are not included as
lacustrine materials since most
mappable delta surfaces are essentially
the result of fluvial processes.

Lacustrine materi.a1s that were
deposited in contact with, or
directly from melting glacier ice.
Evidence of collapse (slump
structures, i rregul ar topography,
kettles) associated with melting
ice is usually present. Typically
consists of stratified sand, silt
or clay with scattered ice rafted
stones.

rotaterial transported beneath, beside,
on, within and in front of a glacier;
deposited directly from the glacier
and not r.odified by an intennediate
agent. Generally consists of co""act
non-sorted and non-s tra t Hi ed ma teria 1
that contains a wide range of particle
sizes in a matrix of sand, silt and clay.

Or!)anic
(active)

Bog
(active)

Fen
(active)

Swamp
(act lve)

Transitional fen-bog
(act i ve)

Bedrock

Ma ri ne
(inactivE")

Und'i fferent i a ted
(inactive)

Materials re:;ulting from the accumulation
and decay of vegetative f'I'Iatter. They
occur in depressions or occasionally on
slopes and level areas. Generally,
organic deposits consist of unstratified,
we11 dec~osed (humi c). and to a lesser
extent, poorly to moderately well de
co""osed (fibric to mesic) material,
locally containing minor ar:1Qunts of marl
and inorganic detri tus. They are
corrmonly saturated with water, which can
be nutrient rich to poor and usually
support natural vegetation that is in
strong contrast to adjacent better
drained areas or open water.

Deposits of organic origin are only
recognized where they contain at least
30' organic I'latter (by weight) and are
at least 40 cm deep if the material is
mesic or humic and at least 60 cm dee"
for fibr;c materials.

An exception to this is where shallow
organic materials overlie bedrock (cf
folisols). These deposits result from
the accUn'lUlation of forest litter and
mosses, are rarely saturated and must
be at least 10 cm deep. They do not
usually support a distinctive vegetation.

Depressional, level and gently sloping
terrain filled with moderately well to
well decomposed organic detritus (humic)
with a surface capping of poorly to well
decomposed peat mosses (sphagnum spp.).
The surface of the deposit is usually
elevated above the water table and as
Such is unaffected by nutrient rich
groundwater from surrounding mineral
soils. Natural vegetation consists of
sphagnum mosses. feather mosses, with
ericac€ous shrubs (Ledum, etc.), Cladina
spp, stunted lodgepole pine (Pinus
contorta) and yellow and/or western red
cedar (Thuja plicata. Chamaecyparis
nootkatensis) .

Depressional, level and sloping terrain
filled with well decomposed peat
material derived primarily from sedges.
The water table is generally at or near
the surface. The peat is generally high
in nutrients being strongly affected by
minerotropic waters flowing in from
surroundin9 mineral soils. Natural
vegetation consists predominately of
sedqes, grasses and reeds with occasional
shrubs and feather mosses.

Slightly depressional. level to very
gently sloping terrain, covered or filled
with moderately well to well decomposed
peat material derived largely from
feather mosses, peat mosses and forest
litter. It Ny contain woody fragments
and layers of large woody particles.
The water table is generally near the
surface and the water is minerotrophic.
Vegetation is usually dominated by
western red cedar (Thuja pl icata) and
lodtlepole pine (Pinus contorta), with an
understory of ericaceous shrubs and
mosses.

Depressional Or level to gently sloping
terra i n flll ed with I'lOdera te 1y we 11 to
well decomposed peat rrlaterials derived
primarily from sedges. In places, these
naterials are capped with poor to
rroderateTy well decomposed peat derived
fllainly from sphagnum mosses and may have
a raised form. The open fen and
sphagnum hurrmock and/or island areas
together form an intil'late llIosaic of fen
and bog. The water table is generally
at or near the surface. and is strongly
affected by nutrient rich ground water.
The raised spha9num areas which are
elevated above this surface. receive I'lOst
of their IT('Iisture in the form of
nutnent Door preclPltation. The dominant
vegetation consists of sedqe. sphaQnum,
sweet gale. stunted pine (Pinus contorta)
and yellow or red cedar (Charnaecyparis
nootkatensis, Thuja plicata). The
raised hlA"lOcks are dOMinated by
SPhagnum. feather ITlOsses, Cladina spp .•
stunted lodgepole pine and--yel1OW and/or
red ceda r.

Outcrops of roc~ covered by less than
10 cm of unconsol ida ted f'I'Iaterial.

Sediments that have settled from
suspension in salt or brackish water
bodies or that have accUll'lu1ated at
their marqins through shore line
processes. such as wave action and
longshore drift. Generally consist of
deposits of clay and silt, with sand or
gravel that are well to moderately well
sorted. well stratified to moderately
well stratified and in some cases
containing shells.

A sequence of I'lOre than three types of
genetic II"Iaterial cropping out on a steep
erosional scarp or slope, and cannot
be separated at the mappinlJ scale.
Includes colluviUlll derived from the
various qenetic /T'Iclterials and resting
upon the Sleep slope.

... See Qualifying Descriptors for definition of Process Status
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Surface Expression Modifying Processes

The surface expression of genetic materials is their (onn (assemblage of slopes)
and pattern of forms. It also expresses the manner in which unconsolidated
genetic materials relate to the underlying unit. In general, surface expression
descri bes a11 surface forms not adequa te ly shown (pri nci pa l1y by contours) on
the 1:50,000 topographic base map.

These are terms which describe those geological processes that are currently
modifying or have modified genetic materials and their surface expression.

Process modifiers are used when a relatively large portion of a map
unit is affected. In other instances. on-site symbols are used to indicate
modification of a relatively small portion of a map unit.

2. The use of two surface express ions together imp1ies tha t:

(a) There is a mixing of discrete fonns not a combination of intenniEliate
fonns.

Explanatory Notes

1. Fonn, as applied to unconsolidated deposits. refers to the product of

~~e~~~~~k~ ~1:r~ft~ri~~nP~~d~~~ ~~ t~~~a~df f~~:~~~~' b;O~~1~~ i ~~~l i ed
processes.

(b) No significance is attached to the order in which the symbols
appear on the map.

3. Slopes are not included as a specific category at this level of information.
General slope information is contained within the definitions of surface
express ion, withi n the defi nit ions of specifi c landfonns. and is expressed
by the contours on the topographic base map.

·See Qualifying Descriptors for definition of Process Status.

Descrintion

------
Qualifies non-glacial genetic materials where
there 1S direct evidence that glacier ice
exerted a strong influence upon the mode of
origin of the materials. The use of this
qual Hying descriptor impl ies that glacier
ice was close to the site of deposition of
a material. e.q. F" fluvioCllacial (see alsc
Genetic Materials).

lndica es evidence of the recurrent nature of
a fTIOdifyinq process or of the contemporary
nature of the process forminq a qenelic material.

Manner of qualifications

Modi fication of surfaces by the formation of
tension fractures or by unconsol ida ted or
bedrock masses moving downslope. e.g. Cv-F
colluvial veneered slope on which failing is
occurring.

Modification of a deposit or feature by wave
action in a body of standinq water, resulting
in lag deposits, beaches of lag materials
and wave-cut platforms. Active waShing occurs
along present shorel ines

Modification of surfaces by fluvial erosion,
often resulting in the development of parallel
and sub-parallel, steep-sided and narrow ravines
in both bedrock and unconsolidated materials.
e.g. Mb-V, gull ied morainal blanket.

Modification of carbonates and other rocks
by processes of solution. and of overlying
ur,cJnsolidated materials by collapse resulting
from that solution. e.g. sinkholes, uvalas.

Surface modified by frost action, erosion
and mass-wasting beneath and around a snow
bank, so as to produce transverse, longitudinal
and circular hollows. Occurs in alpine and
subalpine areas and is frequently associated
with the processes of cryoturbation and
solifluction. e.g. Cb-N, nivation terraces
and hollows in a colluvial blanket.

Surfaces marked by depressions formed
due to melting of ice blocks in glaciofluvial
and glaciolacustrine sediments.

Modification through the removal of unconsolidated
materials by wind action, comnonly the removal
of fines in areas of sparse vegetation. e.g.
It-D; deflated lacustrine terrace.

Slopes mod ifi ed by frequent snow-a va lanche
activity. Avalanches are rapid, downslope
movements of snow, ice and other incorporated
debris. e.g. Rs-A; a steep rock slope w:th
frequent snow avalanches.

Surfaces crossed by channels formed by
running water~ includes channels of braided
streams, scroll patterns; channels are broad.
shallow and generally not incised.

Surfaces crossed by channels formed by running
water; channels formed on outwash plains are
generally broad and shallow; other meltwater
channels are typically narrow, flat-floored, with
steep sides.

Act lve

Glac ia 1

Descriptor

Gull ied
(act i 'Ie)

Washed
(inactive)

Qualifying Descriptors

A number of descriptors have been introduced to qualify either the genetic
materials or the ITlOdlfYlng process tenns. These are denoted by an upper
case sUPf'~SCript following the,term so qualified. The descriptors qualify
the.genetlcmaterial or modlfYlng process terms, and are used to supply
add1tional Information about thelr mode of formation and/or depositional
environment. They also qualify the aSSUMed status of the genetic material
and mod1fyinq process. Where the stat:Js is different to the designated one,
the new status is ShOWfl as part of the terrain unit (see also "Explanation
of Hap Symbols").

Map
symbo 1

Map Process and
svmbol nrocess status·

A Avalanched
(active)

0 Deflated
(active)

[ Channelled
(inactive)

[G Channe11 ed by
glacier meltwater
(inactive)

f Fail ing
(active)

H Kettled
( inactive)

K Karst Modified
(active)

N Ni va ted
(active)

A relatively gentle sloping surface that is at
the foot of a steeper slope and underlain by
materials derived from the steeper slope e.g.
two or more coalescing fans; simple talus
slope.

Oescrintton

Step-like topography, including both the
scarp-face and the horizontal or gently
inclined surface above H, e.g. rock (structural)
terraces, some abandoned ma rine shore 1i nes,
fluvial terraces.

Steep sided hillocks and hollows with muc\ti
dil)ectional slopes dominantly between 10 and
35 on unconsol ida ted materials and steeper
on bedrock, and with local relief greater
than I metre. In plan, an assemblage of
non-linear, generally chaotic forms. HUl11TlOcky
unconsolidated materials will be of a thickness
sufficient to mask irregulari ties of the
underlying unit surface. e.g. debris of some
landslides, hUlTfllOcky moraine.

A flat or gently sloping (less than 50)
unidirectional surface with a generally
constant slope and local relief of less
than 1 metre, e.g. lake plain, some deltas,
floodplain.

Steeply inclined erosional slopes (scar8~)

with gradients corrrnonly greater than 35 on
both unconsolidated materials and bedrock,
e.g. rock escarpment.

;~~~~~ga~~ ~~n 1~3n:~~ :~~sl~~;~ ~~~~:~
greater than 1 metre. Subdued di ffers
from hunmocky and ridges only by virtue
of having gentler slopes. linearity may
be indicated by on-site symbols; e.g.
glacial flutings.

~~~~~'d~~~~~~:~e~e~~~~~ai~oh~~~O~;~~~ th
unconsolidated materials and steeper on
bedrock, and with local relief greater than
1 metre. tn plan, an assemblage of parallel
or sub-parallel linear foms. Ridged uncon
solidated materials will be of a thickness
sufficient to mask irreqularities of the
urderlying unit surface. e.iJ. debris of
some rockslides, minor rock ridges, eskers.

A mantle of unconsolidated material which has
no constructional fonn of its own, but derives
its general surface expression from the topography
of the unit which it overlies. It masks minor
topographic irregularities in the underlying
unj t and is more than 1 metre thick.
If the underlying unit consists of unconsolidated
materials, it is shown in the unit symbol. If
the underlying unit consists of unconsolidated
materials of unknown origin, the surface
expression alone is used. e.g. Ob is an

Ii
organic blanket overlying undefined hullITlOcky
unconsolidated materials. If no underlying
unit is shown, it may be assumed to be bedrock,
a1though where it is necessary to show surface
expression,the fonn of the underlying bedrock
is shown e.g. ~ a blanket of colluvlum overlying

hurrrnocky bedrock.

A fan-shaped fonn that can be 1ikened to the
segment of a cone, and possessing a perceptible
gradient from apex to toe, e.g. alluvial fan,
talus cones and colluvial fans, some deltas.

hLlJTlllOcky

level

blanket

fan

terraced

apron

ridged

steep

subdued

Exoress i on
Map

symbol

veneer A mantle of unconsolidated materials too thin
to mask minor irregularities of the under-
lying unH surface. The mantle has no
constructional fonn of its own, tut derives
its surface expression from the topography
of the underlying unit. A veneer ranges in
thickness frOt'll lOcm to 1 metre. See definition
of "blanket" for further details.

B,F .S,
FB

Inactive

SOQ, Fen. Swamp,
trans it iona 1
Fen-Boq

Indica es that there is no evidence that the
modi fying process is in progress or recurrent,
and also that the processes of fomalion of
the qenetlc materials have ceased.

Used where possible to supply additional
information about unit of organic material
(see also Genetic Materials)
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APPENDIX 2: LAB ANALYSES OF TILLS AND RAISED OFFSHORE MARINE SEDIMENTS

2A: TILL RESULTS
2B: RAISED OFF-SHORE MARINE SEDH£NTS
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APPENDIX 2A: Textural Analysis, HCl React ion and Atterburg Limits of Till Samples on Northern Vancouver Island

TEXTURE2 ATTERBURG LIMITS4

% MATRIX ELEVATION OF SAMPLE
React ion3SAMPLE NO.1 N.T.S. MAPSHEET % Clast> 2 mm Sand Silt Clay (in metres a.s.l.) HCl Plastic Limit Liquid Limit

1 92 LI12 30 48 46 6 121 n N. P. -
2 II ND 55 32 13 60 s 14.97 19.90

3 II ND 42 48 10 62 s 20.10 22.06

4 II 10 51 34 15 76 m 15.22 21.52

5 II
~ ND 42 43 15 106 n 16.04 21.52

6 II 30-35 53 36 11 45 n - -
7 II 30-35 69 29 2 110 n - -
8 II 10-20 54 32 14 228 m - -
9 II ND 50 37 13 396 s 12.94 16.26

10 II 50 55 34 11 259 s - -
11 II 25 52 34 14 181 m 13.25 17.08

12 II 40 40 44 16 289 m N.P. -
13 " 50 42 46 12 487 n 15.65 18.56

14 II 40 47 36 17 474 n 16.05 20.83

15 II 5-20 45 35 20 292 m 18.30 29.23

16 II 10 51 34 15 201 s - -
17 " 10 38 50 12 304 n 19.90 23.59

18 II 15-20 44 36 20 247 w 17.36 26.05

19 " 15-20 42 50 23 266 w-m - -
20 II 30 40 40 20 336 n 15.42 19.98

21 II 20 55 37 8 277 m 12.33 24.82

22 " 25 62 22 15 25 n 19.44 29.93
I

23 II 15-25 48 35 17 73 s 16.65 24.82
I

24 II 10 58 34 8 108 s 12.07 13.48

25 " 20 44 41 15 305 s - -
26 II 15-20 45 39 16 292 n 14.72 20.60

27 " 25 42 38 20 436 s 15.66 21.83

28 " 20 33 36 31 274 s 19.78 36.67

29 II 25-30 50 34 16 183 s 14.75 17.95

30 102 1/9 30 48 32 20 64 s 16.83 23.37

31 " 20 45 43 12 128 s 15.72 23.03

32 " 35 35 47 18 305 m - -
33 " 45 49 37 14 101 m - -
34 " 40-50 58 30 12 58 s - -
35 II 25 43 40 17 244 m 18.02 26.48

36 " 20 49 33 18 92 s 18.38 28.14
37 " 20 51 35 14 101 s 15.08 19.68
38 " 21 54 36 10 116 s 17.11 20.74
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TEXTURE2 ATTERBURG LIMITS4

% MATRIX ELEVATION OF SJllv1PLE
SAMPLE NO.1 N.T.S. MAPSHEET % Clast> 2 mm Sand Silt Clay (in metres a.s.l.) HCl React ion3 Plastic Limit Liquid Limit

39 102 1/9 20 42 40 18 186 m 18.19 23.28
40 " 20 41 28 21 146 s 22.19 26.29
41 " 21 47 36 17 125 s 14.57 19.69
42 " 32 34 55 11 280 s 19.50 30.73
43 " 15 53 32 15 30 s 16.42 23.91

44 92 L/11 NO 45 50 15 31 n 14.81 21.59
45 " NO 45 49 6 69 n 17 .09 20.62
46 " 25 56 38 6 23 n 13.70 16.32
47 " 15 54 40 6 24 n 16.30 19.98
48 " NO 63 33 4 61 n - -
49 " 40 53 12 35 107 n - -
50 " NO 41 46 13 153 n - -
51 " NO 53 41 6 99 n - -

52 92/6 NO 44 42 14 23 s 20.07 26.58
53 " NO 42 42 16 397 - 17.30 24.53
54 " NO 58 40 2 457 - 22.52 31.12
55 " NO 50 48 2 159 - N.P. -
56 " NO 39 36 25 152 - 17.64 27.82
57 " NO 58 35 7 214 - N. P. -
58 " NO 51 42 7 518 - 13.63 22.29
59 " NO 34 40 26 533 s 18.69 33.46
60 " NO 13 84 2 427 s 26.49 43.28

61 92 Ll10 NO 65 23 12 146 - 13.55 16.36
62 " NO 51 39 10 98 - 22.24 28.11

63 92 L/7 NO 47 41 12 243 m 14.66 19.51

64 92 EIl5 NO 58 35 7 91 m 13.07 16.50

65 92 EIl6 NO 58 40 2 214 n N. P. -
66 " NO 43 43 14 335 n 15.80 21. 20
67 " NO 69 9 22 487 n N.P. -
68 " NO 71 28 1 580 n N.P. -

69 " NO 72 27 1 457 n N.P. -
70 " NO 55 41 4 340 n N.P. -
71 " NO 73 23 4 228 n N. P. -
72 " 25-35 47 37 16 198 n 15.73 23.57
73 " NO 35 47 18 243 n 15.78 22.29
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TEXTURE2 ATTERBURG LIMITS4

%MATRIX ELEVATION OF SAMPLE
SAMPLE NO.1 N. T. S. MAPSHEET %Clast> 2 mm Sand Silt Clay (in rretres a.s.l.) HCl React ion3 Plastic Limit Liquid Limit

74 II NO 62 33 5 442 n N. P. -
75 II NO 65 28 7 560 n N.P. -
76 II NO 61 31 8 366 n 18.52 23.70

77 II NO 69 29 2 308 n N.P. -
78 II NO 69 27 4 503 n N.P. -
79 II NO 63 35 2 228 n N.P. -
80 II 20-30 - - - 365 n N. P. -
81 II 15-30 58 30 12 198 n 17.66 22.40

82 II NO 61 35 4 275 n N.P. -
83 II 35 84 14 2 549 n 13.90 16.34
84 II NO 71 27 2 381 n N.P. -

85 II NO 48 35 17 487 n 13.74 19.85
86 II 30 76 21 2 310 n N.P. -

87 92 E/9 30-40 47 41 12 378 n 17.98 22.98
88 II 15-20 57 37 6 339 n 16.35 21.99 I

89 92 E/8 25-35 57 35 8 557 n 26.23 30.02

IS amp le Location on Map 2, in pocket.
2% coarse clasts by visual field estimations; %matrix by pipette analysis (Terrestrial Studies Branch, Kelowna Lab), sand
silt, clay divisions according to Terrain Classification System (Appendix A).

3HCl Reaction: n: none
w: weak
m: moderate
s: strong

40etermined by Terrestrial Studies Branch Lab in Kelowna.
NO: No Date Collected.
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APPENDIX 2B: TEXTURAL ANALYSIS OF RAISED MARINE OFFSHORE
DEPOSITS ON VANCOUVER ISLAND

SAMPLE NO.1 % SAND2 % SILT2 % CLAy2

1 5.23 62.14 32.63
2 2.02 60.65 37.33
3 1.99 59.04 38.99
4 11.50 58.48 30.07
5 0.68 67.63 31.69
6 1.09 64.18 34.73
7 6.12 61.26 32.62
8 13.43 52.25 31.32

1For site location refer to Map 2, in pocket.
2S and, silt and clay breaks according to Terrain Classification System

(Appendix 1).
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APPENDIX 3: Earthquakes v,+,ich reached intensity II or greater at reference location (Nimpkish Lake 50°20' N. latitude,
127" W. longitude) on northern Vancouver Is 1and (Source: G. Rogers, 1974, Victori a Geophys ical Observ-
atory)

MAGNITUDE LATITUDE LONGITUDE DISTANCE INTENSITY (MERCPlLI)
YEAR (Richter) Degrees/Minutes Degrees/Mi nutes (km) at source location

1899 8.20 60.00 142.00 1429 IV

1899 7.80 60.00 140.00 1350 III

1899 8.60 60.00 140.00 1350 IV

1900 8.20 60.00 142.00 1429 IV

1904 6.00 47.50 124.00 383 III

1908 7.00 59.00 141.00 1313 II

1909 5.60 49.00 122.70 342 III

1912 6.50 51.00 131.00 291 IV

1912 7.00 59.00 143.00 1402 I I

1914 6.50 49.00 130.00 261 V

1915 5.50 48.53 121.43 449 I I

1917 6.40 50.00 128.00 80 VI I

1917 6.50 50.00 128.00 80 VI I

1918 7.00 49.75 126.50 74 VII

1919 5.50 50.00 128.00 80 V

1919 5.00 50.00 128.00 80 V

1919 5.50 48.30 124.30 298 III

1920 5.00 48.70 123.00 340 II

1920 6.40 50.50 129.50 178 V

1921 6.50 53.20 133.70 559 I I I

1921 5.50 49.20 129.20 202 IV

1923 5.00 50.00 128.00 80 V

1923 5.00 50.50 129.50 178 I I I

1924 6.00 50.50 129.50 178 V

1925 6.70 46.00 111.50 1243 I I

1926 5.60 46.50 131.00 518 I I

1926 5.50 49.00 124.00 261 III

1926 5.00 51.10 122.80 307 II

1926 6.10 48.50 ~ 29 .00 249 IV

1926 6.60 48.75 128.50 206 V

1927 5.50 49.00 124.00 261 I I I

1927 7.10 57.50 137.00 1029 III

1929 6.10 51.50 130.75 293 IV

1929 5.50 49.50 130.00 233 III

1929 7.00 52.80 129.50 324 V

1929 6.30 49.70 132.00 363 IV

1930 5.50 49.50 130.00 233 I I I

1930 5.40 48.50 129.00 249 III

1930 5.50 51.50 133.30 459 I I

1930 5.00 49.50 130.50 267 III

1932 5.00 52.00 125.00 231 I I I
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MAGNITUDE LATITUDE LONGITUDE DISTANCE INTENSITY (ME RCJlL LI)
YEAR (Richter) Degrees/Mi nutes Degrees/Mi nutes (km) at source 1ocat ion

1932 5.50 49.00 129.00 206 IV
1933 5.50 49.30 129.20 195 IV
1935 6.20 49.30 129.20 195 V
1936 6.00 52.90 131.60 426 III
1937 5.20 49.00 129.00 206 III
1937 5.50 49.20 129.90 243 III
1938 6.30 52.60 132.10 433 I I I
1938 5.50 49.20 129.90 243 III
1939 5.20 49.20 129.90 243 III
1939 6.50 48.50 130.00 297 IV
1939 6.50 49.20 129.90 243 V
1939 5.70 47.50 122.40 460 III
1941 6.00 49.50 130.00 233 IV
1941 6.00 49.00 130.00 261 IV
1941 4.50 49.00 129.00 206 II
1942 5.50 51.00 124.00 223 IV
1942 6.00 51.20 130.00 231 IV
1942 5.70 49.20 129.90 243 IV
1943 5.00 48.40 122.90 366 II

1944 6.20 50.90 130.70 268 IV
1944 5.80 50.50 132.00 354 I I I
1945 5.50 47.40 121. 70 506 II

1945 6.20 53.90 132.10 527 III

1945 5.50 51.60 131.20 325 III

1946 5.70 47.30 122.90 451 III
1946 7.30 49.76 125.34 134 VI I

1946 4.50 49.90 124.90 157 I I I

1946 6.50 50.00 129.00 147 VI

1948 6.50 53.90 132.10 527 I I I

1948 5.50 50.30 130.70 262 III

1948 5.50 50.30 130.70 262 III

1948 6.00 50.90 130.70 268 IV

1949 4.80 49.00 127.50 152 I I I

1949 7.10 47.20 122.60 474 IV

1949 4.60 50.00 529.00 147 I I I

1949 4.70 50.50 130.00 213 III

1949 8.00 53.75 133.25 571 V

1949 5.50 52.60 132.10 433 I I

1949 6.40 52.60 132.10 433 IV

1949 5.50 52.60 132.10 433 II

1949 4.40 50.00 129.00 147 III

1949 6.70 56.00 136.00 868 III

1949 4.50 50.50 130.00 213 II

1950 5.70 51.50 130.50 277 III

1950 5.00 49.50 129.00 170 I I I
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MAGNITUDE LATITUDE LONGITUDE DISTANCE INTENSITY (MERCALLI)
YEAR (Richter) DegreeslMi nutes Degrees IMi nutes (km) at source location

1950 4.00 50.00 129.50 181 I I

1951 4.50 49.00 129.00 206 II

1951 4.50 49.00 129.00 206 I I

1951 5.00 49.00 129.00 206 III

1952 4.50 49.00 129.00 206 I I

1953 5.00 49.50 129.00 170 III

1954 4.50 51.00 128.00 102 IV

1954 5.00 48.00 129.00 297 II

1956 5.80 51.70 131.40 343 IV

1956 6.30 48.80 129.30 237 IV

1956 6.50 54.50 134.00 662 I I I

1956 5.00 49.70 129.40 185 III

1956 6.70 51.80 129.20 224 V

1957 3.50 50.40 128.10 78 III

1957 6.00 50.00 129.70 195 IV

1957 6.00 49.82 126.48 68 VI

1958 7.90 58.60 137.10 1124 IV

1958 3.30 49.50 127.70 105 II

1959 4.20 50.50 128.90 135 I I I

1959 5.40 52.00 130.90 328 III

1959 3.10 49.50 127.00 92 I I

1959 4.60 49.50 129.50 201 I I I

1959 5.70 52.20 129.90 289 I I I

1959 4.70 50.50 130.50 248 II

1959 3.20 49.45 126.88 98 I I

1960 5.70 48.50 130.40 319 III

1960 6.60 52.00 131.50 364 IV

1960 6.00 52.00 131.00 334 I I I

1960 4.60 50.7D 130.30 236 I I

1960 4.90 50.60 129.60 186 III

1960 5.20 49.40 129.70 219 I I I

1960 6.00 48.50 129.10 254 IV

1961 5.50 50.20 129.70 192 IV

1961 3.60 50.00 128.60 119 II

1961 3.90 50.60 128.90 137 I I

1961 5.00 51.80 131.20 335 II

1961 5.00 51.80 131.20 335 I I

1961 5.00 51.80 131.20 335 I I

1961 4.70 48.80 128.90 218 I I I
1961 5.70 49.00 128.70 192 IV

1961 4.70 48.70 128.30 204 I I I

1962 4.50 50.80 129.70 197 III
1962 5.70 49.90 129.80 205 IV

1962 3.50 49.40 127.00 103 I I
1962 4.20 48.90 128.80 205 II
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MAGNITUDE LATITUDE LONGITUDE DISTANCE INTENSITY (MERCIllLI)
YEAR (Richter) Degrees/Mi nutes Degrees/Mi nutes (km) at source 1ocat ion

1963 4.10 50.63 129.50 179 I I
1963 4.40 50.65 129.31 167 I I I
1963 5.10 50.50 129.50 178 I I I
1963 4.50 51.30 129 .80 224 II
1963 3.20 49.60 127.08 81 I I
1963 4.50 50.66 129.91 208 I I
1963 4.80 50.30 129.60 184 I I I
1963 4.80 49.25 128.75 174 III
1963 4.10 50.70 129.40 174 I I
1963 4.60· 50.30 129.20 156 I I I
1963 4.40 50.40 129.10 149 III
1963 4.20 50.30 129.10 149 I I I
1963 4.40 50.10 129.50 179 I I I
1963 4.00 50.20 129.20 157 I I
1963 4.00 50.30 129.10 149 II
1964 4.20 51.60 125.50 175 II
1964 5.70 50.78 130.12 225 IV
1964 4.10 49.10 127.50 141 III
1964 4.10 51.40 129.20 194 I I
1964 4.90 47.70 128.30 307 II
1964 5.00 47.70 128.80 320 II
1964 4.70 49.30 129.00 183 III
1964 5.00 50.40 129.90 205 III
1964 5.30 49.10 128.80 188 IV
1964 4.90 51.80 130.80 311 I I
1964 3.70 49.20 128.00 145 I I
1964 3.50 49.80 127.80 82 III
1965 4.50 50.30 129.80 198 I I
1965 6.50 47.40 122.30 473 III
1965 4.70 49.20 127.80 138 III
1965 4.90 50.20 129.70 192 III
1965 4.50 49.10 129.00 198 II
1965 3.90 50.50 129.00 142 I I
1965 4.60 48.60 128.00 205 III

1965 4.70 48.20 128.50 260 II
1965 4.90 48.60 128.10 208 III

1965 5.00 48.40 128.20 231 III

1965 4.80 48.60 128.40 217 III

1965 4.90 50.30 129.50 177 III
1965 4.80 50.60 129.70 193 III

1965 4.20 50.60 129.90 207 I I

1965 3.40 50.20 127.30 25 IV
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MAGNITUDE LATITUDE LONGITUDE DISTANCE I NTENSI TV (ME RCJll LI)
YEAR (Richter) Degrees/Mi nutes Degrees/Mi nutes (km) at source 1ocat ion

1966 4.90 50.90 131.20 302 I I

1966 4.80 50.60 131.40 312 II

1966 5.10 49.80 129.90 215 I I I

1966 4.20 50.00 129.60 188 II

1966 3.20 49.70 126.90 70 III

1966 4.60 49.30 129.30 201 III

1966 4.80 49.20 129.40 213 I I I

1966 3.70 49.90 128.80 137 II

1966 4.30 50.40 129.30 163 I I I

1966 4.20 48.90 128.90 210 II

1967 5.30 51.10 130.10 234 I I I

1967 4.30 50.20 130.00 213 II

1967 4.20 50.00 129.60 188 I I

1967 4.10 50.20 129.70 192 I I

1967 4.90 49.60 128.00 108 IV
1967 4.90 49.20 129.30 207 III

1967 4.00 49.20 128.70 175 I I

1968 5.20 49.97 129.95 213 III

1968 4.50 49.25 128.92 183 III

1968 4.30 50.58 130.02 215 II

1968 4.10 51.10 129.00 164 I I

1968 3.50 49.53 127.95 112 II

1968 4.50 51.02 124.48 193 III

1968 4.40 49.00 128.90 201 II

1968 4.20 50.60 129.60 186 I I

1969 4.10 50.93 129.20 168 II

1969 4.50 50.27 129.50 177 III
1969 5.10 50.17 129.88 205 III
1969 4.20 49.11 128.60 178 I I
1969 4.60 48.46 126.49 211 III

1969 4.20 49.51 129.10 175 I I
1969 4.90 48.49 126.51 207 I I I
1969 4.60 50.77 129.52 184 III

1970 4.00 50.00 129.00 147 I I

1970 4.70 50.30 129.80 198 III
1970 4.90 48.47 126.66 208 III
1970 4.90 51.86 130.97 324 I I

1970 7.00 51.74 131.00 320 V
1970 5.20 51. 74 131.20 332 II
1970 4.10 50.60 139.50 179 I I
1970 4.50 49.30 128.10 139 III
1970 4.30 50.25 129.50 177 I I
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MAGNITUDE LATITUDE LONGITUDE DISTANCE INTENSI TY (ME RCJlL LI)
YEAR (Richter) Degrees/Mi nutes Degrees IMi nutes (km) at source location

1970 5.20 47.78 128.77 311 III
1971 5.50 51. 75 130.65 299 I I I
1971 5.00 49.40 127.20 104 IV
1971 6.40 50.56 129.90 206 V
1971 4.30 50.60 129.90 207 I I
1971 4.30 50.60 129 .90 207 II
1971 4.20 50.60 129.90 207 I I
1971 4.20 51.20 129.60 206 II
1971 4.20 50.60 129.20 158 III
1971 5.00 48.60 129.40 259 III
1971 4.40 49.10 129.00 198 I I
1971 5.10 49.00 129.10 211 III
1971 5.20 49.40 129.50 206 III
1971 5.00 49.80 129.20 167 III
1971 4.60 49.20 128.10 148 III
1971 5.00 49.20 128.10 148 IV
1971 4.00 49.80 129.00 154 II
1971 4.20 49.20 128.40 161 II
1971 4.30 49.30 128.50 157 III
1972 4.20 50.90 129.30 174 II
1972 5.70 49.59 127.18 83 VI
1972 4.80 50.12 129.25 161 III
1972 5.80 50.26 129.30 163 V
1972 4.80 50.39 128.88 133 IV
1972 4.80 49.82 129.77 205 I I I
1972 7.60 56.77 135.91 924 IV
1972 3.10 49.60 126.77 83 I I
1973 3.50 49.61 127.40 85 III
1973 4.80 49.00 128.29 174 III
1973 4.50 49.02 128.02 163 III
1974 3.40 50.21 127.61 45 IV
1974 3.10 49.90 126.83 49 III
1974 3.80 49.28 127.65 126 I I
1974 4.20 49.70 127.04 70 IV

1974 3.50 50.10 127.79 61 III

1974 3.30 49.84 127.22 57 III

1975 5.40 49.27 125.96 139 IV

1975 4.40 49.43 126.79 101 IV

1975 4.90 49.23 123.62 271 I I

1976 4.40 50.38 130.02 214 II

1976 6.00 51.50 130.50 277 IV

1976 4.70 51.47 130.68 287 II

1976 4.40 49.41 127.11 102 IV

1976 5.40 48.80 123.34 314 III

1976 5.00 49.04 127.86 156 IV
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MAGNITUDE LATITUDE LONGITUDE DISTANCE INTENSITY (MERCPLLI

YEAR (Richter) Degrees/Mi nutes Degrees/Mi nutes (km) at source locat ion

1976 3.10 49.54 127.33 91 I I

1976 4.40 50.61 129.84 203 II

1976 4.30 49.44 126.15 116 I I I

1976 4.70 49.00 128.88 200 III

1976 6.70 49.02 128.67 189 V

1976 5.10 48.87 128.51 195 III
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APPENDIX 4: Tsunamis Record (1906-1976) for Tofino (Wave heights with tide removed)
50urce: Wiggens (1979)

Max Wave
Date & Time of Position of Richter Tofino
Earthquake U. T. Epicenter Magnitude ( cm)

Year Mo Day Hr Lat Long

1915 11 01 0724 38.0N 144.0E 7.8 12
1917 05 01 1826 29.05 lll.0W 8.6 12
1917 06 26 0550 15.55 173.0W 8.7 9
1918 09 07 1716 45.5N 151. 5E 8.3 16
1918 11 08 0438 44.5N 151.5E 7.9 7
1919 04 30 0717 19.05 172.5W 8.4 15
1921 02 27 1824 18.55 173.0W 7.2 7
1922 11 11 0433 28.55 070.0W 8.4 27
1923 02 03 1602 54.0N 161.0E 8.4 27
1923 04 13 1531 56.5N 162.5E 7.2 15
1923 09 01 0259 35.3N 139.5E 8.3 8
1923 09 02 0247 35.0N 139.5E 7.7 9
1929 03 07 0135 51.0N 170.0W 8.6 11

1931 10 03 1913 10.55 161.8E 8.1 6
1933 03 02 1731 39.3N 144.5E 8.9 23
1934 11 30 0205 18.5N 105.5W 7.0 22
1938 11 10 2019 55.5N 158.0W 8.7 27
1944 12 07 0436 33.8N 136.0E 8.3 12
1944 12 27 1526 06.55 152.0E 7.0 12

1946 04 01 1229 52.8N 163.5W 7.4 58
1951 10 22 0543 24.0N 121.3E 7.1 7

1952 03 04 0123 42.5N 143.0E 8.6 12

1952 11 04 1658 52.8N 159.5E 8.4 58

1957 03 09 1422 51.3N 175.8W 8.2 52

1957 03 11 1455 51.5N 178.5W 7.2 18

1958 11 06 2258 44.5N 148.5E 8.7 10

1960 05 22 1911 39.55 074.5W 8.3 126

1963 10 13 0518 44.8N 149.5E 8.2 16

1964 03 28 036 61.1N 147.6W 8.5 240

1968 05 16 0049 40.8N 143.2E 6.1 13

1971 07 26 0123 04.95 153.2E 6.6 7

1973 06 17 0355 43.2N 145.8E 6.5 6

1975 11 29 1448 19.4N 155.1W 7.2 9
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